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I reau. always a favorite in the Rock: land ring; and Babe Counurn of
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Waterville, who is sometimes called i
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Boxing To Be Resumed “The Pride of Central Maine". A
Associate
Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW
I tough nut for Cracker to crack.
At Park §treet Arena
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
The semi-final introduces Young
cents.
Tomorrow Night—The
Butch Wooster, Jr., a brother of |
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Youngsters Featured
Butch Wooster, who is now knock
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
ing 'em right and left in Florida.
The
Rockland
Gazette
was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier I
Boxing fans pricked up their ears 1
While various technical points in his case. He had not proceeded was established and consolidated
This youngster strips at 145 pounds,
with the Oazette in 1882. The Free Press
a few days ego when they heard and he ,s rarl„.
s(ack up agalnst were raised at the Rockland Lions far when he was approached by the was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
that hostilities were to be resumed your? jack Bumford of Augusta 1 Club Mock Town meeting yesterday Chief Constable and the real sheriff papers consolidated March 17,1897.
for the purpose of searching him.
at the Park Street Arena Friday who will occupy the opposite cor- 1 as t„ the warrant for thc meeting
Having some kind of a pull witli
[EDITORIAL]
night. As the management ex- nerjand otherwise, nothing illegal was
the sheriff, the officers refrained,
presses it this is a get acquainted
Th*‘ Prdlms wiu sho» slx ea8er allowed to delay progress and wise- however, and the moderator pro
smoker featuring some of the youngsters—Dusty Peters vs. Bud cracks, wit, fun, and eloquence (?) ceeded with his speech, despite in
England's answer to the proposed peace drive was given
smartest young talent in eastern Phelps' 1x5111 of Rockland; Eddie surely had thelr .nnlngs.
terruptions by Ralph Conant, who
Tuesday night when the Royal Air Force bombed the German
Maine-the first show sponsored by HillgT0Ve
ARon Wooster, both ' The bell of the Town Crier, “Bob'' turned out to be the chronic obNorth Sea Air Base at Hornum, Inflicting much damage. The
the Ro-kland Athletic Club. licen- iof ^Und; and Charlie Wooster Oregory was heard and the Chief of
of
mwtlng To show
British aggressive had a wholesome effect, for the friends of
was prepare<j to maintain
the Allies were tired of pussyfooting and wanted to see some
sd bv the new State Boxing Com of ockland vs. Joe Nadeau of San- Police "Duke” Annis looked every
ford.
inch the part as he entered wear- j
the moderator produced two
Indication that they mean business. The time for dropping
mission.
Opening bout at 8 30
| ing headgear fitting his Posidon, blunderbusses and another fireleaflets has passed; lf there is to be war and that war ls to
The main bout will be an eightFred Ooodnow and Carl Morse but "Bob" Allen, with his friendly
serve a worthy purpose the sooner it is entered Into and
round affair starring Cracker Favsmile, notwithstanding his Dog
(By Tlie Roving Reporter)
have been selected as judges.
finished the better. There's no disguising the fact that Ger
Humorous reports of these offiConstable badge, did not appear wrs were nstene<j to: Selectmen,
many has been holding the upper hand, and that the morale
like one who would strike terror into John w TTott; Tax Collector, C.
of the Allies and the neutral powers would soon be disad! IN PROBATE COURT
Thomaston and Owls Head town
“I have read in your column sev
the heart of a canine. Chief Con- Ear[e Ludwick; Dog Constable, Alvantageously effected. Taking it on the chin, and doing
Inventories filed; Estate* of Ann
meetings
next Monday, and they
eral
stories
about
cats
and
dogs
re

IN APPLETON
stable. Harold Leach, however, in jen; poun<j Keeper, James F. Burnothing in return has ceased to be a virtue.
O'Brien, Warren, 11,039 41; Alvin
turning to the old home," writes ring down the curtain, as fas as
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
special costume and armed with a g^-ss; Truant Officer, E. Stewart
O. Pottle, Friendship, $55,55 83.
Bertha A. Bryanf ot Union. “Wlien Knox County is concerned.
Good Music
big "billy" from the police station Orbeton; and Overseers of Poor, A.
Admission 15c, 35c. Dancing 8-30-12
I moved from the farm 30 years ago
could
not
fail
to
have
impressed
P
Russeii,
CAST DECIDING VOTE
35*36
I brought my beautiful cat. He "Wliere in Rockland, Ls Teakettle
Twenty free door prizes at Senter' the "citizens" with the fact that I Then came one of the highlights
Congressman Clyde H. Smith swung Into the limelight
stayed
about a week and disap Hill?" asks Mrs. F. Anderson of
Crane s great "Open House" tomor- law and order was to be maintained. Of the meeting in which Lion Orbe
Tuesday when he voted a proxy and saved the National
peared. After three days he came Oeorges River Road. "Evidently
row, Friday. See the amazing new
Town Clerk. Bradford Burgess, ton opposed Fire Chief A. E. Brun
Labor Relations Board from disaster But according to the
back delighted to see me. After not populated by Finns who would
Philco refrigerator, third floor. No called the meeting to order and berg, the former being nominated
Press Herald's Washington Bureau. Congressman Hoffman,
about three weeks he left again, ; have soon changed tile name to Cofobligation to buy. Free door prizes, the first differences of opinion by First Selectman Frank H. In
whose proxy he cast, is an enemy of the board, ns now con
and just three weeks later lie ar 1 fee Pot Hill.'* Mrs. Anderson also
ask for free ticket*. Free pinks for arose over the reading of the war- graham, and the latter by Tax Col
stituted and announced his intention fit asking a reconsider
rived at the old farm home, cried writes: "There is a charm in tilings
the ladles. Free ride to the store rant, following which Town Law- lector Ludwick.
ation of the vote. Smith's position on the matter would Im*
at the door, but when he got inside made long ago. Some time ago
There were various seconding
interesting to know.
and home on request, tel. 558. | yer Frank A. Tirrell, bolstered up
everything was strange, he went to there appeared an article ln The
his nomination of Frank A. Wins- speeches ajxl each candidate spoke
Everybody welcome—adv*
the bam and stayed there until I Courier-Oazette mentioning an old
low for Moderator with quotations vigorously and earnestly in hls own
went for him. I brought him home school book with Uie owner's name
from the dictionary, showing the behalf several times, the present in
WIDELY KNOWN WRITER
and
a happier cat never lived to bc in It. Tliat name Parazanda Teel
appropriateness
of
hls
nominee
for
I
cumbent
of
the
office
donning
his
FRANCIS L TILLSON
The sudden death of Fred K. Owen, political writer for
16 years old, and he never offered is on a quilt owned by your corre
the office. Tlie moderator was re- , red Fire Chief hat. Tlie vote re
the Portland Express and Sunday Telegram, caused wide
Carpenter and Builder ceived with great acclaim and proto run away again. The distance spondent. Sometime soon, 1 will
sulted in a tie. Mae West's name
spread sorrow in this State. He enjoyed a personal acquaint
was a little over three miles.”
tell you about lt and of tlie otlier
18 MEADOW RD., THOMASTON reeded with a speech of acceptance, appearing on the ballots and tlie
ance with almost every man and woman in public life, and
names on lt, embroidered ln tiny
PHONE 45-4
during which he demonstrated how moderator cast a deciding vote to
while leaning strongly toward the Republiran cause presented
3S‘36&38'39 a "swelled head" could be reduced. her favor.
the news from a non-partisan standpoint, and his weekly
Another Joshua—To be sure he cross-stitch by Uie loving hands of
Following a particularly witty
reviews in thc Sunday Telegram will be missed by a large
is not quite a Rockland citizen—but thelr owners many, many years
and convincing appeal by “Parish
following. Fred K. Owen, the courteous friend and versatile
he might become one anytime—son ago."
Priest" Kenyon, it was voted to
writer, will be sincerely missed. He was 74.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Young
lt is not only smarter to
double his salary, and the Town
of Andover, Mass., great grandson “Cut your own wood and it will
drive a better car, it's far
also voted that Town Manager
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Simon warm you twice" reads the motto
wiser! One of these Near"Gene" Stoddard, supply candy to
STAGE AND RADIO SHOW'—FEATURING
ton, grand nephew of Mrs. Henry which hangs over an open fire
New Cars for instance. Bring
keep all town officials sweet, and
Beano, banished by the Portland authorities, is rearing its
Bird. His name is Joshua Adams place ln a postcard from Somerville,
“The Boys From the Lone Star State” and
ing you all the newest safety
that a pension be provided for
head again, and said authorities declare that it shall not be
Simonton Young.
He is nine Mass. which bears the familiar pen
improvements, smart style,
Alice DeLisIe in her Mexican Hat Dance
Oreat Grandpa Burgess.
permitted to flourish. It has become a live issue in numerous
months old and an honor to the manship of “Boze." Did our vet
freedom from endless repairs.
The affair was pronounced a
sections of the State.
name.
eran correspondent live up to that
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
But for the low prices you
success, and both Lions and guests
motto?
would take many of these cars
much enjoyed the occasion.
thy
Sherman.
At
this
service
an
TUESDAY,
APRIL
2
—
4
P.
M.
and
8.00
P.
M.
MISS
Mf
KNIGHT'S
REPORT
for “New."
Mrst Bessie O. Wallace of South
I The above account, faithfully re.
EVENING 15c. 25c, 35c
MATINEE 19c. 25c.
In connection with the work of opportunity for decision for the Waldobo writes: "My neighbor Decaying teeth were once at
‘
ported
by
Judge
Ingraham
modest

36-36-37A39
Christian way of life was given,
tributed to the excessive use of soft
’40 Plymouth, 2-door, trunk
ly fails to take into account the the Knox County Association for and a number of young people re Alfred Standish, says he has the
foods. But we are now informed
distinction
of
having
a
name
which
*39 Chev. DeLuxe 2-door. trunk
decidedly eloquent and convincing Rural Religious Education, Miss sponded. Miss McKnight is plan
that certain hard, compact foods
contains
the
names
of
three
Maine
speech
which
he
made
in
presenting
*39 Ford DeLuxe 85. 4-door
McKnight reports the following ning to start a Christian Endeavor
towns. It is Alfred Ellsworth may be the cause.
Frank Tirrell's name. It was a mas
*39 Pontiac 6 Deluxe, 4-door
excellent attendance last Sunday: group for the development of Standish."
terpiece, humorously or seriously.—
Tk.
South Thomaston 47, Clark Island Christian leadership and character.
“Alvin Wallace had a cocoon One year ago: Nine women were
Ed.J
*39 Mercury 5 Pass. Coupe
26, with three classes 100 per cent,
which he found in the woods last drawn for service on the Knox
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Nate Berliawsky’s friends who
and Hope Corner 36. At Hope
*39 Chev. DeLuxe 5 Pass. Coupe
fall. He placed it in a jar back of County traverse Jury.—Rockland
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
foregather at The Thorndike Hotel,
Comer
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt,
of
Rock

*39 Ford 60 Coupe
the stove and all winter long that High School won the semi-finals ln
port, conducted an evening service, are reading with much interest odd looking bunch has been watched.
ithe one-act play contest, present
'39 Ford 85 Station Wagon
Show Times: Matinees. Saturday 2.30: Sundays, 3.00
at which Mrs. Hoch, of Rockland, startling headlines which appeared
ing
"The Strange Road. —Butch
Last
Thursday
the
insect
emerged
Every
Evening,
at
8.00
'38 Chev. DeLuxe 4-Dr„ Tk.
sang, accompanied by Miss Doro ln a Miami newspaper.
—a large brownish form, but It Wooster was beginning a success*38 Ford DeLuxe 85, 4 Door
lived only flve hours. It was about I ful pugilistic career at West Palm
THURSDAY-FRIDAY. MARCH 21 22
*38 Pontiac DeLuxe 6, 2-dr.. Tk.
as large as a small pullet's egg. Can i Beach.—Mrs. Sylvanus Robinson,
BETTI’ FIELD, JACKIE COOPER
*38 Chev. Master, 2-Door
anyone tell me what this might 80, died in St. George—Dora P.
in
have been?"
Bailey. 96. died in Waldoboro.
*38 Ford DeLuxe 85, 2-Door

SHORE VILLAGE TOWN MEETING

The Mitt Slingers

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Black Cat

Rockland Lions Make An Uproarious
Success of Their Annual Mock Session

SHOWING SIGNS OF LIFE

D A NCE

Drive a Better

TIME TO BUY

"GEORGE AND DIXIE

BEANO IN PORTLAND

WALDO THEATRE

*38
*38
*38
*38
*37
*37
*37
*37
*37
*37
*37
*37
*37
*37

Plymouth Deluxe 4-Door
Chev. Master Coupe
Ford Station Wagon
Nash Lafayette Coupe
Dodge 4-Door, Tk.
Chev. Master 2-Door. Tk. '
Plymouth DeLuxe 4-Door
Ford 85, 2-Door. Tk.
Oldsmobile 6 4-Door Tk.
Plymouth DeLuxe Coupe
Ford Station Wagon
Chevrolet Sub Carryall
Ford !x Ton Pick-up
Willys DeLuxe 4-Door

MANY OTHERS
We Do Our Own Financing

“SEVENTEEN”

SMOKE SALE

SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 23
LAUREL AND HARDY. JEAN PARKER

ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT, MARCH 23

in

Positively the Last Chance To Buy At
These Prices!

“THE FLYING DEUCES”
also
GEORGE O'BRIEN
to

“MARSHAL OF MESA CITY”

Let’s dust off that

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY, MARCH 24, 25. 26
We are proud to present a Premiere Showing of
Columbia Pictures' Latest Comedy Hit

RICHARDSON 4 LIBBV

word ‘Taster”

THOMASTON, ME.

“TOO MANY HUSBANDS”

(now playing Radio City Music Halil

Based on the play by W. Somerset Maugham
starring
JEAN ARTHUR. MELVYN DOUGLAS. FRED MaeMVRRAY

Also the outstanding short feature of the current season
MARCH OF TIME NO. 7—“VATICAN OF PIUS XII”

Get Your Share of Our Many
SPECIAL BARGAINS

Tkit prodoctiou will not be
tbewo an,where etcept er
edvtnced prices . . . M lea.l
■aril 1941.

t.tell, at shown ia its
lamed Atlanta and broad*
way Premieres.

GONE WITH THE WIND
Seats On Sale At Box Office For
Night Shows (7.30 P. M.l All Seals Reserved $1.00 plas lax
Sunday Mat. (3 P. M.) All Seats Reserved $1.00 plus tax
Weekday Mats. Continuous. Not Reserved 75c ine. l»
STARTING SUNDAY. MARCH 24

PLENTY OF GOOD SEATS AVAILABLE FOR SUNDAY, ALL SHOWS

If you’re going into Easter with
a "don't rare" feeling, yoo’re
either getting old or on your way
out.

This Easter everything's different
. . . the girls' hats and the men's

attitude ... and we'd like to have

EVERYBODY UP FOR

ROCKLAND’S GREAT CARNIVAL
THURSDAY-FRIDAY—APRIL 4-5

every man who reads this ad to

EASTER BALL

know this about us . , . *
We've

dusted off

that

word

“Easter” and brought into Rock

land a stock of clothing that
gives March 24 a brand new

meaning ... and we do mean you.

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
EVERY CENT to buy a RESUSCITATOR
FOR ROCKLAND

MIDWAY-- GAMES-BEANO-DELUXE
SUPER EXTRA DOOR PRIZES
Every Prize Bought In Rockland—Every Cent Spent For Rock
land’s Benefit—Every Worker a Volunteer To the Cause
HOLD APRIL 4-5 OPEN FOR “THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE”

THE SUITS

$20.00 to $35.00

THE TOPCOATS

$25.00

Soo 143 Acfuaf-Co/or IlluttraUont,

Including 95 Full-Color Photogra
phic Koproductlona ovor 2 Squaro-Foot In Slaal
You’d find Ihli amazing naw SherwinWilliami Paint and Color Stylo
Guide tha quickest, most economi
cal way te color-itylo your entire
homo ... add up-to-the-minute color

diitinction to itt exterior .. . true
color harmony to its roomi. Evan if
you do not plan to paint toon—don't
min this color troatl Drop in today.
Thera will ba no obligation.

TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Tuesday, March 26
Dancing 9.00 to 1.00

A PRESENTIF0R1Y0U!
THI 1040 H0M1 OCCORATOR

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Youri Inc at our itoro. Aik ui for your copy.

GREGORY’S

FENTON BROS.

PAINT and COLOR Headquarters for

Auspices of Rockland Kiwanis Club

Sherwin-Williams Paints

Benefit of Boys’ and Girls’ Committee

W. H. GLOVER CO.
453 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Admission 50c

TEL 14

J

Every-OtKer-Day
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Page Two

! Weymouth Grange of Thoniasis coming in with distressing slow
ness. Thc local chapter has no
i ton is entertaining Knox Pomona
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
funds with which to buy yarn. It
April 6. and It is expected that
W. R. Walter Conjures
' must depend upon the generosity
Governor and Mrs. Lewis O. BarUp Interesing Memories rows will be present. Among num
For this is my blood of the new and self-sacriflcc of citizens who
testament, which is shed for wish to help this terribly defeated
bers to be presented on the program
Of Shuman Family
many for the remission of sins. nation. Contributions large or small
will bF the Boy Scout playlet writ
may be sent to The Courier-Gazette Editor of The Courier-Oazette
—Matt, 26 28.
ten recently by young Paul Simpin whose columns all contributions
I was much interested in the Ira son, a few vocal selections with
! will be listed. Thc need is dis- J. Shuman article recently appear- i guitar accompaniment, also by Paul
j turbingly urgent, else the volunteer
lng in Tlie Courier-Gazette, thc Simpson, and several Finnish dancI knitters cannot continue,
tnore so by reason Uiat Mr. es 1,1 costume' by tho Jolly Tollers
j The yam ls distributed to a great Shuman s natal soil was in Waldo- 4 H club ol Oeorges ^ver rood'
Knox County Chapter, 1 and loyal group of knitters and in
Red Cross, Needs Public struction given Tuesday and Thurs boro—that is, if it is the same “Jer' sey” whose genial parent was New
day afternoons, 2 to 4 o'clock in the
Help For Yarn Fund
ell Shuman.
| second floor room over Ballard Busi
| Tlie last time I remember seeing
The Red Cross of Knox County ness School. Tlie members of the
"Jersey'' was at his plant witli
has buckled down to doing a very Nursing Activities Committee of , some mill machinery to get re
Family SlZ*
real and very difficult piece of hu Knox County are in charge, in paired, but I do remember an in
cluding Mesdames Jane Beach. Alice cident in his boyhood days, passed |
mane service in the voluntary task
Spear. Ruth Albee, Mary Avery,
of buying yarn to the amount of Josephine Rice. Florence McCarty, on to me by the late Everett C
$300 and knitting this huge amount Emily Crane, Mary Ladd. Ida Don Teague. Mr. Teague was working
into sweaters and clothing for the dis, Fern Cumming, Maude Blod on a new house in building by Jer
sey's father. Jersey came home
stricken and helpless in Finland.
gett. Ruth Ellingwood. Julia Mur from some kind of a schooi he was
It ls a two fold task. The flrst ray. Grace Flanders and Miss Ellen
, attending on a vacation. He was
is to raise the $500 and the money Cochran.
[asked by the boss carpenter to fit
' a door stool, and he did tlie job so
Automobile spark plugs occa well that he was assigned the task
sionally should be removed from to cut them all in, which was con
the engine and inspected for such sidered marvelous for cne so young.
.The house is the onc now owned
defects as cracked porcelain.
... To Refinance Your Car
'and .occupied by Chester Light,
... To Pay Old Bills
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette near Winslow's Mills.
—quickly, privately, without embarrass
rf , However, I w£s more familiar
----- ...
ment
No co sign-w nece-sarv
No
wage assignment. Employer or (rlends
with Uie life of the father than
not notified.
the son. Newell was a familiar j
PICK YOUR OWN PAYMENTS
figure among Uie people of thts I
Caah
Monthly payments Including
town for many years and admired 1
to
ALL charges lor:
You
5 mot
12 mos.
20 mos
and loved by Uiem all. He was'
always full of songs and jokes. He
110 82
S3 02
16 72
10 05
21 84
contracted
to care for the town's
1507
32 75
1008
20 10
13 40
poor for $750 a year—quite a small
43 61
29 9U
65 22
19 90
stipend compared with now. Onc
If you can afiord the small repayments
day he espied his two cousins. John
shown above you should not hesitate
and Washing Shuman, both well-toInvestigate the time-saving and
to write or phons us for a loan at once
Ask for Mr Rlelfy
do farmers, coming along the road '
money-saving advantages of
With his accustomed quick wit hc
our plan before you sign up for
PERSONAL
ran down to meet them and taking
any home-financing plan
FINANCE CO.
the horse by the bridle led lt up to
2nd Floor
Kresge Bldg
Room 201
the house with Uie remark: "I have
241 Water Street
been expecting you.”
ROCKLAND LOAN &
Tel. 1155
Augusta. Me
A speech from Newell was expect
Smail Loan Statute License No. 1
BUILDING ASS’N
Charges 3\ on unpaid Monthly Balance
ed at Uie annual town meeting
up to $150. 2qs, Monthly on Balances
in SCHOOL ST..
ROCKLAND just ar sure as that convening oc
above.
curred. and among thc Uiings hc
BROWN-BLACK
was accustomed to say was. T never
wanted but one office in my life
and that was to be President cf
thc United States, but since so
many have been shot I don't care
434 MAIN ST.
CLOTHIER
ROCKLAND
for that.”
81nce Jersey is so far beyond Uie
fourth dimension in mathematics.
I wish he would "figger” how fast
Four-Piece Suits for Boys and Youths
wc arc swirling through space as
priced from $9.00 to $15.50
cur Eartli is making its revolutions
in its course among the other
Young Men’s Sport Coats, $7.95
planets.
Reversible Raincoats, $10.95
And so, with best wishes tor a j
long and happy life for you and '
Sweaters .................................... $1.00, $1.98, $3.00
yours, Jersey, I will bring this little
Dress Pants ............................... $1.98, $3.00, $3.98
greeting to a close.
Dress Shirts..............................................$1.00, $1.50
W R Walter.
HaU................................................. $1.00, $1.98, $3.00
North Waldoboro.
A TO C WIDTH
Headquarters for Carters’ Work Clothes
BLACK
OR BROWN SADDLE
Members ol Weymouth Grange

Remembers “Jersey”

The Courier-Gazette

JOIN THE EASTER PARADE
TO A&P WHERE THRIFT IS
ALWAYS IN STYLE!

A Difficult Job

LOAN Sup to $300

FOR SPRING

•

Join the happy throng* of women on their way to save in the bargain-flanked aisles
of the A&P Super Market. Here you’ll sense an atmosphere ALIVE with Eastery
excitement . . . you’ll see hundred* of delectable things to eat at amazingly low
prices! Savory hams, tender, plump chickens that will make you smack your lips
. . . pearly-fresh vegetable* . . . fruit* that almost run over with juice . . . hennery
fresh eggs . . . even delicious candy eggs ... All priced thriftily because we buy
food* direct, do away with many unnecessary middle profits, share savings with
you! Just LOOK at the low, low prices listed in thi* ad! Come to your A&P —
where thrift is always in style.

PORK LOIN RIB HALF
FANCY, YOUNG, PLUMP
TURKEYS NORTHERN-ALL SIZES LB
STEAKS „ ROASTS
Heavy S'eer Beel - Porterhouse, Sirloin, Bottom Round or N Y. Sirloin

SMOKED HAMS
E-Z GHT HAM

SPORT STYLES

Saddle Oxfords

NEW SPRING GOODS FOR EASTER

of Thomaston who attended Grange
Neighbors' Night observance at
Pleasant Valley Grange Tuesday
were Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn,
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Fales. Mr. and ,
Mrs. Carl Gray, Mr and Mrs. Clif
ford Allen, Mrs. Nellie Orff, Mrs
Newbert, Mrs. Estelle Newbert, Mrs. >
Nina Winchenbach,
Mrs. Ada
Simpson. Mrs. Ella Reed. Mr?
Dorothea Young. Mrs. Dorothy
Jameson, Miss Betty Fales. Miss
Priscilla Hastings. Nathan Hunt,
Earle Maxey and Eugene Fales.

JO"*40*

MORRELLS

lb

Ll

23c

SMOKED HAMS

29‘

SMELTS . 3,25'
MACKEREL Fillets

10'

HADDOCK Fillets is 19s

as IDVf RllSiD

$2.50

Others, $2.00

Children’s Shoes
$1.00

R. E. Nutt Shoe Store
436 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.

'"h’Ted tub

b(Own MM* "
leather

SLICED BACON

WELL TRIMMED
SUGAR

CURED

This famous coffee is sold in
the flavor-packed bean and
ground fresh to your order—
exactly right for your coffee
pot. Enjoyed by millions.

Low

2

CABBAGE NEW CROP 3 LBS 13c
CARROTS FRESH, TENDER 3 BCHS 15c
JUICY
Regular Price
ORANGES SIZE 150-176
DOZ 29<
JUICY
LB
ORANGES
SIZE 200-220
DOZ 23'
BAGS
PT
STRAWberries
2
35'
BSKTS
J
FRESH, LUSCIOUS FLORIDA
CALIF. -

OOC
Qt)

CALIF. -

hJ 1
PINEAPPLE JUICE
CAN
7'
OR
NO 2’i
A&P APRICOTS WHOLE
UNPCCLED
CANS 27'
2 NO.
2
A&P kernel CORN
CANS
19'
2 NO.
2
LARSEN’S VEG-ALL
19'
2 CANS
17 OZ
CRANBERRY SAUCE OCEAN
SPRAY
CANS 21'
2 4 OZ
RAJAH COCOANUT
CELLO PKG
7'
OZ
YUKON TONICS
4 7R
BOIS 28'
STANDARD
SWEET MIXED PICKLES QUART
JAR
21'
OR
NO. 2 j
A&P PEACHES SLICED
HALVES
2 NOCANS2'j 27'
OR
A&P PINEAPPLE SLICED
CRUSHED
CAN
17'
NO 2
A&P GRAPEFRUIT NEW PACK
CANS 25'
3 NO 2
A&P S CORN
3 CANS 25'
PALMOLIVE SOAP
CAKES 11'
BRICK
ZB oz
YANKEE BEANS GENUINE
OVEN BAKED
CAN
10'

EGGS
NUTLEY

NBC FIG TARTS
CELLO PKG
lb 19
NBC PREMIUM CRACKERS
27
BAKER’S VANILLA EXTRACT 2.0°,1 25
ANN PAGE VANILLA EXTRACT 2.o7 17
HERSHEY’S COCOA l. 9' . l. ™ 14
HERSHEY’S CHOCOLATE Wtf 11
scon TOWELS
ROIL
SCOTT TISSUE
3 «u,
WALDORF TOILET PAPER 4 roll*
SCOn TOWEL HOLDERS .‘rToSv M
LEMON PIE FILLING
3
ANN PAGE SPARKLE pie rn
PXQ
SOS CLEANSER
1
TEHOERLEAF TEA
$ oz «« 3

2

SUNNYFIELD

RLFINED

V,

pound

l LB
PKGS

15

> ‘.M

163

Purchased Irom Local Producers
MARC A RIM

SULTANA TOMATOES &US&*
8'
NBC
SHREDDED WHEAT BISCUITS
PKGS
17'
GREEN GIANT PEAS
2 ^°/275
PEL MAIZ NIBLET EARS 2 CANS 25'
17 OZ
DEL MAIZ NIBLETS
CAN
10'
BIG TEA VALUE

NECTAR

13?

OUR OWN TEA
Handy extra

IU’ 25c

«‘19‘

Women who one* paid high price* for tea now
use Nectar or Our Own and save up to 20%

LB

rniNts

FRESH NATIVE-LARGE SIZE

• 5

17‘

FRESH,
CRISP, TENDER

SILVERBROOK

Shelvador

LB

13e

SPINACH
3 PECK
“ T
S'
V
AJ

IN

SUNNYFIELD
SU

• Extra space for freezing
meats, poultry, ice cream

LB

SUNNYFIELD

WILDMERE
MADE WITH SWEET CREAM

»n °rfcn*shC°»{otdliuue-hni’n
. et
ue ute lea«
Double
1 her
her
sole, 1 „
.„,l
B and
W'kith s.

19'

TRlilTSANDVEGET ABLES

27'

PURE LARD
BUTTER
BUTTER

,dth' B
sod D

WU.OMEIE

SM. SHOULDERS

FOR
OYSTERS STCWING
PT 23'
SALT FISH SITS v. 10'

SCALLOPS

SUNNYFIELD

LB
WHOLE OR EITHER HALF - MILDLY CURED

$2.00

RALPH P. CONANT

JSkMT

ARMOUR S STAR or
SWIFT'S PREMIUM

«-• 33c

2 49
2 21
DOZ
LBS

14 OZ
ANN PAGE KETCHUP
2 BOTS
ANN PAGE BEANS wX X. 3 ££ 1
ANN PAGE SALAD DRESSING & J

ANN PAGE MACARONI SPAGHETTI ’pkg
A HOLLIS
1 LB
CHOCOLATES MILLER
GUARANTEED
PKG
Producer-Consumer Campaign

A&P RAISINS
A&P RAISINS
A&P PRUNES

SEEDED
SEEDLESS

MED SIZE

2 PKg’s 15'
PKGS 25'
2 PKGS 31'

A&P Cooperate* with

producer* and grower* In
promoting the aale of more dried fruit*.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY, MARCH 23

shelves-in.

the-door

• Food compartment porce
lain enameled
• Hermetically sealed Electro
saver unit

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
Plus Small Charge For Postage

Copyright 193*
Indkolt-Johnson Corp. 346 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

ENDICOTT WOHHSON

MAINE MUSIC CO.

395 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

“SWAP FOR CASH” STORE

TEL. 708

462 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
“Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and 37 Elm Street, Camden*’

SELF
SERVICE

SELF
SERVICI

Evtry-Other-Day

Pago Three ?
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TALK OF THE TOWN

March 22—Oood Friday.
March 24- BUwter Sunday
March 24 Warren Easter pageant
"Joaeph of Arlmathea" at Baptist
Church.
March 24 Cantata “The Resurrec
tion" at Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church.
March 24—Rockport—Pageant "He ls
Risen” at Baptist Church
March 25-Owls Head—Town meeting
March 25-Vinalhaven Senior class
play "M'llss".
March 25-28-Farm and Home Week
at Orono
March 26—Kiwanis Charity Ball at
Community Building
March 27—Democratic State Conven
tion ln the Bangor Auditorium.
March 29— Public concert by Bublnatetn Club at Congregational Church
March 29—Camden—Concert by High
School at Opera House.
April 2—Oeorge & Dixie at Com
munity Blrlldlng
April J—Waldoboro Lecture by Com
mander Donald B MacMillan at High
School auditorium
April 4 (10 a. m ) Republican State
Convention In City hall Portland.
April 4 (12 m l—Second District Repulfilcan Convention ln City hall, Port
land.
April 4-5-RFD. Resuscitator Fund
Fair at Community Building
April 6—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with Weymouth Orange. Thomaston.
April 10-15—Maine Methodist Con
ference In Auburn.
April 29 — Camden
Colby College
Olee Club at Opera House.

THE WEATHER

Otis Lewis, proprietor of "Trail's
William Olson, Jr., 17, of this city
End” has leased the restaurant at was arrested ln Camden last night
The Brook, formerly known as after he is alleged to have stolen a
Vesper's Spa and has had it com- sedan belonging to Alden A. Stanpletely modernized with open kit- j ley. State Trooper H. G, Roper,
ehen. The date of opening will be who made an arrest, drew a gun
early ln April.
j on Olson. Patrolman Prank C.
-------! Bridges who attempted to stop the
The 1940 edition of Homc Owners’ J car at about 8.55 as it was speedCatalogs was published last week ! ing from Rockland was nearly run
by F. W. Dodge Corporation and ls j down. Olson was convicted in the
available to home building families I February term of superior court here
without charge or any other obliga of larceny of a car »wned by Elmer
tion. Home Owners’ Catalogs In C. Davis of Rockland, Jan. 31, 1940,
cludes complete descriptions and and was placed on probation for
color illustrations of home building two years.
equipment and materials. The book
is designed especially for the guldState Patrolman Harry L. Thornpance of families Interested in build- son has started driving lessons, witli
lng and owning their homes. Its high school students as pupils. Tlie
language is non-technical but thc1 first group receiving instructions
descriptions are not superficial. are Harry Oraves, Virginia Accardi,
Readers of Tlie Courier-Oazette who Owen Allen, Alice Rackliffe, Bararc planning to build their own 1 bara Bodman, Mary Cross, Barbara
homes in this area, within the next [Murray, Dorothy Cassidy, Victoria
12 months at costs of $4,000 or more, Anastasio, William Buckminster,
exclusive of land purchases, may Charles Libby, Albert Winchenbach,
apply for thelr personal copies of Patricia Allen. Beverly Bowden,
thc book, which will be sent post Paul Rackliffe, Robert Rogers,
paid to those who qualify. Letters Elizabeth Breen, Marilyn Ramsdell,
should be addressed to F. W. Dodge Belva Robishaw, Sylvia Hayes.
Betty Beach, Ruth Packard, Fred
Corporation, Boston.
Small, Kathryn Dean, Kathleen
BORN
Dean, Dorothy Kalloch and Ruth

Spring was ushered in at 1 24 p.m.
yesterday but the only visible man
ifestation was the light snowfall
which came on during thc night. A
good thing, they say, to draw thc
frost from the ground. Only two
more days before the annual visita
tion which some folks make to
church.

The Elks' beano parties have been
discontinued for the season.

Claremont Commandery will ob
serve Easter Sunday by having
breakfast at 9 a. m„ at the Elks
Club, after which the Sir Knights
will attend Divine service at Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church, Rev.
Ouy Wilson pastor So many uni
forms were destroyed by the Ma
sonic Temple fire that the Com
mandery will not appear ln uni
form this year.
Tomorrow night at 7.30 in Congre
gational Church a rendition of the
sacked cantata "The Seven Last
Words” by Dubois will be given by
the Congregational Quartette and
assisting artists those taking part
are Mrs. Esther Howard. Mrs. Lil
lian Joyce, Mrs. John Pomeroy, so
pranos: Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs.
Marianne Bullard, Mrs. Corwin
Olds contraltos. Harold Greene.
Chester Wyllie of Warren, Carlton
Porter, tenors;
Charles Rose.
Raymond Greene, Russell Carter,
bases.

|

j
I
|

Ambulance Service

WHOLE OR SHANK HALF

•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
* CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL. 867
KOCKLAND. ME.

M-tt

Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.

0000 clTS

HAM ~
YOUR UHOIUK OF GOOD BRANDS

SWIFTS PREMIUM, LB.

H AIVI

varnish

PAINTand

BUTTS
FACE ENDS

CARD OF THANKS
The gift* of flowers from the Dcrcex
Circle of Kings Daughters, and of fruit
from the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary and
the Mystic Rebekah Lodge sent me
during my Illness were much appre
ciated. I was alao pleased to receive
cards and other kind remembrances
from relative*, neighbors and friend*
at thal time I also wish to thank iDr.
Fred G Campbell for hls faithful atten
dance while I was so sick
Mlaa Alice Walter

of Home Redecorating and Re

20/

FOR

EASTER

TIIE ANNUAL TREAT

to call on ua for quotations.

Our New Paint Department is
complete in all details.

l-UeUND
LELlfi &

FLOOR

TURKEYS - 24c
SWIFT’S SILVERLEAF

PURE LARD

3 -x 25/
PEAS

TRELLIS

Moorei

a/X1'

Paint
Moor** <

Use Mnnre Paint
PERRY’S PARK STREET MARKET

Birdseye

8.30 P. M.

Spring Special, 79c pair

ADMISSION 40 CENTS
Reserved 77c, Tax Inc.

(guaranteed perfect)

Other Numbers from

Every Saturday Nite

A

79c pr, 89c pr, $1.00 pr, $1.15 pr and up

GLENCOVE
GRANGE HAU

NEW SPRING BAGS, ju»t arrived, at $1.00, $1.98, $2.98 up

BOATS AND MOTORS
Ask About Our
TIME PAYMENT PLAN
CAMDEN, ME.
Next Camden Yacht Club

ORANGE MARMALADE
NESTLES SEMI-SWEET CHOC 9

fcBARSfcqJV

—Fnr tnakinr the famous Toll House Cookies

—For making thr famous Toll House Cookies.

MADE FROM ONLY FRESH FRUIT.

rtnUn

1AM
JMIT1

12/
9Cr

Del Monte Brand
Giant 2-lb. S-ox. Jar

29c

here; is a new product WORTH talking about.

—There is an average of 30 pickles to a tin—and they have a new crisp
flavor all their own—Try them on your Easter table.
—Your choice of Canada Dry or Ctiquot Club.

GINGER ALE contents 2 qt bots A«»C
GET A WONDERFUL MARMALADE OR JELLY, Jar for only Ic with

2 pkgs 23/

CORN KIX

EASTER EGGS

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
SM. 7*1-1 er 781-11

1M-11S LIMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, MB.

119-tf

choc cov

3 for 10/

24 <4 LB. BAG

'SBURVS
BEST

$1.00

FLOUR

Pillsbury’s Corn Meal

‘ Balanced 'recipes
in every tack

2

PKGS

15X

In Silks, Chambray, Rayon, Broadcloths
IN ALL SIZES

Outstanding numbers, $1.98
LN ALL SIZES FROM 2 TO 16

Buy a Street or House Dress for Easter,
from our new spring line, $1.98

Peppermint Patties........................Ih box
Lollypops, assorted.......................... 5 for
Chocolate Covered Cherries...... lb box
Rum and Butter Toffy................... lb pkg
Peanut Butter Kisses........................2 lbs
Hersey Miniatures, cello bag ................

19c
9c
25c
19c
25c
23c

SUNSHINE

2 12 oz tins 49/

HORMEL SPAM

(BY FRECKLES)

Beautiful range, at $1.00

39/

BING
CRACKERS
PKG.

GOI.DEN HEART BREAD

CHILDREN’S SPRING DRESSES

32-37

EACH

EASTER CANDIES

From our market represents the best food that money ran buy.
We know that good food, at reasonable prices, means a satlafled
customer, and that's what we want. For instance, when a cus
tomer orders BREAD, wr know they are getting thr best bread in
Maine, thr same kind that you would makr, If you order

BEAUTIFUL NEW

'

A. L. ANDERSON

CAKES

EVERY FOOD ORDER

ADMISSION 35c and 25c

14-Th-tf

11(;

°LE°
Ib

A beautiful White Cake covered with Frosting and gaily
decorated in keeping with Easter!

15/
CELERY, large fresh bunches ................................... 10/
CAULIFLOWER, snow white heads.................. lb 13/
BEETS, fancy new............................................. 2 bchs 15/
ORANGES, fancy juicy Floridas........................ doz27/
GRAPEFRUIT, Marsh seedless....................... 7 for 25/
LEMONS, juicy, large size................................ dozen 29/
COOKING APPLES, natives........................... peck 19/

Four Delicious Flavors—Cherry, Fruit and Nut, Maple Walnut, Cocoanut

Hal’s Rhythmaires

75c

EASTER CAKE

4/

SWEET MIDGET PICKLES 2 tins

DANCE

ARMOUR'S OR SWIFTS

CARROTS, California, fresh ....................... 3 bchs

DFA/*U

36'lt

21c

CABBAGE, new crisp heads................................... lb

EASTER AND SPRING SUGGESTIONS

HUMMING BIRD HOSIERY

BOX

FLOUR
24 !4 LB. BAG

PINEAPPLES, MUSHROOMS, IIONEY DEW MELONS, SPINACH.
CUKES, RADISHES

DOUBLE
SWAP FOR CASH
THURS., FRI., SAT.

WOTTON’S

ALL PURPOSE

SUGAR
10
52/

GARDEN FRESH—PACKED AS SOON AS PICKED

PORCH
and DECK

rj rJ r-i r-< r-l r-i r-i N N r-' r-l r-1 r-l r-l r-l r-l rr-i rJ N N rJ r-11J r-11 -i iJ iJ r-1 rJ r !rerajgj?j?vj|

Park St. Arena
FRIDAY NIGHT

ALL SIZES—AND A LARGE
LOT TO CHOOSE FROM
SERVE THE BEST FOR YOUR
EASTER DINNER

pairing, we cordially invite you

Warren.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
to tbe friend* and neighbor* who sol
kindly remembered me with gifts, cards
and flowers during my stay at Knox I
Hospital. I also wish to thank Dr |
Lawry for hl* faithful attendance and
the nurses who attended me and who
gave me every attention
. Charles L. Oregory
Glen Cove.

LARGE
FRESH
NATIVE

HAM

FANCY YOUNG PLUMP NORTHERN

With Spring bringing thoughts

EGGS

ALL DAY SATURDAY

HOT CROSS BUNS
DOZ

29/
27/

lb 29/ ARMOUR'S STAR, LB.
Ib 12/
SUOAR
Ib 15/ BACON CURED Ib 17/

GOOD. SLICES TO FRY

HAM
HAM

With

19c

BACON

29/

I.B.

SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAM

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Edna L. Btan| ley who died March 21. 1901
No one knows the silent heartache.
Only those who have lost can tell.
Of the grief that ls borne In silence
For the one loved so well
Some day we hope to meet her.
Someday, we know not when
To clasp her hand ln a better land.
Never to part again
In our hearts her memory lingers.
Sweetly tender fond and true
In a home that today
Is lonesome lor you
•
Husband and Daughter •

BOXING
SMOKER

HAMS

OUR FAMOUS "MASTER SMOKED"
POUND

STORE SALE OF

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of iny dear Mother,
Mary Hamilton, who passed awav March
21. 1934
Six years ago you left me,
How olt I miss your loving face.
But you left me to remember
None on earth can take your place
A happy home we once enjoyed.
How sweet the memory still
But death has left a lonesomeness
The world can' never flu
Sadly missed by her daughter. Nora
Brown.
•

DOUBLE
SWAP FOR CASH
THURS., FRI., SAT.

ALL OVR SHOULDERS ARE SWEET PICKLED
AND FRESHLY SMOKED

Right from the Smoke House
to us with fragrant hickory
.smoke still clinging to them—
new richness of flavor and re
markable tenderness.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Mlles R Has
kell. who passed away March 23. 1939
Not dead to ua who loved him.
Not loot but gone before
He lives with us ln memory.
And will for ever more.
•
Wife aud Family

Twenty free door prizes at Senter
Cranes great “Open House" tomor
row, Friday. See the amazing new
Philco refrigerator, third floor. No
obligation to buy. Free door prizes,
ask for free tickets. Free pinks for
the ladies. Free ride to the store
and homc on request, tel. 558.
Everybody welcome.—adv?

SMOKED
1ftn
SHOULDERS, | Jb

n

DIED
Wilcox At Rockland. Mass, March
16. Mary (Curran) wife of Leroy Wilcox
native of Thomaston, aged 56 yeari.
Elliott—Spruce Head. March 18. Lil
lian A., widow of Walter Eliott of
Camden Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
from Good funeral home. Camden
Burial ln Northport.

Sir Bunny Says: I hope that Easter morning finds you
in splendid health and shiny bright humor and attuned to
the gala spirit of the occasion. I hope that your Easter
togs become you well and that you wear them with proper
swank. I hope that you meet your pleasant friends in
church and on the Easter boulevard, and lastly I hope that
your Easter Eggs are tinted in your favorite colors, this to
initiate a season of boundless good fortune!

Surprise beano partv Fiiday night
at Spear hall, special prizes, door
prize, surprise attendance prize.-adv.’lt

Roma At Vinalhaven. March 6. to Nichols.
Mr. and Mr- I.ewtn Roma, a daughter
Hudson—At Augusta. March 16 to Mr
and Mrs Robert Hudson (Mary Blrdl
Public supper of home cooked
a daughter.
Wentworth-At Rockport, March 19. foods Saturday night at Legion hall
to Mr and Mrs Kenneth Wentworth,
by A. L. Auxiliary.—adv.
a son—Kenneth Earl. Jr.

More Talk of the Town on Page 4.

James Arthur Moore, lately with
the Associated Press office in Bos
ton, lias become local correspon
dent for the Press Herald. He is a
son of Edwin A. Moore. State Editor
of the Press Herald and is accom
panied here by hls charming wife—
and trusty camera.

With the exception of Easter
Sunday the climax of the church
year comes ln the Holy Thursday
candlelight service at the Univer
salist Church this evening at 7.30.
The beautiful setting for tlie serv
ice, with lighted candles massed
about the pulpit rostrum creates an
impression that lingers in one's
memory'. Miss Oladys Blethen is
In charge of arrangements this year.
Members and their friends are
urged to be in their pews promptly
as the processional will enter the
church at 7.30 sharp. A class of
11 members will be received into
the church. Tlie service will close
with Holy Communion.

IVORY SNOW E
HiMilOf!iNIW 22c

FOSS VANILLA............................ 2 oz bot 23c
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES .. . 3 pkgs 20c
SALADA TEA, Red Label.........% lb pkg 38c
POMPEIIAN OLIVE OIL.............. pint tin 45c
CHARMINE TOILET TISSUE...... 4 rolls 25c
BUSS COFFEE................................ lb tin 21c
BLACK PEPPER.......................... 3ozpkg 5c
SODA CRACKERS..................... 2 lb box 15c
FRUIT COCKTAIL..............2 No. 1 tin* 19c
EVAPORATED MILK.................... 4 tin* 27c
CIGARETTES, all popular brands, ctn 1.23
PALMOLIVE SOAP....................... 2 bara 11c
BLUE SUPER SUDS....................... 2 pkgs 39c
KLEX.....................................................2 pkgs 31c
JELL-0.........................................
4 pkgs 19c
BAKER’S COCOA........................... lb tin 14c
PEACHES, in syrup.......................... 2 tins 29c
MACARONI....................................5 lb box 27c
3 tins 29c
RUIT i............................
GRAPEFRI
TOMATO JUICE....................... 46 oz tn 19c
RAISINS, seedless........... four 8-oz pkgs 19c
WAX PAPER ............................ 40 ft roll 5c
COCOA......................................... ’/2 Ib pkg 6c
SHAKER SALT......................... 2 lb pkg 6c
IT F IO A T S
»»%.'/. ru«e

MEDIUM

-IQpt-TerfS

IVORY SOAP

iv( HY'

(ITH 1 IAIC

LARGE

3 bars 25c

MEDIUM

5 bars 25c

largt

OXYDOL
mtdtum

2pkgs39c 3 pkgs 25c

BE SURE AND GET YOUR SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS AT BOTH OUR MARKETS—SWAP FOR
CASH HAS ALREADY PAID OUT IN DIVIDENDS $1,925.00.

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

Every-Other-Day
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Page Fouf

the Lord's Prayer; Children's story;
Tobey Lee, daughter of Mr. and responsive reading, trombone solo.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay is visit
Mrs.
Ronald Messer, spent Mon "The Holy City" by Dr. Judson
ing her daughter Mrs. I. S. Bailey
Rockland Lodge of Elks elects
Finnish Program At
Lecturer Blackington
Lord; Scripture lesson, anthem. "I
day with her aunt. Mrs. William H.
in Philadelphia.
officers at Monday night's meeting,
Georges River Road
Know
That
My
Redeemer
Lives
’
;
Takes Thrilled Rockland Robinson.
The Bridge Club will meet Thurs supper at 6.30.
prayer; soprano solo, “Alleluia ’ by
Nets Neat Sum
Audience On Memor
Mrs. Hulda Kivinen. and son Aimo
day night with Mrs. Clinton B.
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie; notices and
Sullin. accompanied by Mrs. Law
The
Finnish
Congregational
Almon B. Cooper, Jr., was ad
Stahl, Main street.
able Journey
offertory, "The Garden of Prayer"
rence
Dolham
visited
Albert
Sullin.
Church
of
Georges
River
road was
mitted
to
membership
in
the
Lions
Mr. and Mrs. Joan H. M'.'ler have
organ; baptism and reception of
Alton Hall Blackington made his a patient in a Gardiner Hospital,
returned from Boston whtre they Club yesterday.
new members; sermon. "Remember filled to capacity last Thursday '
third appearance at the Communi Sunday. Albert is gaining slowly Our Risen Saviour"; sacrament of night and the sum of 863 was
Visited the Flower Show.
Arthur Gardner has returned ty Building Tuesday night in the and has been in the hospital three communion; benediction; Easter realized for Finnish relief.
Mrs. Herbert Newbegin has re
This program was presented in j
home after an extended stay at the role of lecturer, and kept his au months. The three were callers at .Postlude. played by Mrs. Smith, orturned from Boston.
the home of Mrs. Annie Creamer inf^
charge
of Rev. Samuel Nevala. pas- j,
Veteran's Hospital ln Togus.
meet
dience in laugher—when it was
Commander Donald B MacMillan
Washington.
tor:
Presentation
of flags with sing- 1^
at 9.30 a. m.
will speak April 3, at 8 p. m. in the
The Rotary Club tomorrow will. not spellbound by his fluency of
ing of "Star Spangled Banner" led
Mrs. Edwin E. Gammon, wlio ob
High School auditorium under the have as guest speaker Maine's No. speech and the wonderful colored
by Mrs. Ellen -Nel.son by girls from
served her birthday Monday was
Freak Accident
auspices of the Parent-Teacher As 1 man. Gov. Lewis O Barrows.
Long Cove and 4-H girls in costume; :
pictures which he showed in the complimented that night at a de
sociation. His lecture, "Beyond the
Two inches of light wet snow two songs by Mrs. Nestor Salomaki,
course of a two-hour talk on "Tur lightful surprise party, the guests
Arctic Circle" will be illustrated by There are plenty of seats avail
Tuesday was the cause of a freak of Warren; poem. "Karjala' by'
at which were members of Mystic
quoise Trails To New Mexico".
motion pictures and slides.
accident at Sheldon's filling sta Mrs. Laiho of Warren; song, in I
able at Park Theatre for all showA combination of circumstances 1 Rebekah Lodge. Mrs. Gammon was
tion on Route 1. A car driven by Finnish, “Forget Not the Home of
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston and
Of - Clone With the Wind".
served to limit the size of the at- rec‘P‘ent °l a card table and cards'
Mrs. Bessie Hoffses. 56, of Waldo Thy Childhood '. Misses Arlene Nel
Mr. and Mrs. K. K. Weston are
tendance, but it was the sort of and a handsomely decorated birth
boro in turning in to the filling sta
spending a few days in Portland.
Friends of George Young are
audience which delights any lec day cake made by Mrs. Clarence tion, while going toward Thomas son and Helen Johnson; poem writ
Mrs. Kelsey Lash has been visiting helping him celebrate his 39th birth
ten by John Uesa of Thomaston,
turer because of the close attention Peabody. Coffee and cake were ton. was caught on its rear fender
day today at his home on Camdeu
recited by Mrs. Toivo Hendrickson
a few days in Boston.
served
and
the
evening
pleasantly
and evident appreciation which it
by a car going also in the same of Waldoboro; songs by Long Cove
Miss Flora Pish of Rockland was street..
gave. A block of seats was
with games °f cards and
direction and driven by Wilfred girls, led by Mrs. Pirttinen and
weekend guest of Miss Addie Feyler.
cupled by members of the class of checkers. Present were Mr. and Dtgmard of Monmouth, wlio at
The
Kickapoo
is
stirring
up
the
Mrs. Hanna Ruuska; address by
The Junior and Senior Troops of
I loin Rnririnnri Wiirh Rchncd tn I Mrs. Herbert Waltz, Mr. and Mrs.
ice in Penobscot River preparatory *912- H°«‘and High School to,
tempted to pass as Mrs. Hoffses Rev. Alex Raita; song. 'God Bless
Girl Scouts entertained the Wo
which Mr. Blackington belonged. George Buck. Mr. and Mrs. Ciar turned left.
mans Club, Tuesday afternoon at to opening th'at stream for naviga
America" by 4-H girls; Finnish Na
and who came to the hall directly ence Peabody. Mr. and Mrs. Emer
Wlien it came to a stop Mrs. Hof tional Anthem by the audience.
the Community Garden Club House. tion.
son
W.
Perkins.
Capt.
Charles
from the home of Mr. and Mrs.
fses' car was wedged between the Accompanists were Mrs. Sarah MatMrs S. C. Hemingway and sons
Young. Mrs. Chisie Trone, Miss
Ouests at the Lions meeting yes George L. St. Clair, where the lecgreasing
stand of the station and son and Mrs. Emma Johnson on the
Bradley and Richard and daughters j
terday were Mayor Edward R. Vea- Jturer had been guest of honor Im- Mary Trone. Miss Janet Wade. Miss the station itself, headed directly
Jean, Madelyn und Nancy of Syra
organ and Wilho Elglund. comet.
zie. County Attorney Jerome C Bur bued with hls enthusiasm for travel Katheryn Peabody. Mr. and Mrs. toward a cedar tree. The air vent
cuse, N. Y„ are spending a few days
Finnish style cheese made by Mrs.
rows. Johk M Richardson. Curtis the "old grads" took the initial | °eorBe Martin. The guests came of an underground gasoline tank,
at their summer home, Glenhurst.
John Anderson. Mrs. John Niemi
steps
toward
making
a
journey
to
dressed
“
horribles",
the
women
Payson and James A. Moore.
the rail of a set of steps and slivers and Mrs. Saima Autio. went like
Mr. Hemingway, daughter Carolyn
one of his suggested wonderlands. as men- and vice versa whlch add* ■ f
the
stand were the
TYPICAL SENTER CRANE VALUES
Mr Blackington's opportunity to
«reatly t0 the merriment of the |
87 '
and son Stewart will pass the week Malcolm Creighton of Thomaston,
the proverbial hot cakes, auctioned
only
damages
end in town.
off by Emil Ruuska. Coffee, cake
pupil of Howard Godding at the Visit the Southwest came suddenly occas*onState Patrolman Henry G. Roper and coffee bread were sold, served
Miss Cassie Feyler, 87, died Mon- New Engiand Conservatory of Mu-1 and unexpectedly when the facili- I
Lawrence Dolham, accompanied
Investigated the accident.
by the Jolly Toilers 4-H girls from
day at her home here. She leaves slc piaved at the student recital in (?ties of a wealthy Boston banker by Willard Hall visited Sunday aftcopper coffee pots, family heirlooms
one brother Parker and two sisters, Recital Hall: Bach Prelude in E were placed at his disposal.
ernoon with Alden Clifford at Coopbrought from Finland In years gone
SOMERVILLE
Mi s Simon Hart of Rockland and flal minor.
'■ ,
lecturer began his camera ers' Mills.
Mrs. Otis Foster is ill at the by.
Mrs. Carrie Hart of this town. Fu- j
-------I traVels in Santa Fe and over cov- J Peter Mills of Farmington, field
One lot only ... no delivery on this item
Mrs. Mildred Harjula was chief.
neral services were held Wednesday
Rehearsal for the Entered Ap- ,,red wagon trails in sand and sage consultant for the Maine Municipal home of Flora Avery.
from Flander s funeral home with prentice degree will be held in I. O. J brush he took his audience t0 Taos Officers' Association was ln town
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown and coffee cook assisted by members of 1
Rev. D. G. Barnard officiating.
O F hall. School street tonight by , wbere many Indian types are inter- j Monday for a conference on town daughter Vera were business visi the committee. Mrs. Saima Autio. j
Mrs. Hmi Hill and Mrs. Jenny An-!
the officers of Aurora Lodge of Ma viewed and the famous church of matters.
tors Saturday in Waterville.
Miss
Waneta
Peaslee
has
returned
derson
sons.
All
officers
are
requested
toj^
u
visited
and
pho

The smorgaboard lunch, auspices
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Ouy Ordway Is ill at her ,
present,
of the Finnish Relief Committee, to her employment at Pownal after
tographed.
Marion E. Brown; assessors, A. J.,
home on Church street.
------- _
Through colorful canyons and I held at Orange hall Saturday night, visiting at Ernest Peaslee's
Advertisement* In thia culumn no.
Mr and Mrs. Albert T. Carroll
Char,es W KaIl0ch' Burop~n ** over moonlit prairies "where the will be served from 6 to 9 The enMrs. Nina Colby and Barbara Dodge. O P Marr and fi. L. Bart o escred three lines Inser.ed once fo>
25 cents, three tUnew for 50 rents Ad
will observe thelr 50th wedding an- rKlor' of the Amerlcaa
deer and buffalo roam", the au- tertainment and bazaar will be pre- Light were callers last Thursday lett; school committee, A. M. Light; |
HEATED apt to let all modern. Good
constable, Mont Orotton ; treasurer
niversary next Saturday and will Unes' InC wlth
ln dience was transported to the an- sented at 8 o'clock at Glover hall, on Mrs. Marion Brown.
location. Apply the MEN S SHOP. Main
small words to a llna.
St cor Park
_____________ 33 tf
keep open house to their fronds OfnM' Italy' has The CouriM-°a- cient cliff dwellings of Puye, Mesa and the evening will be completed
Harvey Emery of Augusta visited and tax collector, A. M. Light.
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel
from 3 to 5 in the afternoon and "ttc s thanks for souvenirs Ris*n Verde and Frijoles Canyon.
with dancing, music by a three- j Monday at his home here.
, 579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS
23-tI
UNITED STATES BRANCH------- GENERAL ACCIDENT FIRE AND IJFE
8 to 10 in the evening
hi«h since he left hb honw cltyLeaving New Mexico for Califor- Piece orchestra. Every cent over ] Miss Gertrude Hisler has returned
APARTMENT to let. furnished and
ASSURANCE
CORPORATION.
hestet a’ 14 MASONIC ST________ 35‘37
The meeting of the Knox Coun- Charhe never forgets Rockland.
LIMITED
nia. Mr. Blackington points his i expenses will be given to Finnish
Union after passing two weeks'
ASSETS
DEC
31
1939
MODERN house to let. nine rooms
vacation
here.
ty Poultrymen's Association, of,
trawler St George re- camera *nto Bryce. Zion, and the Relief. Thirty-five prizes totaling
and bath; near school: >18 month
Real Estate.
*1.032.477 73
A. J. Dodge and Charles Brown Mortgage Loans.
DININO
table
six
chairs.
Queen
Anne
mrs; GEORGE STEWART 85 Willow
which Lester H. Shibles is president.
Mondav night from her Orand Canyon of Colorado, before in value over 8100 will be given away
77 500 00
yle for sale; upright piano, good
35-tf
£ XT, X X Z «
■- •»'
««» were in Gardiner Monday on busi Stocks and Bends.
33 235 996 15
Cash ln Office and Bank.
3 699 138 85 Tel 605-M
-4-36
FURNISHED house to let. living, dlnness.
Agents
Balances.
are’invite^whe^her
>°ad 25 000 pounds of mixed fish at
Walbi and Acoma where rain- will be the oil heater door prize, do3 651 693 64
nAnn new milch cow for sale ALE
*T?
ln
»nd
Receivable.
Sundry
OOOD
k.,Krh
,n *»wcl room, single bedroom, bath.
Norman Brown of Aina was a Bills
0!‘he Feyler pUnt on Tillson s Wharf, making-snake-dances are held.
nated by A. T. Norwood and Son.
Balances,
35‘37 kitchen, pantry, sun porch.
47 317 73 1
available March
ch 8.
8 “
DELIA YORK 111
Interest
and
Rents,
150.577
33
The old mining towns and trails Outstanding number on the enter-1 rader Sunday at H. C. Brown s.
TWO showcases for sale six feet and Pleasant 6t City
Ernest York of Camden suffered After taWnS on lce- CaPt Clayton
eight feet In length. W E ORAVES.
Oross
Assets.
*41 894 701 43
of Death Valley were shown in con- tainment will be the pageant.
and ^Irs- ALight visited
FURNISHED apartment to let. three
35 37
Deduct item* not admitted. 3 406 241 80 Rockland
a severe cut on hls foot a few days Coffin plans a trip to Oeorge s
- rooms snd toilet, partially heated 12
trast with tropical luxury of Palm Northern Land is Burning" written 1 Sunday with Mrs. Lights father
AXMINSTER rug (9x121 for sale *15 Knox St . TEL 156-W
19-tl
ago while working in the woods at BanksAdmitted.
*38 488 459 63 also Venetian style mirror *2 MRS E
Springs, Los Angeles, and the ever and directed by John Puolaaka of in Newcastle.
COLBURN. 65 North Main St . Tel , FOUR room apartment with bath to
LIABILITIES
DEC
31
1939
Ballard Park. He was taken to the
887-M
34-tf let, furnished or unfurnished, heated
Lowell Thomas, the famous radio Intriguing motion picture studios of North Warren. Other numbers will1 5Ir. and Mrs. Robert Stackpole ol Net Unpaid Losses.
*12.397 755 00
office of Dr. Tounge by Mrs. W. E.
FRIENDSHIP sloop for saie 26 ft Applv 7 Elliot St, Thomaston. TEL 24
Unearned Premiums.
8 567 426 72
Hollywood.
be
vocal
selections
by
Hans
Heistad
!
Auburn
were
recent
guests
at
the
news commentator broadcast Tues*
27-tf
FRANKLIN COMERY
All other Liabilities.
4 463 067 59 ood condition
Whitney, who resides near the
In these romantic lands of sunny of Rockport. Sylvia Kulju of Long-f*ome of
p- Marr
Cash Capital.
550 000 00
day from Eastern Slope Inn. North
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern
Apply at Oamden and Rock
.. Conway. The proprietor of that' silence and dobe deserts, where na- Cove, and tap dancing by a Gardiner
Mr- and Mrs- Vivian McDaniel Surplus over all Liabilities 12 710210 32
27-tf
dltion
V S EDC.BCOMB Box 318 land Water Co TEL 634
xxiv rami
iuua> ai
. .
. ,
The
Farm ouiudu
Bureau mtXM
meets today
at ____ H * ____ ............ .......... .
________ were visitors
Sunday at the home
Total Liabilities and
34
‘
38
Roakport
the some of Mrs Margaret Greg- P°Pular hostelry is Howard O. Phil-i live Navajos chip pieces out of the girl.
TWO unfurnished1 apartmi
apartments to let
Surplus,
*38 488 459 63
i of H. L. McDaniel.
I
___
1_
v
___
__
l_
r
__________
____
1.
cVf
-rnH
fhotvi
in
J
I
n,
MERP.’LL upright piano for sale in Tel 629-M. ELLA COLLINS 25 North
35-Th 41
ory Glen Cove for an all-day ses- brook- whose wife “ a former
jsky and s<t them in silver rin8s and
Order of worship at the Congre-'j
27-tf
gooid condition, call 33 Megunticook St Main St
Miss Ruby MacDonald is confined
WESTCHESTER EIRE INS. CO
34’36
smden, TEL 588
Can
sion; subject "Left-overs in Meal land 8irl—Elizabeth Fuller. Their, bracelets—where Spanish senoritas gational Church Sunday morning
FURNISHED rooms to let
rteslr
110 William St.. New York. N. Y.
to
bed
with
grippe.
25-FT power boat and engln com-1 able location. MRS A C. JONES. 5
Planning." In charge of the pro- volees could be heard in fancy, by sing and dance in sun drenched i will be: Easter Prelude, played by :
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1939
plete. for sale
Tel 58-5. L S OOD- Talbot Ave. Tel 576.
126-H
patios,
and
Mexican
maidens
serve
j
Mrs.
Dana
Smith,
organist;
call
toj
34‘36 j
FREY.
South Thomaston
Rcsl
Estate
*53
482
81
gram and dinner are: Mrs. Mary ffiends wbo listened in.
Town Meeting
Mortgage
Loans.
228
564
58
TWO
five-gallon
water
fountains
for
\
*
tempting things to eat and drink— ] worship; doxology; invocation and ]
Spear. Mrs. Edith Overlook, Mrs
-------13.358 444 19
Offlcers elected at town meeting 8tocks and Bonds.
Caxb Ir. Office and Bank
3 sl3 649 01
Bernice Freeman, Mrs Emily Hall
On lhe first
of thls news- where the perfume of pinon pines;
ire: Moderator, G P Marr; clerk. Aernt-' Balince-97 813 59 high two inch mesh
ACCIDENT AND CASUALTY 1NSUR
All ln good
and Mrs. Nellie Andrews.
Pa^r may **
an «*vertU-inert burning in great fireplaces and the %NCE COMPANY OF WINTERTHUR.
Bills Receivable.
1 *3 TO *4
Ion
MAURICE JONES
Clark 8*«>*^.*«-*<*e.e,***W
Interest
and
Rent*.
tA
566
GO
SWITZERLAND
GREAT
AMERICAN
INDEMNITY
war
whoops
of
the
Eagle
Dance
be

33*35 I
Special services for the week at of W H Glover Ca Albius ore
U. S Head Office:
All other Assets.
108.910 95
USED upright piano wanted
Must
COMPANY
__
15 SWARMS of bees for sale. MRo h„ ln g0<xl rendition. MAINE MUSIC
Ill John st.. New York. N Y.
the Baptist Church opened Tuesday of the most ama“n« 600115 ever “en, come a reality, the lecturer cap
New York, N. Y.
Gross Assets.
house co. Te! 70e. City
31-36
$18 305 761 97
1939
ASSETS,
DEC
31
ASSETS.
DBC'
31.
1939
of Oyster River Warren road 33-tf - —-■
' - ------------- —----------night with a meeting sponsored by *n this clty' 11 may 66 seen at any tured the exhilarating spirit of the
Deduct Items not admitted, 298 492 76 side
____ _____ ——— -------- —--------- :-----— — i REPRESENTATIVE wanted for reS3 595.694 88 8tocks and Bonds.
Stocks and Bonds
*13.435201 53
DRY
fitted
hard
wood
for
sale.
110;
I
Nursery.
Trees,
Roses,
Fruits.
the Trytohelp Club. Rev. C. V time the store is 0P«h a:-d is not: great Southwest.
237 667 99 Cash In Office and ’Bank.
Cash in Office and Bank
2 915 801 75
Admitted.
*18 007.269 21 Junks, long; soft wood slabs; kindling guarant-ed
Experience unnecessary.
Agents Balances.
434.405 92 Agents' Balances
1 984 999 20
Overman presided at the opening only ■)°y 10 any home owner ar.c?
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1939
T J CARROLL. Warren. Tel. Rockland CONN VALLEY. Manchester. Conn
29 714 28 Interest and Renta,
Interest and Rents,
67 625 00
2
63
21
_____________________________
3*“
35*lt
2
197
41
exercises and offered prayer; a ' prospjc.iv® home owner but is a
All other Assets.
All other Assets.
*1.253.451 00
508 560 25 Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums.
5 748 .869 25
D h H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
EXPERIEINCED
lobster fisherman
vocal trio number was sung by Mrs, re\ elation of the strides made in the snow-capped peaks of the
(4 299 680 48
Oross Assets.
689 132 57
Oross Assets
818.911.967 73 All other Liabilities.
r 91 TILL1 000 000 00
Sangre-de Christo Range and the Deduct Items not admitted. 105 723 24 Deduct Items not admitted. 453.574 99 Cash Capital
Overman, Mrs Mildred Rhodes and modern color printing.
35 It
Surplus over all Liabilities. 9.315.816 39 |9 per ton. del. Ask for swap
rap for
__ ____
cash_ ■
tickets M B AC O PERRY. 519 Malt
MAN wanted for sales work in rural
world famed Carlsbad Caverns were
>4 193.957 24
Charles Marston; Scripture wa-------Admitted.
Admitted.
*18 458.412 74
St Tel 487
27-tf i districts of Maine: must own and op
Total Liabilities and
read by Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, club
™s year the Communion service beautifully reproduced in color by
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1939
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1939
erate car free to travel: dailv guaran
Surplus.
*18 007 269 21
coal for aale, *14 50; Pocahon tee to start; commission end expense
$510 843 04 Net Unpaid Losses.
Net Unpaid Losses.
president and the sennon was de-jusually held at the Congregational internationally famous artists.
*7 079.989 00
35 Th-41 ta*HARD
toft lumpy. 19; dry fitted
| C3n ribUtion
_Applv
_______________
729 960 80 Unearned Premiums.
Unearned Premiums.
at FOSS__HOUSE
4.041 235 69
453,153 40 All other Liabilities,
livered by Mrs. Overman. Chris- Church on Maundy Thursday eveJ. B. PAULSEN, Tel parx st a*-k for Mr Waterman
984 845 41 THF. TRAVELERS EIRE INSURANCE wood, 110.
.............
35*36
The climax of the lecture was a All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital, or Statutory
Cash Capital.
Thomaston
62.
27-tf
1 000 000 00
COMPANY
COTTAOE or farmhouse wanted at
tian Endeavor was in charge of , nlr)ff w dl he held on Friday evening breath taking ascent up the red
850 000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities. 5.352.342 64
Deposit.
Hartford. Conn.
HARD wxxxl per foot, fitted *125 or near Owls Head, with 4 bedrooms.
the service Wednesday and tonight instead- This sendee will be at 8 30. walls of Acoma. to the "Sky-City", Surplus over all Liabilities, 1 650 000 00
A*sets. Dea 3L. 1939
Sawed *115. long. |l« H B AC O electric lights, toilets July snd August.
Total Liabilities and
PERRY.
Tel 487
27-tf Write "B. O." care Courier-Oazette.
Stocks
and
Bond*.
(22.134
862
00
there will be a union sendee with following the cantata which will be a place visited by few white men.
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
818 458.412 74
___________ ,_________________________ 34-36
3 212.101 27
*4.193.957 24
35-Til 41 Cash In Office and Bank,
observance of the Lord's Supper presented by the quartet and the where the mission church made fa Surplus,
Agents
Balances.
1
856.563
00
35-Th 41
RANGE burner cleaningJobs wanted,
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COM free wicks, each Job for March only
Interest and Rents.
118611
50
THE
HOMF.
INSURANCE
COMPANY
The last service before Easter Sun- chorus at 7.30. Those who are mous by Willa Catha in "Death
All other Aasets.
PANY OF AMERICA
TIIE BALTIMORE AMERICAN
48.784 51
New York, N. Y
HAROLD E COOMBS.Tel768-R 64
Newark, N. J
INSURANCE COMPANY
day will be Friday night when the uniting with the church in raemJ Comes to the Archbishop is perched
Masonic St,
City
34*36
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1939
Oross Assets.
New York. N. T.
827 370 922 28
ASSETS DBC 31. 1939
Mortgage Loans.
*403 162 !
CAPABLE woman wanted for general
Ladies' Aid will have charge.
[ bership wiU be received at this on the edge of a 400 foot precipice
Deduct
Items
not
admitted,
13.221
91
ASSETS DEC 11 1939
Real Estate.
(217.198 973 81
Stocks and Bonds.
97
664
996
86
housework
in
smalt
family
No
laun

The Twentieth Century Club will ' communion sendee instead of on above the desert.
1.000.545.430 04 dry; must be able to answer buslnesa
*122 147 90 Cash ln Office and Bank
Real Estate.
15 .295 880 95
Admitted.
*27.357.700 37 Mortgage Loans.
67
.500
00'
Collateral
Loans.
iPolicy
Agents'
Balances.
Mortgage Loans.
telephone
Finnish preferred
RMmeet Friday afternoon at the home 1 Easter Sunday.
1 IABIIJTIES DBC 31. 1939
5 440 097 53 Bills Receivable.
Mr Blackington, who has been Stocks and Bonds.
Loans and Premium
erences Write "Q. A ", care The Cou
12.160 78
Net Unpaid Losses.
Notes).
336.053.830 51 rier-Gazette
471 234 88 Interest and Rents,
tl 286 994 00
Cash in Office and Bank.
34 36
of Mrs. Nina Carroll with Mrs. Effie
------exceedingly busy on the lecture Agents Balances
2 290 589 797 26
Unearned Premiums.
14.016 220 67 Stocks and Bonda.
283 414 75 All other Assets
WE want a cow. good grade Uurhsay
Veazie giving a review of the book ' Tlie ^Wst Meadow neighborhood
All other Liabilities.
24 410 00
•3.821.308 95 Cash In Office snd Bank. 92.511 096 32
platform the past winter welcomed Interest and Rents.
2.000.000
00
Agents'
Balances.
570 93 or Jersey will consider swapping for
Cash
Capital.
44.120
22
Oross
Assets.
All
other
Assets,
8124.52O.SS2
23
‘Horse and Buggy Doctor" by Dr. announces a benefit suppr—card
high
grade sheep and lambs or best
48 798 811 82
the relaxation which a trip to his
Deduct Items not admitted. 1.464.454 29 Surplus over all LlabUlties. 6.233 176 75 Interest and Rents,
ROSE HILL FARM. Owls Head.
Arthur Hertzler.
I Party and beano at Pleasant Valley
83 701.448 79 hay
All other Assets.
$6 452 925 28
Grose Assets.
Tel
292-R
34 39
home city meant, and yesterday be Deduct
Total Liabilities and
Items not admitted.
88 535 13
Admitted.
*123 056 097 94
Grange hall Friday night at 6
*4
069
399.979
45
Surplus.
*27
357
700
37
Oross
Assets
SMALL closed delivery car wanted
fore returning to Boston he visited
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1939
• Includes *3 142.283 11 Special Re- Deduct Items not admitted. 47.654 332 47 Write "E" care Courier Oazette 34-38
(6364.390 15
oclock. Supper committee com
Admitted
Net Unpaid Losses.
*6.190.!
serve
HOPE
many familiar scenes, and called
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1939
FURNITURE wanted to upholster
Unearned Premiums,
48.121.)
poses Mrs. Nettie Farrand, Mary
Admitted.
*4,021 745 646 98
35-Th-41
called for and delivered T. J. FLEM
The home of Fred Allen was de
$283 504 00 All other Liabilities.
3.372.!
upon many old friends, the thin Net Unpaid Losses.
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1939
Chapman, Hattie Davies, Mabel
ING 19 Birch St . Tel 212 WK
34-tf
2.079.984 00 Cash Capital.
Unearned Premiums.
15.000.)
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY COMstroyed by fire Saturday night. The
ning ranks of which bring him many All other Liabilities,
(29.153.137 90
Net Unpaid Losses,
J 70 000 00 8urplus over all Liabilities. 50 371.517 84
PANY
PATIENTS or elderlv people wanted
Thorndike, Grace Ludwick, Etta
26,829 959 86
Unearned
Premiums.
1.500
000
00
Cash
Capital.
Hartford.
Conn.
fire started around the kitchen
sorrowful reflections.
3 885 171 708 82 to care for In my home. MRS NELLIE
All other Liabilities.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.330.902 15 Total Liabilities and
! Andersen, Ethel Connon. WaitressASSETS. DEC 31. 1939
2.000 000 00 OROTTON. 138 Camden 8t„ Tel 1091-W
‘Cash Capital
chimney and made rapid progress ! es are Evelyn Bartlett. Dorothy Bax
Surplus.
21-H
Stocks
and
Bonds.
$25,720
139
00
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities.
78.590.840 40
THE RELIANCE INS. CO. OF PHILA
Total Liabilities and
35-Th
41
before help arrived. A few personal
2 319.297 34
Cash In Office and Bank
$6 364,390 15
Surplus.
DELPHIA
ter. Audrey Teel. Susan Bowley,
Agents'
Balances
2
220.275
26
MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY IN
Total Liabilities and
35-Th 41
belongings were all that could be
ASSETS. DBO 31, 1939
87 634 52
Interest and Rents.
INSURANCE COMPANY
Surplus.
*4 021.745 646 98
I Charlotte Flint, Ingrid Nelson and Real Estate,
*211.303 70 CITY OF NEW YORK INSlR ANCE
18.986 69
All other Assets,
*32 Beacon St. Boston. Mass
*(1.970 762 00 par value or 98 54 pci
saved.
73.827 00
j Olive Hickman. The menu consists Mortgage Loans.
COMPANY
centum
of
capital
stock
of the Com
ASSETS, DBC 31, 1939
An Easter service will be given at
8tock.s and Bonds,
3.209,062 81
$30,366,333 41 pany purchased pursuant to the pro
Gross Assets.
New York. N. Y.
Stocks and Bonds,
*903 035 2
j of a covered dish—meat loaf, baked Cash In Office and Bank.
480.491 13
Deduct
Items
not
admitted.
47.576
98
visions
of
Chapter
99
of
the Laws of
ASSETS. DEC 31 . 1939
the Grange hall next Sunday at
Cash in Office and Bank,
441 480 7
FROM this dute. I will not be re
’ Balances.
197.151 23
New Jersey for the year 1913 and is
, beans, cabbage salad, pickles, cake, Agents
7.4052
$5 225.556 09 Agents' Balances,
Stocks
and
Bonds,
for —
any
debts other than
interest
and
Renta,
12.772
24
Admitted.
*30
31*
756
43
now held by Vivian M Lewis and Ar- sponsible
---------. -----------10.30 by the Sunday School.
382 677 43 Intereat and Rents.
6.1141
thur J Blnnott. trustees for the pol-1 those contracted by myself CHARLES
65.556 80 Cash tn Office and Bank,
pie, doughnuts and coffee. The card All other Assets.
LIABILITIES.
DEC
31.
1939
Agents' Balances,
107 625 20 All other Assets.
23.230C
Icyholders of the Company
, A. THOMPSON. Ma'lnlcus.________35*37
*2
719.961
00
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
20.813 00
party will be held in the upper hall Oross Assets.
*4.250.164 91 Interest and Rents,
35-Th 41 | OLD AT 40? GET PBF! MEN. WOJtri
8.219.175 45
Unearned Premium-.
Gross Assets.
<1.381.2
42,584 86
90.679 84 All other Assets.
at 7.30 with Mrs. Audrey Teel. Su Deduct Items not admitted.
•8 997 143 3S ---------------------------------------------------------------Raw oyster stimulants, tonics In 08All other Liabilities.
Deduct items not admitted.
32.8
.............
'
TREX Tablets olten nieded after 40
CaFh Capital.
3 000 000 0C
Gross Assets.
$5,779,256 58
Admitted
*4.159.485 07
san Bowley, porothy Baxter. Ruth
------ ~...................
■
')y bodies lacking iron, calcium, phos
Surplus over all Liabilities, 7.382.476 59
Admitted.
(1.348.4
Deduct Items not admitted.
59.955 74
phorus Iodine, Vitamin B 73-year old
LIABILtmES,
DEC
31.
1930
Ward in charge. Beano will be
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1939
DOCTOR writes: "Took It myself. Re
Net Unpaid t.osses.
Total Liabilities and
*91.976 00
Admitted.
*5 719.300 84
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
*294.8
sults
fine" Get 35c size today. Call.
VINALHAVEN
AND
played in dining hall at 7.30 with Unearned Premiums,
Surplus.
*30,318.756
4!
981.130 72
LIABILITIES,
DEC
31.
1939
Unearned Premiums,
550.6
write C H MOOR & CO__________ 28‘39
other Liabilities.
• Includes *7.322.562 86 Special Re158.111 88
.Myron Young as committee in All
AU
other
Liabilities.
46.3
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$399
445
00
serve
Cash Capital.
ROCKLAND
1.000 000 00
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service foi
100.0
Premiums.
2.165.995 00 Cash Capital.
35-Th 41
dependable hauling waste and ashes
Get Rid of Tobacco and Other charge. The proceeds will be giv- 8urplus over all Liabilities, 1.928.266 47 Unearned
----- All other Liabilities.
80.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities, 356.5
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN Tel 1399 14-tl
STEAMBOAT
CO.
THE
TRAVELERS
’
INSURANCE
COM
Cash Capital.
1.500.000 00
Stains This Safe, Easy Way. en to aid a very deserving and
Total Liabilities and
PANY
WASTE snd ashes removed reason
ROCKLAND, ME.
Surplus.
*4.159 485 07 Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.573.860 84 Total Liabilities and
Hartford, Conn.
worthy elderly couple in our com
able rates dependable servtce. STAN
Surplus,
<1.348.418 44
35-Th-41
HALL.
Tel 311 or call at Hall's service
35-Th
41
Total Liabilities and
ASSETS. DEC 31. 5939
munity one who is seriously ill in
station. Main and Winter Sts.
17-tf
NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE
Surplus.
*5.719.300 84
Real Estate.
*56 344.153 59
Service Te:
MILL
OWNERS'
MUTUAL
FIRE
IN

COMPANY
35-Th 41
the hospital. The welfare com
Mortgage Loans.
78 699.853 34
SURANCE COMPANY OF IOWA I
Vinalhaven,
North
Haven,
Ston

New York. N. Y.
Stocks and Bonds.
613.768.257 17
Des Mobin, Iowa
THE FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
mittee of the Grange, will place a
Cash in Office and Bank. 21.414.669 71
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
ASSETS. DEO. 31, 1939
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
ASSETS. Dt|C 31. 1939
Secured Agents' Balances.
9349 95
box in the dining hall to receive Real Estate,
*25.000 00
Island and Frenchboro
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1939
Interest
and
Rrr.'s.
7
585.299
51
Real
Estate.
8719.608
52
Loans.
8.250 00
articles of food stuffs (not perish- Mortgage
Oross
Assets
—
Casualty
69.418
58
Mortgage
Loans,
Stocks
and
Bonds.
19.412.412
W*^***********6I
26
8tocks and Bonds.
19 520.471 97
1.564 609 94
Department.
128.468 645 66
in Office and Bank.
857 189 98 Stocks and Bonds.
WINTER SERVICE
Don't let your false teeth show ' able) canned food, etc., donated by Cash In Office and Bank. 1.008.095 83 Cash
R I RED chicks for sale. J. J. Warren
188.645
23
All
othei
Assets,
136.972,333
87
Agents'
Balances.
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank.
193
041
19
Agents' Balances.
171,259 62
strain Massachusetts. 10c each, straight
they are false.’ If gums are dark anil
247.076 50
62.005 00 Agents' Balances,
Subject to change without notice
anyone wishing to contribute, and Interest and Rents,
52.178 00 Interest and Rents.
run
DIAMOND T POULTRY RANCH.
unnatural-looking with teeth dingy
42
.350
97
Oross
Assets.
81.043
262.562
80
Interest
and
Rents,
All
other
Assets.
129.033
79
All other Assets.
111.986 69
Waldoboro. Tel 153_______________ 26 tt
37.077 11 Deduct Items not admitted. 4.059.918 84
and 6tained, a Kleenite bath while which will be sent to the home of
All other Assets.
DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAV
Gross
Assets.
*20.653.682 22
you dress, or overnight, will quickly the recipient. Thus the friendship Gross Assets.
| FOR Sale—SCRI Red baby chicks,
*20.554,722 87
Admitted,
*1.039.202,643 96
Oross Assets,
*2.868.786 85
give your teeth the clean, bright, at
Deduct Items not admitted. 868,479 82 Deduct Items not admitted, 229.148 19
Read Down
Read Up : hybrid baby puliets. U S. pullorum
Deduct items not admitted. 26 316 04
clean, hybrid baby roosters
Write,
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1939
tractive lustre of “live” teeth on na of the community is felt by all with
Admitted.
*20.424,534 03
phone for prices. M M KINNEY. Bt.
A.M.
P. M.
19.686.243 05
tural-looking gums and plate.
*141.130 42
a sincere desire to help in some way, Admitted.
Admitted,
*2,842.470 81 Net Unpaid Losses.
I
Oeorge
s
River
Rd..
Thomaston.
Tel
LIABILITIES.
DEC
31,
1939
Unearned
Premiums
5.415349 70
LIABILITIES, DBC. 31. 1939
Here's all you do:
Simply put a
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Tenant's Harbor. 56-14.
34*42
LIABILITIES. DEC, 31, 1939
Liabilities—Casualty De
*1.113.015 00
little Kleenite in half a glass of warm volunteered by an unselfish mind, Net Unpaid Losses.
*744.986 00 Net Unpaid Losses,
6J0
Lv.
Stonington,
Ar.
4.40
partment.
81.115.665 66
C LEMENTS Reds. Rocks. Crosses. Sex
*95308 05
7.272844 00 Net Unpaid Losses,
5.591.541 00 Unearned Premiums,
water, stir; put in your denture and and folks who remember. To all Unearned Premiums,
7.30 Lv. North Haven. Ar. 330
Links have pep and profit ability.
1.649.804 00 All other Liabilities,
891 411.412 51
210.000 00 Unearned Premiums,
565.000 00 All other Liabilities,
All other Liabilities,
leave for a few minutes. NO Brush
Malne-U S. Pullorum Clean Customers
84.658 06 Cash Capital.
20.000.000 00
3.000,000 00 All other Liabilities.
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
4 000.000 00 Cash Capital,
who assist in any way, many thanks. Cash Capital,
ing—just rinse and replace.
are extra enthusiastic
Pullet chicks
Surplus over all Liabilities, 8.828.675 03 Surplus over all Llabllltes 1,012.700 70 Surplus over all Liabilities. 41.119.085 67
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
Get Kleenite today but be sure you Futher information may be had by Surplus over all Liabilities . 8.784,716 05
in all breeds
There ure good reasons,
get Kleenite. Dentists use it and
told
In
free
catalog
Write
for It now
Total
Liabilities
and
117-tf
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Liabilities and
calling Mrs. Ethel Connon at wuu. Total
CLEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33,
Surplus,
*1 039.202.643 96
*2.8*2.470 81
Surplus,
recommend it.
Surplus,
*20,424.534 03
819.686.243 05
Surplus,
Winterport, Ms.
35-Th-41
35-Th-«
35-Th-U
35-Th-41
crest Riding Academy.
TUE CORNER DRUG STORE

WALDOBORO

TALK OF THE TOWN The Great Southwest

WARREN

For Homeland

Senter Crane Cem^any

Easter Lillies

Two-Bud Plant,
Three-Bud Plant,
Four-Bud Plant,

49c
69c
89c

In Everybody’s Column

TO LET

:

FOR SALE

:

WANTED

♦ MISCELLANEOUS *

* WHITENS
FALSE TEETH

■EGGS AND CHICKS!
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He Sees No Justice

CAMDEN

For Disabled “Vets”

less or blind, or so nearly helpless
or blind as to need or require the
regular aid and attendance of an
other person, shall be paid a pen
sion of $100 a month.
These Pensions will start for
veterans 40 years of age and up,'
and to veterans not service con- (
nected, If they were honorably dis
charged from the army, navy or
marine corps.
Immediately following each war
in which our country has been en- |
gaged pensions have been payable
to veterans for their service con- j
nected disabilities and then from'
20 to 30 years after such war for
their permanent non service con
nected disabilities.
Huntley-Hill Post Veterans of
Foreign Wars Of this city voted at
its last meeting to work for this
cause and to go hand in hand with
National Headquarters to obtain
this Pension Bill which comes be
fore the House of Representatives
the last of June or in July 1940.
Commander Lawrence Hamlin of
Hunley-Hill Post appointed a mem
bership committee to make a drive
for new members stating that in
order for veterans to get what is
due them they must fight, and to
fight we must have a large member
ship. Commander Hamlin said that
there were hundreds of service men
in Knox County who do not belong
to any Veterans organization and
yet they expect to get what is due
them and the same service as those
veterans who pay dues and fight for
all the veterans legislation that is
on the law books today. He stated
that the world war death rate is
set by the government as 113 a day
it won't be long before the world
war veteran will not be able to help
himself, and urges all veterans of
the world war to join some Veteran
organization to protect himself and
his loved ones.
For further information join up
for the Pension Push in thp Vet
erans of Foreign Wars.
Oliver Hamlin. Adjutant
t
-

The Chamber of Commerce will
Tuesday's storm, with five inches
meet
at 7.30 Thursday night at the
of snow on a level changed the
Huntley-Hill Post Pull
St. George Voter Pays
Y.M.C A. There will be colored
scene from the unusually spring
ing
For Liberalized
His
Respects
To
Certain
movies and a vote will be taken by
like days of Sunday and Monday.
ballot
on
holiday
closing
of
stores.
Group—“No Parasite,”
Benefits Bill
Schools close Friday for the
The Methodist choir will meet
Easter vacation of two weeks.
He Says
Bill to provide liberalized benefits
Friday night at 7.30 at the home of
Phi.lip Fitzgibbons and William
Mrs. Flora Harris, Mountain street, for disabled veterans and the de
Taylor of Cape Ann. Mass, were Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
pendents of deceased veterans:
The voters of St. George surely for rehearsal of Easter music.
in town the past week, looking over
Bill H. R. 7980 is sponsored by the
went
to
town
Monday,
March
11.
To
night
on
the
stage
the
Comique
granite quarries.
Any amount of money asked for Theatre will present its flrst an Veterans of Foreign Wars of United
"The Tournament'' met Wednes
by the sponsors of the program went nual Spring fashion show spon States, and introduced by Repre
day with Mrs. Charles L. Boman.
_
„
. over the top. Economy in this town sored by the Woman’s Shop. The sentative John W. McCormack of
The Non Eaters were enter- . ,__ .
.
. , ,
....
iIs almost unknown, and any person latest Spring styles will be modeled Massachusetts. If enacted it will
tained last Thursday by Mrs. Alfred , , „
, ,
J
who advocates it is locked upon as by ten beauti.ul mannequins. The pay pensions to all permanently
Raymond.
a "piker,” and “has been.”
accompaning screen production is disabled veterans of the World war
Mrs Woodrow Bunker was hostess
Since the advent of Federal pro Alice Faje and Fred MacMurray in who served honorably for 90 days
Tuesday to the ‘‘Knit-Wits”.
jects and surplus commodities,
“I itt’e Old New York." Friday and pr more and in same manner and
Mrs. I. G. Calderwood returned
many of our citizens have becom?
Saturday the double feature pro uune degrees of disability as now
Saturday from Buffalo, N. Y
regimented and have apparently
gram includes Ann Southern in paid the Spanish War Veterans
Mlss Nathalie Smith went Mon
lost their pride and principle.
“Congo Maisie" and Tito Guizar in who were honorably discharged
day to Portland, having been
Just imagine taking our State
liter 90 days or more service.
"The Llano Kid".
guest of Mr and Mrs. O. C. Lane.
Aid fund $800 plus $1598 from the
The rates of pay are: $20 per
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Davis are
State, 3d class fund $325, plus $1026,
month for one-tenth disability; $25
visiting relatives in Rockport.
Mrs.
Lillian
A.
Elliott
from thc State, excise tax $1750,
for one-fourth disability; $35 for
Malcolm Winslow went Monday
Lillian Ada, widow of Walter El
and last but not least $5C5 extra,
one-half disability; $50 for threeto Boston.
liott, died Monday night at the
(making a total of nearly $6000.
ourths disability; $60 for total dis
Mr. and Mrs Alton Lewis are in
For this amount we are supposed heme of her cousin, Mrs. Raymond ability. Provided, that any such
North Haven, guests of Mr. Lewis'
to get $15,003 from the U S A. mak Rackliffe, Spruce Head.
mether, Mrs Mary Lewis.
She was. born in Northport, person who becomes or has become
ing a total of over $20,000 for pro
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will ject work.
daughter of Rulus and Arietta 95 years of age shall be deemed
to be totally disabled.
meet tonight,
While I'm opposed to exploita (Chapman) Patterson, but had been
Provided further that any person
Mrs. Henley Garner of Skowhe
tion, regimentation and dLscrimina- a resident of this town the greater
otherwise
entitled to pension under
gan is guest of her parents, Mr. and
tion, nevertheless if the sponsors part of her life. She was a mem
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood.
:his section, who has now or here
ber
of
the
St.
Thomas
Episcopal
of this program were willing to
Andrew Bennett was a Rockland
spend this money where it should Church and Seaside Chapter, O.ES after may become on account of
visitor Monday.
be spent, I'd feel differently abcut Funeral services will be held Thurs physical or mental disabilities, helpAlbert Osgood went Monday to it.
day at 2 o'clock at the Good funeral
Portland.
We liave a third class road in this home. Rev. William E Berger Offi gram with "Giannina Mia” by
These Vinalhavenites, who are
part of the, town, known as Mar- ciating. Burial will be in North- Friml-Riegger.
passing the winter in Worcester,
This series of programs, present
„
. shall Point road. In 1938 it was port.
Mass, call themselves Vinalhaven
by
anJ not
• • • •
ed each Sunday of the school year
PLsh Hawks and recently held a onp
,jy (he twn
px_
by the various high schools of
High Schcol Notes
series of get-together parties tte!^ accordl
Statc
tf,.
Maine, are attracting much inter
Camden
High
School
had
the
first at the apartment of Mr and
cations. In our March, 1939 town privilege of presenting Sunday aft est. A large audience in the Opera
Mrs. James Smith. Chinese check
House listened with much Interest
meeting it was voted to raise 3d
ers featured the entertainment, class money $750, and spend thi* ernoon a half-hour musical pro' and approval to this first attempt
gram
in
tire
series
"Maine
Schools
with these prizes awarded: First
amount plus $1026 from the State on the Air” over the four Maine of the boys and girls on the air.
ladies prize lo Gina Swanson, first
for project work.
stations of the Yankee Network The collection will be used to help
men's to Birger Youngquist, conUnder the Highway Commission
The band, consisting of 37 mem pay for new uniforms for the musi
sola ti»n So Dorothy Swanson. Re
ruling, a town can spend project bers under tiie able direction of cal organizations.
freshments were served. The sec
The general theme of the Gradu
money for third class or State Aid Roger Calderwood, opened the pro
ond party met with Mr and Mrs
roads, and not on town roads Un gram with the band overture "Pan ation Exercises this year is "Can
Fritz Swanson Prizes awarded in
der tliis ruling our selectmen couln theon" by G. E. Holmes. Dr Bert the Graduate of Today Meet the
the game of Chinese checkers were
have spent all or part of the pro ram E. Packard, Commissioner of Challenge of Democracy?" Gradu
Mrs. James Smith, Fred Swanson
ject money on our third class road Education, spoke briefly on "Litera ation night, the first and second
and Birger Youngquist The next
but chose to spend it on a State Aid ture, Books. Reading.'' “Strausi- honor pupils, Miss Barbara Wood SPRUCE HEAD
meeting will be at the apartment or special resolve.
ana." arranged by Seredy-Tocaben and Miss Mary Bryant, will be the
Mrs. Darrell L. Mann, and daugh
of Mr. and Mrs. Birger Youngquist.
There is no reason under the sun and based on Strauss themes, was two student speakers. The guest
ter June accompanied Mr. Mann
Members of the (Vinalhaven Fish
speaker
has
not
yet
been
selected.
why Marshall Point road, a third played by the orchestra. Peter
when he returned to Great Duck
Hawks are: Signa Swanson. Mr.
The speakers class night are: Ora
class highway, shouldn't be com Sparta and James Hendrick gave a
j Island Light Station and will spend
and Mrs. James Smith, Mr. and
pleted. Leading to Government trumpet duet “The Green Cathe tion, Vinal Hardy; essay, Edith
Mrs Fred Swanson. Mr. and Mrs
the Easter vacation with him.
property it is a mecca for summer dral" by Carl Hahn, accompanied Hary; will, Phyllis Packard; pro
Birger Youngquist, Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. (L. C. Elwell and family are
tourists.
by Miss Selma Heal. The Girls' phecy, Harriett Arnold and Alfred
Fritz Swanson. Members to be ad
All motorists who buy gasoline in Glee Club, consisting of 61 girls Knowlton; gifts, Kathleen Heald on Hewett's Island to spend the
mitted at the next meeting are Mr.
our state pay a tax of five cents per under the competent direction of and Milton Dyer; history Nancy Easter vacation jvith Mr. Elwell.
and Mrs Malcolm Hopkins.
Mrs. Fred Batty Sr., and sons
gallon. It's only fair to give them Mrs Esther Rogers closed the pro- Hobbs; address to undergraduates,
Miss Urdine Calderwood returned
Thornton and "Billy" will spend
Elisha Richards.
something for their money. Many
Monday from North Haven where
The class ode and poem are com the Easter vacation on Two Bush
wonder, and have asked why we do
she passed the weekend with Mr. ]
petitive.
Light Station with Mr. Batty.
; not have a better road leading to
and Mrs Vernon Bevejage
the Lighthouse? My answer has
Easter services will be held at
been, “I'd like a good road, but for
Union Church beginning with a
some unknow’n reason to me the
sunrise service
Selectmen of our town prefer to
use our money elsewhere." I refer
Twenty free door prizes at Senter
to the third class money, which by
Crane s great "Open House" tomor
all moral laws should go on this
row. Friday See the amazing new road.
Philco refrigerator, third floor. No The time has come when it seems
obligation to buy. Free door prizes, there is no justice in a St. George
ask for free tickets. Free pinks for town meeting. There is a small
the ladies. Free ride to the store group who plot and plan and it ap
and home on request, tel. 558. pears that the voters as a class, are
Everybody welcome —adv.*
with them about 95’’-.
I've been informed that this
group denounces the administra
NORTH APPLETON
Mr. and Mrs. James Robbins of tion in Washington, D. C. and yet
Searsmont and Mr and Mrs. Leland it will have tons of Oovemment
Johnson were dinner guests Sunday food come in previous to town
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harwood in meeting. It is said, and I believe
it true, too many grapefruit and too
Hope.
Cecil Bradstreet of Albion and much Federal money coming into a
Philip Keene returned Sunday to town builds up a Political machine.
This statement seemed to be
Orono after spending the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene. borne out at our town meeting on
Mrs. Angie Fish is caring for Mrs. the 11th, Today, the average per
sons like liberalism and no matter
David Craig in Searsmont.
Fancy Native Pullet*...................................... lb
.26
Nice to roast or fricassee.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cunning how much of it they have, as long
ham and son Wesley of Augusta as it doesn't cost them anything.
lb .22
Swift's Premium Hams, 14 to 16 lbs. .
I'm a believer in projects to a
saent the weekend at their home
certain extent, but when a town
here.
Swift's Premium Hams, 9 to 10 lb*. ...
Ib .24
Mrs. Olive Noyes and daughter the size of this one pools all Its
lb .28
Squire’s Boneless Ham, whole or half
Miss Rachel Noyes of Hope were available funds for a $20,000 pro
To
boil
or
bake.
Hams
are
very
popular
for
Easter.
ject,
I
feel
we
are
going
a
bit
too
visitors Sunday at Leland John
It has been years since good hams have been sold at
far. However, it's under way and
son's.
this lew price.
I
trust
there
will
be
no
malice
on
The Rebekah Cirde will meet
Wednesday at the hall. Mrs. Effie the part of our selectmen in divid
Swift’s Sliced Bacon..................................... lb .20
Mitchell and Mrs. Ainee Lind will ing the work. They have thc
veryone likes DUCO because
Large Native Eggs, fresh.......................... doz .27
power of a Dictator in handling the
be hostesses.
it’s so amazingly easy to use.
George Cullinan and daughter money as long as they go by the
That’s how it came to be known as
Johnson Y. E. Beans................ qt .10; peck .75
Diesal spent Sunday with hls par ruling of the Highway Commission. “One Coat Magic.” One trial, and
While I'm sort of pessimistic
Waldo County Potatoes........... pk .30; bu. 1.15
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cullinan
you’ll be boosting it, too!
about the whole affair, if a fairy
Northern Spy Apples ............................... peck .35
This sparkling enamel is really
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette should happen to drop three or four
Nice to eat or rook.
thousand of those Government dol wonderful for giving a rebirth of
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FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Make First National your headquarters for Easter Hams, Bacon, Eggs as well as all

/our other food requirements.
/our family.

ARMOUR'S STAR ■ • Sugar Cured

Hams 21
ib

WHOLE OR HALVES

PRICES ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT, CAMDEN

EGGS
SHOULDERS
BENFIELD

They Make Delicious Tea

I

MKMI

suuu

MEDIUM SIZE
STRICTLY FRESH
NATIVE

beauty to old furniture and wood

work. It slips smoothly and easily

off your brush. It dries quickly to

NO RIND

BROOKSIDE
ROLL

CLOVERDALE
MARGARINE

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
24‘4 LB. BAG

FINAST PURE

MAYONNAISE
PT
JAR

MIRABEL PURE

PRESERVES
RASPBERRYor STRAWBERRY

i«17« Jtflfe
ASSORTED

Pure Maple Syrup............................... 2 qt can 1.30

Pancake Flour .............................................. pkg

little DUCO goes such a long way,

it’s mighty economical to use! Try
DUCO—in any of 18 modern col

ors. It’s the easiest-to-use enamel
for furniture and woodwork!

80c pint

A biscuit flour—a cake flour—a pastry
flour—a bread flour—-ALL IN ONE!

Mrs. Ella Bowley has returned
home from ten weeks' visit in Win
nisquam, N. H.

Ask us for Color Cards and
Suggestions

Clarence Robbins was at the Port
land Hospital Wednesday for obser
vation. He returned the same day.

J. A. JAMESON CO.

GandLieA
FOR THE HOLIDAY
SWEETHOME .LbA7e
CHOCOLATES
MILLBROOK (Lb 1
37®
CHOCOLATES'-

THIH MIHTi

745 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

during the Easter recess.

Corned Spareribs ........................................... lb

.14

Jumbo Prune* ../................................................ lb .15
When cooked these are almost as targe as eggs.

Two Pound Pkg. Medium Prunes....... pkg

.16

FINAST
BREAD
24W LB.
BAG

t'nS

Mild Cheese

25®

WHOLE MILK

LB

21®

4

fois

29®

MILLBROOK
Content* Only

Beverages

A3®

2 UNS 22^

ALASKA

Spaghetti

WHITE SPRAY

4i;19c

Macaroni

OR ELBOWS
WHITE SPRAY

At “19®

Richmond Peas

Eveready

23c

2

2“«A5®

Stuffed Olives

19®

Friend's «t*»»

19c

chowder

Good Luck 1 nu&c1* 2"ISS 17*
French's Mustard

Palmolive «•«» 3 b.. 17c
Kick
s,*.» s./i 3 Pk*,25c
Octagon l<» A Ban 15c
Windex
»..i.t15c
Drano
t23c

22®

Steak Codfish fin«t

- -

or SWEET RYE

choice

10®

jar’

f?/?£AD SPECIAL
wheat your

--

O
X 2ooi,. iOc
lvs

Raisin Pound Cake
W

LOAP

HOT CROSS BUNS

25C
pkg

15c

NATIONAL BISCUIT
•ig Jumbles
L3 BULK 19c
Graham Crackers Pkl’18c
lutter Cookies
PKG 9c
'remium Crackers pKL’16c
Jrlde Assortment orA 23c

.10

Nice with vegetables or greens.

% fM/r~‘vanMus i
FIXIRIDA

SEEDLESS

Fancy Juicy Oranges..................................... doz .29

ORANGES 2 doz 39c GRAPEFRUIT4forl9c

Two Qt. Can Texas PinkGrapefruit Juice

MelNTOSH

Grapefruit Juice.................................. 3 cans

No. 2 can Pineapple, sliced or crushed, 2 cans
New St. John Alewives............................. 3 for

Crosse & Blackwell Orange Marmalade, 2 jrs

.20

CALIFORNIA LARGE 176

APPLES
.25

.29
.17

.45

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

THE EASIE$tTQ<ISE ENAMEL

LE EOX 27c

Pink Salmon

Not bad for Easter morning.

No. 2 Can Grapefruit Juice or Orange and

Mrs. Eleanor Payson of Hope is
visiting her daughter Mrs. W. C.
Wellman. Mr. and Mrs. William
Ring of Warren were visitors Sun
day at the home of Mrs. Wellman
and Mrs. Payson.
•
Miss Annie A. Hart comes this
week from U. of M. for a visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hart

li jar 15c

Apricot — Blackberry — Pineapple — Cherry

I LB
PKGS

Red Salmon TIMBERLAKE 2

.90

without laps or brush marks. One
coat is usually enough, and since a

17c

I I.B
PKGS

13c
17c
34c
15c
21c
79c

Chatka Crab Meat

Walter surely knows how to raise good turnips.

a hard, flawless, brilliant surface

SOUTH HOPE

pillsburys

Walter Burgess’ Nice Turnips .... lb .02; bu

LB.

FINAST SLICED

E

lars on this Marshall Point road
I'll be greatly surprised.
Even though public sentiment
seemed against me in the town
meeting, I have one consolation, as
I have neitlier patted anyone on the
back to obtain surplus commodities
nor to obtain "a job on a project.
Furthermore, there is not a person
in this town who can brand me a
parasite.
Sydney H. Davis

SMOKED
MILDLY CURED
4 TO 8 LB. AVE.

BACON
BUTTER
PURE LARD
2
OLEO
2
FLOUR
77c

TEA-BAGS

EASTER SPECIALS

2° 49c

2 Doz. 45c

jiv anieon
apacwtinp

Let us suggest the following Bigger Food Bargains for

Prices are low and the quality, as usual, is the finest obtainable anywhere.

4 lbs 17c ORANGES
doz 29c
bch 5c
CABBAGE 4 lbs 17c CARROTS
SUNKIST LEMONS
doz 29c CELERY 2 bchs29c
STRAWBERRIES
pt bskt 19c SPINACH 3 lbs 23c
NEW

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

4
Every-Other-Day
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Young Republicans

YR's and their guests. Admission
will be by ticket only and these may
Mrs. Doris Spear and Mrs. Car
bc obtained from tiie Portland Club
rie Carroll are in charge of the I
To Hold Pre-Convention members.
Easter sale of cooked food and
needlework being held at Richard-1
Luncheon Meeting in
Mrs. Merle F. Dobbins and |
1 son and Libby s store Saturday at j
Portland—Candidates
Mite club was entertained this
daughter Sonia Merle of Augusta ,
■ week, at dessert bridge, the hostess
1.30. sponsored by Williams-Brazier !
are spending a week with Mr. and
I here
being Mrs. Henrietta Simmons. Mrs.
Auxiliary.
Mrs. Austin Tibbetts. Cedar street.'
Oubematorial-candidates ln thc 5^^ Hailles rece‘ved a cordlal
j The Friendly Club had a wcll-at-1
welcome and presented each mem
' tended and profitable meeting at' coming primary election will address
A daughter who was born Satur
ber with a gift, having Just returned
Mrs. Earl Woodcock's home last members of the Young Republican
day ln Augusta to Mr. and Mrs.
from several weeks visit in Florida.
night. Greetings and messages to
0( Maine at a pre-convention Contract honors went to Mrs. Haines
Robert Hudson (Mary Bird* Is the
the Club were read from an enter-R has
an.
granddaughter of Mrs. Ella S. Bird
and Mrs. Charles Emery.
fining letter received from Miss
by
c
Jr
and thc great-granddaughter of
Thomaston Prison now has 464 Rita Smith who Is spending the I of
Chainnan of thc
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird.
Elaine Allen, daughter of Mr. and
inmates. One wonders if the all winter In New York. Squares of j
OouncU of Young
Mr s Henry Allen of Tenants Har
time high is appreciated by the lif patchwork were sewed to complete j can CtujjS
A large crowd enjoyed the cos
bor. ls a patient at Knox Hospital,
ers.
a quilt. Miss Helen Studley. Mrs. P ! j rttOetick. oconnell of Ban- having undergone an operation for
tume ball Monday evening at the
• • • •
R. Greenleaf, Mrs. Orrin Creamer.; gor> chairman of the Republican
regular dance held at the K. P. hall.
Tiie teacher was instructing her Mrs. E R. Biggers and Mrs. Wood- gtate Convention will be another 1 appendicitis Monday.
The Judges awarded the first prize
class in the use of anatonyms.“Now cock a ill serve on the committee for speaker and it is possible there will
for the best dressed couple to Mr.
Fales Circle will meet at thc home
children," she said, “What is the the covered-dish supper ln the ,
stlll others ln addition to Blln of Mr.s. Minnie Smith tomorrow at
and Mrs. William Creighton and
opposite of sorrow?”
Church parlor April 3, the next Page, Frederick O. Payne, Sum- 1.30 followed by beano.
serond to Miss Estelle Vose and
"Joy," shouted the class in unison. meeting. Tlie recent request for ncr Sewall and Roy Fernald.
Buddie LaMarr. Music v>s fur
“And what is the opposite of "used" greeting cards to be sent I The luncheon meeting has been
nished by the ''Royal Commanders”
A street in London is named
woe?"
away for further usefulness con-1 scheduled for 2 oclock, April 3, at
with Miss Geneva Hooper as vocal
"Bread
and Rolls'.
"Giddap," they again strieked.
tlnues to bring a gratifying re- J the Columbia Hotel, It will bc
ist.
• * • •
sponse. Particular announcement followed at 3 30 by a business mcetSome wise one has said that gos was made of the Communion Serv- j lng of the Maine Council of Young I
Food sale at 1 p m. Saturday at
sip pretends to have the eyes of an ice in the Church at 7.30 tonight > Republican Clubs.
Friday and Saturday
Burpee s Furniture Store, sponsored
Argus, but has all the blindness of a when new members wil be received j The Young Republicans are to
by Womans Aux. of St. Peters
bat, and as George Eliot once said. Into the fellowship of the Church J have headquarters at the Falmouth
Church—adv.
"As to people caving a few idle a service to which all in the parish Hotel, according to Chairman
words about us. we mist not mind
are invited.
Scribner, along with thc senior or
Sarah C. Linnell Hat Shop. Cop
Charged wtth the duty of getting out the annual publication, these editors ana business managers da not tliat any more than tlie old church
per Kettle, wishes to announce a
ganization and tlie various candi
First
signs
of
spring
are
always
new line of Easter hats, a large look at all dismayed. Front, seated, left to right: Patricia Allen. Pearl Leonard. Edwin Jones; serond row: steeple minds the rooks cawing to be found in Mrs Richard O. dates. Tliey will spend the early
assortment for the conservative ma Russell Richardson. Helmi Laitinen. Barbara Boardman. Sylvia Hayes, Victoria .Anastasia, Mary Cross; about it."
Elliot's flower garden on the south evening attending various political
• 0 • •
tron as well as many of the new. third row: Harry Grover. Perry Howard. Nathalie Edwards, Gordon Burgess, Wilbur Dow.
'—Photo by Blackinton
activities including such county
small exciting types—adv.
33-35
Someone lias lianded me thc fol ern side of hcr home, where snow caucuses- as they may bc permitted
drops
have
been
ln
bloom
since
; Twenty free door prizes at Senter Dessert-Bridge Club was enter- ; Donald E. Merriam arrived home lowing as a good reminder:
to attend.
Peb 18.
EASTER GIFTS
| Crane s great "Open House" tomor-' tamed Wednesday afternoon by Monday (rom Wilbraham. Mass. to
Respect the point of view or the
Beginning at 10 o'clock there will
At the Baptist auditorium Sun
The type that smart ladles admire row. Friday. See the amazing new Mre. Edwin Scarlott. Mrs. W. Sey- spend the Easter vacation,
prejudice of persons about smok
be a dance at the Columbia Hotel
and buy
, phUco refrjKerator third floor. No mour Cameron and Mrs. Rupert
-------ing in your home, in other persons' day night will be presented an
Nightgowns, the new spring flow^obligation

Miss Mildred Waldron ls spending homes, ln public places, and ln your Easter play. “Into Thy Kingdom.', sponsored by the Portland Young
to buy. Free door prizes. Stratton were winners at contract.
ered designs, for onlv
$2.<n> |---- ----------- ----- —
,
_____
Republican Club for the visiting
a few days in Boston.
community. Do not smoke ln places by Dorothy Clarke Wilson. Into
Suede and Calf Handbags.
$3.00 J ask for free tickets. Free pinks for
tlie
home
of
Calaphas,
Jewish
higli
SARAH C. LINNELL
: the ladies. Free ride to the store Mrs- Blanche Shadie of Camden
where ' No smoking" ls requested
Mrs. Joseph Gath of Alford Lake
Hat Shop, Copper Kettle
,and home on
Ashes belong in an ash tray. A girl priest, and his wife. Adina. comes
on request, tel. 558. 5treet ”'iU entertain members of
33-35 i
Ruth Mayhew Tent Friday after- Camps has returned home after or woman of good taste does not the ground swell of the 6tlrring
Everybody welcome—adv?
spending tlie weekend with lier!
| noon for sewing. Supper will be
smoke cn tlie street. Carry ycur events that followed the crucifixion
served at 6 and the Daughters are dau8hter, Mrs Bernard Nelson
of Christ. In the cast are Charles
own cigarettes.
$1.00 AND UP
• • • •
BURGtSS MERLUITH
'asked to take dishes. Social games
Starrett: Louise Thurston; Lillian
Rounds Mothers Club met last
' in the evening will furnish the enMexicans have 80 public holi Thurston, Charles Simpsen; Nor
Added
night at the Congregational vestry
Potted Tulips $1, $1.25
i tertainment.
days during the course of the year. man Overlock; Walter Chapman;
MARCH OF TIME
for sewing and a social hour. Re
Marie Clark; Howard Miller; Olive
Hydrangeas $1, $1.50, $2
freshments were served by the hos
NOW PLAYING
Mrs Susan Bowley was hostess to
Prince Edward Island, originator Rowell; Carolyn Elwell Evelyn M
tesses. Mrs. Jane Beach. Mrs. Mabel
of
the
Canadian
fur
farming
IndusPerron;
costume
committee.
Mrs.
“GHOST COMES HOME"
Monday Niters at the home of Mrs.
Hyacinths
35c and $1
Bowley and Mrs. Winifred Karl.
with
try new ranks fourth among thc Leona Starrett, Mrs. Etliel NewBernice Hatch. Door prize went
Azaleas
$1 and $2
FRANK MORGAN
to Mrs. O B Brown; regular prizes
nine Canadian jwwvmces
provinces ln
|~
Thimble Club met this week with I nuie
in this'eombe. Mrs. Lavinia Whitney. Mrs.
BILLIE BURKE
Cot Daffodils. Carnations, Knapto Mrs John MiUs. Mrs. Clarence Mrs
Avery for an evenlng respect
Ida Jordan and Mfs Anne Condon:
dragons.
Tulips.
Narcissi.
Roses.
I Knowlton. Mrs Austin Huntley,
• • • •
arrangement of scenery, WUliam
Mignonette and Calendulas.
- consolation
Hint—A ratner nice bit to serve White; flower committee. Mrs
Miss Ruth -Hatch;
to
1 with tea. Spread butter on round Helen Hahn. Mrs Elizabeth Walsh
Mrs Bernice Hatch. A special fea
crackers, top them with marshmal- and Mrs. WUliam White.
ture of the evening was the presenMr. and Mrs. Henry Keizer have
tation of a birthday cake to Mrs. returned from a trip to Boston and *0*s' i“<,€nt the tops °f Mch snd
TEL 318-W
The C. and S. Club was enter
... ..
_
‘ : TV'fn
orrrvQ 1«Hrv Tnocf
Shows Mat t.W, Rvg. «J* AM
fill
with ftronrro
orange m
marmalade.
Toast tained at the home of Mrs. Ray
371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. MF..
William Hooper.
Coaunuom Satorday MS to IS.M
New York.
34-36
Sunday. Matinee I ajeioeS
in the oven and serve warm.
mond MacLeod yesterday and Mrs.
• • • •
Miss Josephine Pfllicane enter- : Junior Harmony Club meets to
Wilson Carter, a new member, re
A ring at the front entrance and
talled recently at a miscellaneous night at 6 30 at Community Eulldceived a "housewarming" gift from
little Jacky rushed to the door.
shower in honor of her sister. Miss ing.
“Who was it? ' asked his mother. the Club.
Anna, whose engagement has been
Mre. Albert E. Nelson, of Cape
.
“Oh. it was Just a man who was
Mrs. Delia Day is ln charge of
“FREE TO LUCKY PATRONS”
announced
Those bidden were
Elizabeth ls guest tills week of lier
looking for the wrong place."
Miss Helen Coltart. Mrs. Delia Low- the public supper being served by
brother and sister-in-law, Dr. and
ell. Miss Helen Korpinen. Mrs. Ar- the Legion Auxiliary Saturday
A life should be more than ad- . Mrs. Allyne Peabody.
thur Johnson. Miss Martha While- j night at Legion hall
venture. It should be a help to in
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Morse of
Ten Pound Average
hill. Miss Eleanor Harper. Miss Vera
-----sight into future possibilities.
Rockland are visiting Mrs. Aletha
On the Screen Friday A Saturday
Thompson. Mrs. Margaret Gilmore
The Third District Council of the;
• • • •
Thompson.
TODAY
Miss Charlotte Staples. Miss Ethel , American Legion Auxiliary' will
An 82-foot burial ship, believed
Miss Barbara Vinal and Miss
Hayes. Miss Priscilla Staples. Miss mert at the L«gion hall in Dam- one of the most important archae Maxine Mitchell entertained mem
ALLAN MARSHALL
Zane Grey s
Jean Clukey, Miss Victoria Lorn- »riscotta at 1.30 Wednesday Maro# ological finds ever made in Eng bers and guests of the girls' bas
in
bardo. Miss Virginia Wood. Miss
land. has been unearthed at Sutton, ketball team at the home of Miss
MH6WS8>
Ruth 'Wheeler. Mrs. Phyllis Grispi.!
-------"MARRIED AND IN LOVE”
near Ipswich. The ship contained vinal Monday night. Tlie evening
| Miss Virginia Merriam. Mrs. DoroMember. °f THE. Club met Mon- a gold sword, ornaments decorated was spent socially, refreshments
» ranawown
PLUS TALLY-HO $253)0
thea Gross. Miss Madeline Phu- 1^' m?ht for cards at the home of with jewels and many silver and j were served and the guests were
AAAA
Mrs
John
M
Richardson.
Mrs.
Albrick, and Miss Kathleen Chase. A
gold vessels. It is believed to be the I Coach and Mre. Oamold Cole,
U tO
gav color scheme was carried out in
R Havener won high score, burial ship of an Anglo-Saxon chief Principal Lewis C. Sturtevant.
pink and blue. Refreshments con- Mrs L™15 B Cook s«cond and Mrl- who died about 600 A D.
Scorer Miss Eleanor Seeber, anc
sisted of sandwiches, punch. lce'Walter c- Ladd the travel prize.
Misses Nathalie Bell, Pauline BumAs measured by the U S Coast
| cream and a beautifully decorated ^"'ie hostess served luncheon after
„ ,
_ .
ham. Florine Burnham. Marjorie
play.
“nd,_^Woodcock. Dorothy Wallace. Bar1 cake.
310 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 593-M
the longest coast line of any State. bara Toney, Frances Johnson,
Mrs Mary Annis who has been with 1197 miles, California ranking Qertnide
SuomeU and Uah Tlll.
passing several days with her sister second will 913 miles. California
son.
Mrs. Hattie Miller has returned to always seems to come in second
The Baptist Mission Circle met
Laurence, Mass.
even with her rainy season.
in the vestry Tuesday afterncon
SHOI
• • • •
for a program meeting with Mrs.
Edward C. Boody who has been a
Dorothy Maynor has caught the
surgical patient at Knox Hospital public car. This new found soprano Elizabeth Walsh thc leader, lier
A Corsage will complete your Easter Outfit
has returned to his home on Pleas won exceptionally favorbale re topic being "Women and Social
Problems."
There
were
eight
mem

A
pot of Spring Blooms will bring the Easter
ant street to recuperate.
ports, was recalled many times. Dr.
bers
present,
and
plans
for
thc
Spirit
to your home and a happy Easter wish to thc
Koussevelzks was really her dis
The 42d annual State Conference coverer and lie declares her voice next meeting are to be announced
home of a friend.
of the D A R is being held in Au to be of rare purity, clarity and
April
4-5
—
dates
of
Rockland
s
Our Lilies this year are finer than ever and our
gusta the social events including sweetness. Another Negro soprano
great
carnival
at
Community
Build|
stock
of Plants and Cut Flowers has been selected
a banquet and entertainment at tiie so soon gives one thought of the
Blaine Mansion. Among those at- work tliat is going forward among lng. Oames, entertainment, fun. I
and grown with the desire to please you.
tending from the local chapter are thc Negro population of this coun Biggest Beano ever. Door prizes—
Mrs Mabelle Rose, Mrs. Anna Snow. try. She was called the native and how! Every cent to buy a reMiscitator-Inhalator for Rockland.
Mrs. Mabelle Rose. Mrs. Anne Snow, Flagstad of singers. ,
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
Not one penny goes out of town.
■ • • •
32-38
Weidman, Mrs. Alice Karl and Mrs.
Tlie U. S. Department of Agricul —adv.
Hattie Davies.
ture will in the .future demand that
all seeds it uses for reforestration
be certified from good stock. But
For the first time five of
why did they not have this rule ln
Madame Rubinstein's worldthe first place?
famous scientific Dcauty prep
• • • •
Deliver
arations arc assembled in a
Hotel guest; “Why do you call
thus place 'The Palms'"?
smart kit well within the
| Manager: “You will see when you
reach of the limited oudget!
TONIGHT
leave."
A complete co-ord'nated
• • • •
ON THE STAGE
STRICTLY FRESH
ARMOUR’S OR SWIFTS
beauty treatment, plus a beauMost scientists agree that birds
FIRST ANNUAL
doz 23«
are descendants of reptiles. A fa[ tifulmake-up.You'Ilwantonc
&
vorie bit of evidence for this be
for your desk, for thc guest
Sponsored Bv
lief is the -fossil of an ancient crea
LARGE SIZE
WHOLE OR HALF
room, for the car, for week
THE WOMAN'S SHOP
ture, tiie archaeopteryx, a toothed,
ends. Fordryskin.andfornorSHORT SHANK—SMOKED
10 Beautiful Mannequins reptile-llkc bird tliat lived in the
CENTER SLICES
Modeling the Latest
mal or oily skin. Black, red, ot
Jurassic period. Only two speci
New York and Paris Creations
mens are known in tlie world today.
brown lizard grain. Contains:
also
Give her the fragrance she prefers . . . the eternally
One is in Berlin and the other is
LEAN TENDER
I vASIiUR 113
tC CREAM
On* Piece Bathing Suits
young, refreshing fragrance of Spring. APPLE BLOS
in London.
and Junior Misses' Frock*
SOM ... to make her feel irresistabiy young and enchant
• • • •
LEAN SLICED
NATIVE
iKlN TONINC .OTIOK 'WCtA. (tor
ing. This delightful gift set will take first place with every
ON THE SCREEN
Tlie genius of America is produc
rhe dry skin) or IIAUTY ORA Ml
woman on your list . . . adorable wasp waisted flaeon
ALICE FAYE
tion and a larger percentage of pro
(for (he oily skin)
of Apple Blossom Cologne, fragrant sachets and a luxuri
FRED MacMURRAY
ductive enterprises are headed by
ous rake of soap. $2.00. ALso individually boxed items in
I0WN ANO COUNTRY MAKI UR FUM
this inspired fragrance—Apple Blossom Cologne, charm
men who have come up from the
ingly boxed, $1.00, breathtaking sweetness of Apple Blos
PREMIER
MO STUM PROO fAtt POWDfl
NORTHERN SPY
workers' bench.
som Dusting Powder. $1.00.
• • • •
HE.ENA RUR NSTt.N LIMTtCR
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
A test for ability to judge good
Big Double Feature
poetry has been devised by an Ok
ANN SOTHERN
lahoma psychologist.
LARGE FLORIDA
SWIFT'S—“PARD”
• • • •
“CONGO MAISIE”
Antique dealer: “May I show you
Plus
HARRY GERRISH, Manager
something Madam?"
.UT RATE cosmencs
TITO GUIZAR
Mother of growing family: “Yes, 1
376 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
“THE LLANO KID”
am looking for an Italian table of
376 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. MF.
tlie resistance period,"

THOMASTON

.ot

High School Cauldron Board

This And That

I

EASTER LILIES

Silsby’s Flower Shop

Strand

FRIDAY NIGHT IS “HAM NIGHT’

10 ARMOUR STAR HAMS 10
"RWSl

IS.
BLACKINGTON’S

iModcdi

EASTER TIME IS BLOSSOM TIME!

Beauty Kit 2.00

4U

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

S GLENDENNING’S MARKET

EASTER SPECIALS

Spring Fashion Show

SHOULD RS »12

39*

lb

‘Little Old New York’

CARROLL

CUT
RATE

APPLES
DOG FOOD

M5‘
24‘ BACON
5 15' SW. POTATOES 2 “”25«
3can’25‘ ORANGES 2J” 43'
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COMPANY
AN IDEAL EASTER GIFT!

House
Friday
March
22nd

BRINGS YOU A

Senter Crane’s
THIRD FLOOR

FREE!
20 Door Prizes
32 Piece
Set of Dishes

SEPARATE
GIA NT-SIZE

OHIlCO

r
werrr

FROZEN FOOD
COMPARTMENT

3*.

Mil'S

1
-hl

£
< r. *. if
s |3F

Lamps

Ovenware
Hosiery

addition to
oversize ice-cube

Enamel Ware

chamber!

Hostess Sets

in

lce Tub Sets

Card Tables

PH ILCO

Mr
MOIST COLD

Electric Toasters

Electric Clocks
Toilet Goods

Bath Towels

COMPARTMENT

Frozen Foods

Preserves the taste,

Other Grocerie’*

flavor, color and

juices of cooked
meats and left-over

vegetables . .. with
out the bother of
covers. Cooled by

GIVES YOU THE CONSERVADOR

the Freshener Shelf
—only Pbilco bat it!

plus...DRY, MOIST AND

EXCLUSIVE, PATENTED

FROZEN FOOD COMPARTMENTS

CONSERVADOR

A sensational new refrigerator is here... created by Philco, thc

A shelf-lined Inner
Door that gives you

quality name in over 14 million homes. It’s an entirely neu kind

26Sr <"*r* quicklyulablt tpact. Holds

of refrigerator, unlike any you have ever seen. New inventions

two-fifths of your

and brand new, ADVANCED design give you services and

food right at your
fingertips, without
opening main com*
part ment. No crowd
ing no wasted areas.

AND NEW STREAMLINE, SEPARATE
FROZEN FOOD COMPARTMENT!
No more old- fashioned
freezing coils to waste space

in the middle of refrigerator

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
DELIVERS ANY PHILCO

DRY COLD
COMPARTMENT
Some foods, like
milk,butler, eggs,
bottled aod canned
goods, are best pre
served in "dry cold".
Phi Ice gives you this
spacious. Dry Cold
Compartment for
normal all purpose
food storage,

★ EASY TERMS

See Our Display

conveniences you have never enjoyed before... and cannot
enjoy today in<zwj other refrigerator, regardless of price!

New, Modern, Advanced Design!
MODEL LH-6...WITH CONSERVADOR

Nothing To Buy
No Obligation

The old-fashioned freezing unit

partment for foods that tend

that takes up space in the center

spoil quickly. And the fame

of the refrigerator is gone! Instead,you have Zuo separatefreez-

Conservador that gives you 26
more quickly usable space. Ni

ing chambers . . . one for ice

uses, thrilling convenient

giant-size,
separate compartment for Frozen

greater economy ... all yours

Foods, frozen desserts and all

ator

modern frozen storage uses. Not
a miniature, makeshift space in

nary design!

cubes and the other a

the sensational Philco Rcfrig,

AT NO INCREASE i
COST over refrigerators of or<

an ordinary freezing unit, but a

Investigate! See V

full-fledged,gcaulooFroMnltood

ph Ilea d.olo r today. Inyo

hai

choice of 12 gleaming mo

z

Besides, a Moist Cold Com-

THIRD FLOOR

Also on Display at
PERRY’S
MAIN STREET
MARKET

A New Modem
Philco
with Frozen Foods
Ask For Door Prize
Tickets at Perry’s
We will be glad to
have our car call for
you, and return you
to your home, at your
convenience.

®'S/ y°° 9®* t*1® n»o<t yo

modern r

partment where you don’t have

dollar can buy in

to cover foods. A Dry Cold Com-

frige ration service I

PHONE 558

FREE COUPON

See The New 1940 PHILCO
Purchase Any REFRIGERATOR

SENTER CRANE CO.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Please send me FREE and without obligation Literature
describing the New 19M PIULCO REFRIGERATOR.
Name ..........................................-.. ——■
Address .................. ..... -.............. -.. ——■
Town
................. -............. -.......... -..

Every-Other-Day
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■nanucr, hc began experimenting lluiuun and Melinda Gregory.
Capt. Gregory's daughters, now
with a doughnut that had less lethal
his living are Mrs. Lizzie Crockett of
characteristics.
Patterning
They Will Take Care of
model along the general lines of a Rockland and Mrs. Belle Burton of
Burlington, Vt.
life preserver, he punched a hole in
Chamber of Commerce
a
piece
of
dough
with
a
belaying
Activities Coming Year
pin and the modern, lightweight,
The Chamber of Commerce an
hole-equipped,
air
conditioned
Witli the approach of spring acdoughnut was born. The hole al
nounced the appointment of the
lowed the fat to encircle the dough tivitles are beln« ren€Wed on the
following standing committees:
and cook it thoroughly, Severance Stonington granite quarries. At
Entertainment Committee—A. C.
revealed.
! the John L. Goss quarry on Crotch
Hocking, chairman. Parker Worrey.
He said that Captain Gregory's island as yet no new cutters have
Dr. B. E. Flanders. Sumner Perry.
original recipe had never been im beeij put to work but there are
proved upon and that “it had been
Oscar E. Wishman. H. A Emmons.
about 60 quarrymen working, as
followed closely” in Maine during
Mrs Elizabeth Knowlton, Miss Vel*
they have been most of the winter,
the intervening years.
ma Byrnes. Charles C. Wotton. Leon
and prospects are for the cutters to
"That Is why the art of doughnut
start very soon.
White. Jr.. Almond C. Hall, Fred C.
making has remained at a high
At the quarry of the Deer Island
Gateomb, F. A. Winslow. George D.
peak in Maine during the interven
Granite Corporation also on Crotch
Sleeper. S. E. Norwood.
ing years. Other states that haye
Island about 20 cutters were put
Endorsement Committee—Charles
strayed away trom Gregory's teach
to work this week in addition to
W. Sheldon, chairman, A. W. Greg
ings have not fnred so well. In some
the 50 or more quarrymen already
ory, Ralph Conant.
localities an abomination known as
cn the job.
Legal Affairs Committee—F. A.
crullers are foisted on the public
.......
A new development on the MeTirrell, Jr., chairman, E. C. Payson.
as a
Gutre quarry is the opening of a
Ensign Otis. Alan L. Bird. Alan
nuts. Too. some so-called dough
new “patch to be known as the
Grossman.
nuts are sprinkled with sugar in a
Sherwood quarry The stone heie
Membership Committee—Sam Sa- ,
vain attempt to guild the lily.
ls of a decidedly pink quality and
vttt, chairman. C. A. Emery. Dr. Wil- >
"These practices would have tt is in response to the demand tor
liam Ellingwood. Robert Gregory, |
caused Hanson Oregory our great this shade that the McGuires are
Alan Grossman. Ray Eaton, L. E.
Maine inventor, much pain. We getting ready to cut here. The line
Jones, L. A. Walker, Thomas Chis
hope that by glorifying him and (or cwnpres>e<i air bas been laid
holm.
hts original recipe that we will
the new section aid a track has
Budget Committee—Charles A
bring back to America the art of been built to the wharf so the
Emery . E B. Crockett.
making real doughnuts;an art that $tone can be transferred by lighter
Committee to Check Industrial i
has become all but lost," Severance to the cutting sheds. A little later
Ratings—V. E. Robinson, chairman.
concluded.
„ track will bc laid direc* to the
Front row. left lo right: Ella Bradbury, Madeline Richardson. Back row. left to right: PhylHs Whitten, Doro- Arthur S. Baker, E. J. Hellier, M ;
The above article, furnished to sheds.
they Richardson. Mary Sylvester, captain.
B. Perry.
the press by the Maine DevelopAt each of Uie quany offices op
Community Improvement Com
ment Commission fails to take Into tlmism was expressed tor a good
mittee—Almon Young, chlarman. I
account that Capt Gregory was a season—Deer Isle Messenger
Donald Crle. WiUis Ayer. Carl M
resident of Rockland when he im____________
Benson. Thomas Stone. Allan Me-1
mortalized the doughnut when he
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
Waldo Theatre Wil!
Warren Summer Resi
William H. Fisher Will
Alary. I>. E. Jones.
I incorporated the hole ln it. Tlte
Feature Year’s Gayest
Complete Superior Court
dent Wearing Special
Merchants' Committee—E.
B Thr |a(e capt Hanson Gregory, who gained post mortem recognition nautical chef was born at Olen
Comedy Next Week
RADIO REPAIRING
Service In the Summer
Crockett, chairman. C. C. Wotton
through the hole in the doughnut
Cove, then a part of Camden and
Shirt While In Tropics
All makes serviced and recon
V. A. L*ach. Kennedy Crane. A. W. j A natlve son Wh0 gave the world under process of construction, will belonged to a family of seven childitioned. Estimates free. Tabes
William H. Fisher, a Justice of
When Dr A. H Chase of Boston 1 "Too Many Husbands" can prove Gregory, Sam Savitt, L. Mansfield. '
.
, . ”,
... .
dren. His brothers were Oeorge,
tested free of charge. "Swap For
troublesome, and Jean „
one of its greatest inventions—the bc
be read as a highlight of the day
day'ss
B
the Maine Superior Court since omes down to Warren on his an-,somewhat
Arthur disC0Vfrs that fact ln the S M Congdon. Carl Orifflth. Arthur
Cash” Tickets given.
Jeremiah and Henry Gregory; and
1924, completed Tuesday what he
air conditioned doughnut—will
wiU be events.
,|l{he slstws
Packard.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
nual visit next summer lie will waldo Theatre's forthcoming Col- Doherty, Joseph Dondis, Kelley B alr
expects will be his last term as a
Frank Winchenbach, Service
Crie.
D.
L.»
Adams,
Sadie
Marcus,
honored
posthumously
here
March Harold Severance, president of Mrs. Lucinda Sylvester and Mrs.
have some weird tales to unfold for mnbia comedy, which opens SunDept
3Th-tf
presiding officer over the Cumber
30
the hotel group, revealed today the Melinda Hall. Tlieir parents were
tlie benefit of his neighbors and day March 24 for a three day en- H. R. Winchenbaugh.
land Superior Court.
Industrial Committee — E. R
On thal day members of the hazards attending doughnut eating
I til* brother I.ions
gagement. Sun.-Mon-Tues.. March
Now more than 70 years old. the
Just this minute Dr Chase is leav- 24-25-26. with Fred MacMurray. and Oowell. chairman. K. C. Rankin Maine Hotel Men s Association wlio before Gregory made that tempting
legal retirement limit in Maine. .
,
6
ing Santo Domingo for Puerto Rico , Melvyn Douglas also featured. H. P. Blodgett. A. C. McLoon. J. M. are to be here for their annual edible safe for the sons of democJustice Fisher indicated he wouldu
Pomeroy, C. H. Berry. Thomas spring meeting will celebrate the racy.
*
..
k
retire from the
bench
some time in «»nP®n>' with
, , lhree..of,_his 1)0011
_ Based upon the W Somerset Maug> ■*
"In theolden days
doughnuts
prior to Sept 13. the date of his comPanions—’ud«e
Nelson
p ham stage success, the madcap new Chisholm. Isidor Gordon. E. F 90th anniversary' of the day when
I the late Hanson Gregory of Cam- were holeless, looked something like
Brown. Judge Walter Collins and production has been hailed as the Glover, E, L. Spear.
71st birthday. Under Maine law.
Oood Roads Committee—Allan F den stuck a fork in a
kettle of a sun-tanned biscuit, and were
District Attorney Edmund Dewey, years gayest comedy.
a judge, in order. to avail himself i who is a candidate for attorneyMcAlary. chairman. C. L. Sleeper bubbling fat and hauled forth the soggy in the middle. As a result,
Miss
Arthur.
In
brilliant
contrast
of retirement pay. must retire after
1 general of Massachusetts.
to the dramatic finesse she displayed Jr., D. P. Perry. Cleo W. Hopkins, worlds first hole-equipped dough- they were not only unpalatable to
his 70th birthday and before his
the general run of diners but
! Dr. Chase's fears that the ship _in "Mr. Smith Goes to Washignton' Rhama Philbrick, Lawrence Miller nut.
71st anniversary.
. might be bombed or torpedoed in'and onlv Angels Have
.v Wings» . Harold B. Burgess. F. L. Linekin.
Prize-winning
Maine
cooks, weighed almost as much as a ship s
Asked just wntr. ne wc.t. re irr
waters may have been real employs to the full her triumphant
Committee on Conventions and equipped with mixing bowls and anchor
Justice Fisher sat 1
or they may have
fancied.
gif. for h h, comedy M the lone. Recreation — Thomas Chisholm Gregory's original recipe will make
"Gregory during this period was
sometime during the summer, the
Blackjngton. „
i,y
chairman. M F. Lovejoy. Mrs. Beu- a P‘le
doughnuts only slightly captain of a schooner hailing from
exact date being un o
sonal frlend Qf Dr Chase feU inl0, devoted husbands Mtss Arthur de lah Allen. Lloyd Daniels, Robert 'ower than Mount Katahdin to be Camden and on one occasion six
al present
:the gpjrtt of the Ocasio,, and pro. |Iig,lledly and delightfully ex- Gregory , H. C. Cowan. E. L. Browr. consumed at a Maine Doughnut men were washed overboard after
1 RC w <r
U cam- vided thF ta,ter with a whlte 1prases her appreciation of the flat- Walter C. Ladd. Elmer Davis, David Festival that evening. During the eating soggy doughnuts and sank
geon Bay, Wis.. in 853 He cam gWrt Qn
froni 0, wWch he . tertng circumstance as weU as her Connelly, Albert Wallace, Axel day speeches by prominent persons to the bottom like plummets before
to Maine at an early age and a a United s.ates sjudd. and perplexed and fearful recognition Brunberg. J. Lester Sherman, lau<ling Gregory and his earth- a rescue could be made.
tended the public schools at Caribou
shaking discovery will be made. An ‘Tn order to save Maine sailormen
special neckties were also orna- that its outcome might well mean a Oeorge D. Sleeper.
In 1830 he was graduated from the
Ode
To The Maine Doughnut, now from extinction in this Ignominious
mented. The one worn by Dr. , prison sentence for her. Except for
Publicity and Publications—John
Law School at Albany. N. Y. and Chase in the tropics was calculated its many comic implications, the
M. Richardson, chairman. Basil H
ln the same year was admitted to
to scare away the mendicants who latter note is not too greatly stressed Stinson. Wilbur F. Senter. Jr.,
the bar in Portland.
harass the tourists. It bore the | -Too Many Husbands' is. after all. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Nathan BerAfter practicing at Orono and words "No Moleste,'
which are re- , a COmedv and Miss Arthur is one of liawsky. Jerry Vafiades.
Caribou for several years. Justice spected by the beggars, even if the
the deftest comediennes on the
Auxiliary and Hospitality Com
Fisher removed to Augusta. He I skull and crossbones is not.
I screen today.
mittee—Mrs Ruth Ellingwood. Mrs.
served tne Capital City as its city
The other ties were made appro
As her husbands, both Fred Mac- W O Fuller. Mrs E. F Glovfr.
solicitor and trom 1913 to 1919 was priate for the occasion
Because They’re Pretty!
Murray and Melvyn Douglas extract Mrs John Pomeroy, Mrs. Alan Bird.
county a’.'ornty for Kennebec. In
Meantime Dr. Chases friends are|lbe fullest measure of mirth from
This committee has been appoint
1920 he was named deputy attorney praying that he will return urt-- ,heir super<harged roiej ^v
ed to organize a Woman s Auxiliary
You ran be right in fashion and
general and was acting in that ca- unscathed from his perilous jour- I
____________
and Hospitality Committee for the
y wear thr kind of hats men like!
pacitj' when Governor Baxter ap ney.
Twenty free door prizes at Senter coming season'
Smart, becoming, brand new in
pointed him in 1924 to the Superior
----- ------------I Crane's great "Open House' tomorCourt to fill a vacancy caused by
style detail—a type for each of
The annual precipitation over al'. row. Friday. See the amazing new
the resignation of Justice Fred of the oceans amounts to 80.000 Philco refrigerator, third floor. No
your nrw spring outfits.
Emery Beane of Hallowell. In 1931 cubic miles of water, according to obligation to buy. Free door prizes,
he was reappointed by Gov. Gar- estimates compiled by Dr. George ask for free tickets. Free pinks for
Is Expected To Break
FOR DRESS AND SPORT
diner and in 1938 named for his p. McEwen.
the ladies. Free ride to the store
Forth
In
Earnest
During
IN
SIZES THAT ARE HARD TO
third seven-year term by Oov. Barand home on request, tel. 558.
GET!
rows.
Read The Courier-Gazette
the
Coining
Week
i Everybody welcome.—adv.’
«izes 9 to 15. 12 to 20. 38 to 46,
A group of personal friends and
34', to 43'4
political followers visiting Blin W
Page, prominent business man and
bank president, in Skowhegan
Monday night learned from the
lips of the Republican guberna
torial candidate ln the coming pri
mary that his campaign in the four
cornered fight now under way will
pick up momentum during the com
ing week and by convention time
We invite you to drive a Hudson Six
will be in full swing all over the1,
Smart Jwomen of 1940, here
State.
just once, over a route you travel every
Navv
Mr. Page, who has been cam
are your clothes for spring!
day .. . and get a direct comparison
paigning for months in various sec
A wardrobe that provides you
Black
with your present car. Thousands of
tions of the State, was optimistic
with what lo wear on every
Red
over the outlook and pleased with
former owners of the "other three”
occasion
. . . rlothes to well
Giey
the reception that his promise of a
lowest priced cars, who have made
made
that
Iheyll prove your
business man's administration at
MOST AMAZING LOWEST PRICED Augusta
White
this simple test, are now driving 1940
was meeting in every
wisest choice.
Pastel
county into which he has traveled.
Hudsons.There are many reasons why.
CAR EVER BUILT
| “Newspaper advertisements in
Come in and find out for yourself.
papers all over the State contain-!
Car ihoun it im Ituiiiea Six Sniax, frff*, Mivmtt itt Drtnit ing messages of vital interest to I
FASHIONS
the taxpayers of this State will ap
pear
trom
time
to
time
beginning
.. AND IT WINS IN BEAUTY, TOO!
For
this week,” said Page, "and from
J the reports that I am receiving all
YOU-th
LOWER PRICES
STARTING AT
i over the State my friends who have
■■
for Coupe, *deliv*
been doing a great deal of behind
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ered in Detroit, ineluding Federal
the scenes work are anxiously
jf ■
taxes, not ineludJust because you can't wear
ing state and local
awaiting the swing into the final
(axes, if any. Low
a
site 12, doesn't mean you
stretch."
time payment
terms. Prices subject to change with
can't
look young! We show
Mr. Page looks for one of the
out notice.
best
political
conventions
in
years
you how.
PRICE INCLUDES: Patented Double.
Safe Broket, the only hydraulics with
at Portland and assured his friends
A7
a separate reserve mechanical system
Sizes:
that the "Page for Governor" ac
that takes hold automatically from
tivities
there
will
be
in
real
evi

the same foot pedal if ever needed;
9 lo 20, 38 to 52. 164 to 264
dence.
Dash-Locking Safety Hood, hinged at
STRAW
front; Handy Shift at steering wheel.
"I do not feel that I am being
too optimistic in saying that I will
FELT
increase the 51.000 votes I received
RIBBON
in the last primary to 60,000, much
HUDSON ALSO PRESENTS: NEW HUDSON SUPER-SIX . . NEW HUDSON
I EICHT DELUXE, AMERICA’S
more
than
will
be
required
to
nom

LOWEST PRICED STRAIGHT EIGHT.. NEW COUNTRY CLUB SEDANS
SENSATIONS OF THE YEAR
inate,” said Candidate Page ill
answer to one of many questions
FOLLOW US AND SAVE
asked by his friends.
369 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
"FOLLOW US, SAVE MONEY”
For more than 4000 years, beer
369
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
118 PARK STREET,
ROCKLA ND, ME.
TELEPHONE 1178 has been a favorite drink witli all
classes ln Egypt.

Committees Named

Sylvester Bowling Team
In The Community League

Justice To Retire

Dr. Chase’s Safety

MADE THE DOUGHNUT FAMOUS

Prospects Are Good

Too Many Husbands

Men Like These HATS

Blinn Page Boom

COATS

$g.75 to $39.75

The Best 30 Minutes
You Ever Spent in an Automobile..
Your First Ride in a New

A WOMAN’S CHOICE

S1.98

S3.98, $4.98

HUDSON SIX

HI III |I |I

$4-98 to $ J 2-95

BOYNTON OIL & MOTOR CO.

CUTLER’S Inc.

CUTLER’S, INC.
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The Easter Ball
Kiwanis Club Feature
Fenton Bros. Orchestra
Tuesday, March 26 ’

BOLLYWOOD

STAR LITES

By Chuck Cochard

On next ■ Tuesday, March 26
Hollywood. —(Exclusive) —Holly with a spine-chilling portrayal of a
starting at ft o'clock in tlie evening
wood's matinee idols are taking a murderer in "Destiny." Akim Tam
tlie dancing feet and listening ears
terrific beating these days—they iroff, central figure of "The Way of
of the modern music people of Uiis
All Flesh" is an embezzler, and
are turning bad men . . Three of
Brian Donlevy is starred in "Down
vicinity will listen to the sensational
them who have deserted the copy Went McGinty" as corrupt politi
Fenton Brothers orchestra at Uie
book code of behavior are Tyrone cian.
Communiy Building.
Power, Robert Montgomery, and
Edward G. Robinson turns from
This return engagement of the George Brent.
the heroic Dr. Ehrlich to another
Fenton Bros, under the auspices of
Montgomery gets himself hanged gangster in "Brother Orchid", and
Brent Albert Dekker ls a singularly callous
the Kiwanis Club denotes thc pop in ''The Earl of Chicago
ularity of this band which has portrays a fugitive ln "Till We Meet disciple of science ln “Dr. Cylops
Again", and Power believe it or not,
• • • •
played on the famous Fitch Band
is a gangster in hls latest
Norma Shearer will have George
Wagon over the radio. With new
Some of the biggest and best roles Raft as her co-starring leading man
arrangements both ln regards to of the year are going to the ac
in the forthcoming version of “A
stage and orchestration and bigger cepted villains . . . Basil Rathbone
Free Soul "—Incidentally her lead
and better specialty numbers, young is following up his role as the usurp
ing man in private life . . . Odds are
and old, dancers or not, are in for ing duke ln "Tower of London"
3 to 1 they will marry’ before 1941.
a delightful evening.
• • • •
Decorations will change the ap
Those Technicolor cameras which
pearance of the dance floor and a
film those all-color pictures cost
restaurant with ample refreshments
Onr nt (he classes at Rockland High School. Left to right: Fred Small. Sylvia Haves, Ruth Packard.
a mere *25.000 apiece—mainly be
Betty Beach.
Photo by Don Fogg. will be there. It Is being arranged
cause each uses three negatives
so that everything will be for the
which make possible the color.
comfort and convenience of the
Products from 276 different in
patrons.
dustries. arts and crafts go into the
The benefits from this dance are
making of a motion picture.
Girl Scouts Have An
to go to the Boys' and Girls’ Com
• • • •
mittee
of
the
Rockland
Kiwanis
There will be great local Interest , new kind of electric refrigerator—
Enjoyable Party With
Bing Crosby and Bob (Hope will
Club, which handles the work of
in today's announcement tiiat Sen- new inventions, new ideas, new and
be teamed together again ln "Fol
Guests From Camden
the underprivileged and needy
ter Crane Company has taken the ' advanced designs and engineering j
low Through" following their suc
agency for PhUco's famous con- make it truly sensational. In or- I Bluebonnet Troop of Girl Scouts children.
cess together In “The Road to
The Penton Bros, orchestra is
servator, streamlined refrigerator. I der to make a gala opportunity for gave a party in the Universalist
Singapore'. Bing and Mary Martin
composed of Maine boys who have
will begin production on "Ghost
' vestry Monday night, as part of the been gathered together into a band
Music" before "Follow Through”.
observance of the 28th anniversary that has promise of being one of
The cameras start turning thts week
of the founding of girl scouts in the best in the country. Many
on “I Want A Divorce" co-starring
this country.
Seventy-six were people remember the Fenton Bros,
Joan Blondell and Dick (Powell.
present.
when they used to play at a local
* * * *
Mrs. Elmer E. Trask. Jr., captain dance hall here in the summer and
“
My
Son!
My
Son!" is the finest
of the Rockland troop, wa.s in gen arc wishing them the best of luck on
picture previewed this week. How
eral charge. Three troops from the climb upward.
ard Spring's sensational 1939 novel
Camden were guests for the evening
The time 9 p. m.-l p. m. when,
brought
to the screen slightly
of games and refreshments. One ' March 26.
where Community
I changed and with a cast of Brian
of the features was an amateur Building, who—everyone! ! 1
Edna Best, ever since she was a '^ierne- Madeleine Carroll, Louis
contest, presented without rehear
child, wanted to be an actress. Hay ward. Laraine Day. Henry Hull,
sal.
That one ambition carried her and Josephine Hutchinson Story :
EAST WALDOBORO
Five girls from each troop were
through her school days, and was
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed of the despair of her tutors, for her A lengthy one starting in the slums
picked by the troop captains, and
New York. Mrs. Mabel Hunnewell thoughts dwelt on the theatre and
the winners were Edith Sheldon of and Miss Bessie Reed of Newton, little else. But the outcome has of England s Manchester district
troop one, Camden, singing ’ ' Mass., were visitors Sunday at Miss been splendid, for she ranks as and tracing the rise of the lives of
one of the finest stage and screen two young men (a writer and a cab
Czechoslovakian
song:
Rebecca Ellie Mank's.
actresses of today. Bom in Hove, inet maker) and how tliey plan their
Johnson of troop two. Camden, tap
Mr. and Mrs. H B Bovey were Sussex, England, on a March 3rd, lives together and how they will
dance; Beverly Grover of troop in Rockland last Thursday and Mrs. Miss Best spent her early years in
three, Camden, impersonations, and Ethel Hanna and Mrs. David Oxton Hove and later in London. By the raise their sons. Thc climax comes
time she was seventeen she ap when the father vies with hls son
Joan Hunt of Bluebonnet troop. were in the city Saturday.
plied for a small part in a play for the love of thc girl who offers
Rockland, vocal solo.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bowden of then casting at a London theatre,
Refreshments were served by Hallowell were guests Sunday of and landed the part Her next the novelist-father his only happi
role was a better one: the one ness. A dramatic ending.
Mary Perry, Barbara Boardman, Otto Bowden.
after that still better. Without a
• • • •
Vittrice Hayes, and Janet Smith,
Norman Matheson of Massachu break or a disastrous role, such as
"Too
Many
Husbands"
is the best
Captains of the Camden troops, setts visited recently at Harry Mc most players experience, she pro
comedy in many months—not since
gressed
steadily
and
finally
estab

who accompanied the guests, were Intire's.
lished herself as a star in “The “The Awful Truth" and "My Man
Miss Marion Spurling. Miss Nettie
Mr and Mrs. Perley Winchen Constant Nymph.” which was a
Godfrey' has the screen offered us
Thomas and Mrs Irene A. Petta baugh of Back Cove visited Sunday smash hit and which guaranteed
| her professional future. Subse- anything quite as amusing. Cast:
at L. I. Mank's.
piece.
1 quently she scored in “Peter Pan” Jean Arthur. Fred MacMurray, and
Gloria Monahan and Marlene and in “Michael and Mary” with
Bluebonnet Troop is making
Melvyn Douglas.
plans for a dance to be held April Monahan of the village are visiting Herbert Marshall, whom she later
married.
She
made
her
film
debut,
their grandmother, Mrs. Nellie
Fool's day.
I after refusing screen offers for
Reever.
years, in 1932 in “The Faithful
Mrs. Clara Spear has been ill.
I Heart.” and thereafter alternated
hosiery, enamel ware, frozen foods,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mitchell and appearances on the London and
etc.
WATER PIPES RENEWED
daughter
Patricia of Union were New York stage with picture i
AND HIRED OUT
In
connection
with
these
roles, mostly in English - made [
NEW SEWERS LAID
splendid free prizes at Senter guests Sunday at J. A Rines’. Miss productions such as “South Rid- I
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Crane’s, PhUco refrigerators will Madeline Rines is their guest for a ing” and "Prison Without Bars." j
PLUGGED
| She has made three pictures in
be on display at Perry's Main street few days.
j Hollywood. “The Key, with Wil- j SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
Mrs.
Eva
Masters,
daughter
Doro

' liam Powell six years ago: recent- 1
market with special demonstration
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
of thc frozen foods compartment. thy, sons Milton and George of ly scored with Leslie Howard in j
Intermezzo," and currently has i
Door prize tickets will be given at1 Round Pond were at Mrs. Ethel I “her
biggest screen role as the
Hanna's
Sunday
on
a
visit.
| mother in “Swiss Family Robin
Perry's for the 8entcr Crane prize.■
Otto
Bowden,
Jr.,
Charles
Bow

son,” the spectacular Gene
TEL. 1U7-B, ROCKLAND, ME.
Ask for them.
Baker production
A cordial invitation is extended } den and John Sears were visitors i Towne-Graham
for RKO Radio.
to everybody to visit Senter Sunday in Broad Cove, Cushing.
Mr
and
Mrs
Leland
Orff
and
Crane's third floor tomorrow and
sec these amazing new Philco re daughter Elsa of North Waldoboro
were guests Sunday of Mr. and
frigerators and participate in tlie
Mrs.
J. L. Flanders.
free door prize contest. Tlie wel
Mrs. J. A. Rines visited Monday
come Is countrywide. Make it a
with Mrs. Cleveland Overlook ln
THE MID TOWN CAFE
gala event. Pinks will be free to
East Warren.
all tlie ladies. As a special service
Is proud lo announrr that they will serve ALFORD LAKE JER
Mr. and Mrs. O. Bowden called
to those who desire transportation,
SEY FARMS MILK AND CREAM exelualvely. It being their
Tuesday at Harry Miller's at tlie
Philco’* New Streamlined Refrigerator
a Senter Crane sedan will call for
earnest desire to always give their patrons the Best In Quality.
village.
you at your home and return at
The Husky Hustlers 4-H Club met
Tlte complete line may bc seen at the public to get acquainted with your convenience. Simply tele Saturday with its leader. Mrs.
phone 558 and state thc time you
Joseph Olaude. Miss Lucinda Rich,
the Senter Crane store where its this interesting new, modern Philco
wish fhe car to call.
club agent, of Rockland, being pres
many special features will be dem refrigerator, without obligation an
ent. The subject was "Muffins.”
onstrated especially the startlingly "Open House" will bc held at Sen
Thc crocodiles that infest thc Luncheon was served.
new frozen foods compartment ter Crane's tomorrow. Thcre will waters of the River Nile in Egypt
THERE IS A WEALTH OF HEALTH IN
which has taken tlie country by be 20 free door prizes including a are thc larges among livign rep
The swift and rapacious eagles
storm.
32 piece set of dishes, lamps, oven tiles, some attaining to a body and falcons, which live as long as
This 1940 Philco ls an entirely ware, electric toasters, card tables, length of over 30 feet.
100 years, are top gray-beards

OPEN HOUSE AT SENTER CRANE’S

The collier Black Point, commanded by former North Haven man

J-p

NOW IS THE TIME!

Capt. Roderick C. Gillis

stow away a right healthy mess to
the cost of $350 a day on the Port
land-Norfolk run. Wlien chartered
on thc southern trade—to Galveston,
Texas—victuals chalk up an expense
of $500 daily.
The Black Point, first on the
acene at the time of the (Halifax
explosion disaster, was used as a
hospital ship, this errand of mercy
saving countless lives.
“A home on the ocean wave" does
very well in song and story, but
Capt. Oillls elects to have a "land
lubber" residence also. For this
he has chosen as location, East
Weymouth, Mass., where hls days
ashore are happily passed with his
family of wife, son and daughter.

And they say It's fun to be an
Sea captains through six genera- orchestra leader or play in a band.
tions have passed on their heritage j Two weeks ago Glenn Miller, Ameriof marriners’ blood to the stalwart j c*'s biggest musical sensation, loadcoasterman, Capt. Roderick C. Gil- I ed himself with 54 playing sessions
Us, pictured above with the collier. for one week. Here's the way lt
Black Point, which he runs between went: He did 36 shows at the Para
mount Theatre ln New York City:
Norfold, Va., and Portland.
Capt. GlUis is a native of North he played to 12 sessions (two a
Haven, son of the late Capt. R. C. night) at the Pennsylvania hotel
Gillis and Lucy (Cooper) Gillis His In New York; and put on three
boyhood days were passed ln that 1 broadcasts, preceded by three replcturcsque Island community, after hearsals for a cigarette company
which hc graduated from Coburn' over CBS. In addition, he had to
Classical Institute and later from flI1 a couple of recording dates dur
Shaw Business College in Portland. ing the mornings of the week
At one timc he was employed as
Always think before you act, but
an accountant for the Lynn (Mass )
Electric Co., but with the outbreak don't think too long about anof the World War. the traditionali l,werln< intersting classified offer*,
call of the sea surged to the fore,
he enlisted in the Navy. Promotion
to officer was foreordained and as
such he saw active service overseas.
Came peace, but he who has known
Read This Important Message!
the thralldom of King Neptune, Do you dread those "trying years" (34
knows no peace other than “Sail to 52|7 Are you gplting moody, cranky
and N E RVOUS? Do you fear hot flashes,
on". and so it was that Capt. Gillis weakening
dizzy anells? Are you jealous
.clung to his marine vocation, sltip- of attentions other aomen get? THEN
LISTEN—
j ping as mate on ocean steamship-i
These symptoms often result from fe
for several years following the Ar male functional disorders. So start today
and take famous Lydia E. Pinkham’a
mistice.
Vegetable Compound. For over 60 yrs.
Hls oresent command, one of the Pinkham's Compound has helped hun
dreds of thousands nf grateful women to
best colliers on the coast, is a 400- go "smiling thru" difficult days. Pink
footer. 55 feet wide and carries 8.500 ham's has helped calm unstrung nerves
and lessen annoying female functional
tons of roft coal. She has a crew "irregularities.”
The best known and one of the most
of 39 men and o?Beers: first, second
“woman's" tonics. In liquid or
and third mates, 15 firemen and efftdirt
handy to carry tablet form (similar for
coal passers. These husky seamen mula). Try iff

s. e. Eaton

NOTICE!

ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, ROCKPORT
AND UNION MILK DRINKERS
ALFORD LAKE JERSEY FARMS

among the birds. Swans and par
rots with a life span of almost 80
years are their closest competitors.
Ducks, geese and ostriches play tag
with the half-ccntury mark.

JERSEY MILK

JERSEY

AVERAGE
MARKET MILK

33%
BUTTERFAT

5%

•
3.8%

3.3"

5.0%

4.85%
See perfect baking through a glass
door in an electrically lighted oven.

THE NEW

TOTAL

SOLIDS
12.34%
1.
2.

3.

Oi/-Qas

4.

COMBINATION

5.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
361 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Docs not rot dresses, does
not irritate skint
Nowaitingtodry.Canbcused
right after shaving.
Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to } days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
Apure,white,greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal ofthe American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.

25 MILLION jars oi Arrid
have b«en sold. Try a jar today 1

ARRID
At all stores selling toilet goods

•

HEATING

•

•

MORE THAN a million
happy users know lhat

the

modern

Electric

As CAREFREE,

CLEAN, SAFE as

Water Heater supplies

0.69%

Extra large oven bakes
with Oi, or Heat-con
trolled Gas. Two pow
erful. factory built-in
Oil Burners. Rugged,
dependable construc
tion.

WAT E R

ELECTRIC

BUTTERFAT

New Under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely
Stops Perspiration

tnjoy the LUXURY of Low-Cost

MILK

<1.7%

plenty of hot water—in

TOTAL
SOLIDS

work or waste — at low

stantly—without

fflectiic

worry,

14.8%

cost. Why wait longer?

ENERGY
UNITS

ENERGY
UNITS

685*

Our Herd Has An Accredited Health Rating

JERSEY MILK
Produced By Purebred Jersey*, “The Cream of the
Dairy World’’

More Cream, Vitamin*, Nutrient* Than Any
Other Milk On Earth
MORE OF EVERYTHING THAT COUNTS
IN MILK

SPECIAL $20 ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD

HEATER TOWARD A NEW AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC

CENT RAvkM AINE
POWE

MMMY
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OLD THOMASTON HOMES

Uniform Wage Rate

Power Grows Fast

For Each Case of Fish
Packed By Women
and Minors

Showing the Advance
ment of Hydro-Electric
Operations in 60 Years

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

A ROCKLAND ATHLETE
1

I*

4

1

5

|4

fe

7

5- r

10

11

ir

13

lb

IF

IB
Establishment of a "uniform wage
17
Tlie rapid growth of hydroelec
19
rate" for each case of fish packed by tric power in the United States is
ll
1h
10
I women and minors along thc Maine emphasized bv the announcement
that the addition of a seventh huge
w
' coast was generally favored Tliurs- venerator makes the Boulder Dam
lb
IP
1
, day by several packers who told a plant the largest in the world, with
7^ PT
n present capacity of 860.390 horse
3)
s- rr w
I State board they believed such a power anti a potential production
move would benefit the fish-packing of more than twice that amount.
w
SB
37
' Water power itself is of ancient
i industry.
MM
w
The board, set up by the legisla- lineage; water wheels were in use
41
on the Nile, the Euphrates, and
b.
1 ture with a view of establishing a the Yellow River at least 3000
I
n
( minimum "fair wage" for such em years ago." says a bulletin from
ft
ployes, tock under deliberation cur- the * Washington, D C., head1 M7
M5
4fc>
rent wage scale Information pro- Quarters cf the National Ooogravltled at a public hearing by the ‘
"A
oltl, w“'er
56 i 51
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*
i wheels are still grinding In thc
L
packers.
Blue mdgP Mountains, the Clrcat
Representatives of employes in ■ Smokies, and elsewhere In the
51
54
55
5b
57 44 59
tlie indusatry will be afforded an op-1 United States,
Pl1
bu
bb
bi
portunity to expres, their views at
Man’s Giant Water Wheel
another meeting of the board .sched- j "in 1354 tlie town of Laxey, on
ks
w
55"
uled for March 23.
1 the Isle of Man. made power hlsState Representative F Ardine' tory with a gigantic water wheel
bi
b7
Richardson of Strong, chairman, more than 72 feet in diameter, de
veloping ISO horsepower. Water
said 61 percent of .Maine's fish- piped down from the hills turned
The E. I). Blood residence.—From on old photograph.
canning employers attended the the big wheel to pump water from
—■« »
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
meeting.
i the lead mines.
It would take
1-O«tast
56-ln full-rigged
21-Sediment
5-Long for
-~>u4
condition
23-Taverna
"Whatever the decision or this'5.733 such 72-foot wheels to equal
10-SUde
60- Twiated hemp
26- Repulae
board mav be." Riehardson told the Bol'Lder aDam'^ P™™ , power. ,
14- Epochi
61- Short gaitera
27- ldle talk
....
Tlie first hvdroeleetrie central
group, ’it should prove valuable in plant
Un|twJ
spt
15- Shoe cordi
63- Endure (Scot.)
2S-Crow-llk<
16- Auumt an attitude 64- Affirm
29- Happenlng
stabilizing the fish canning Indus- up ln a
frame building less
Ml'.
From the Office of Congressman Ralph O. Brewster
17- Teara
65-Opinion
30- Welght meaai*e«(pl.)
try. without working any hardship I than 20 feet sotiare at Appleton,
18- Unfaatena
66- Oefentive armor
32-Heron
on those who operate factories or, Wisconsin, in 188? There now are
)»-Peraia
67- Choiceat
13-Sound
1 2,863 electric water-power plants ln
New England Agriculture: As New j each is thoroughly American. Each ! tl,e labor they employ "
2ff-Framet for holding 6*-River in S. Roumania 34-Thlnge you
the United States, counting only
picturea
69-Dispatched
shouldn't de
England Representative cn the has overcome great handicaps on
u w’as brought out in testimony those of 100 horsepower and over
22-Paintera
37-Prusalan city
committee on Agriculture of the the road to lus present nosition of that the "majority" of the packers
"The
turbine,
successor
to
the
24-Never (eontr.)
40- Ancient Implement
VfzMtcA
__ One. 1
.
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VERTICAL
House rnna-oscrYi'ni
Congressman PnJnh
Ralph O
C i IMlt...
ional eminence and __
power
pay women and minors 29 cents ancient water wheel, had been in
26- Slnee (Scot.)
of war
Brevster has arranged u round- ))as triumphed over the handicap for each case containing 190 one- process of development more than
27- Went In advance of
41- Exploeive sheila
table conference at the University of of wpalth and thp lndul(fpncp lt u
t-ln thia place
50 years—starring In Europe -when
31-Purpooe
thrown by hand
Maii.e on Friday morning Marsh
{ t0 Prppd fhe othcr has quarter cans atid 10 cents for a case the Appleton plant was established
35- Uttera wildly
2- Melody
43- A pastry (pt.)
29th. in conjunction 'v,'\/-'on’,mly'irtuniptied ovpr [lu, handicap of holding 48 three-quarter cans. Improvements in turbine design
36- Bear heavily
3- Mllitary signal
44- Proteetant (abbr.)
^-Perfumes
3$-Baby talk
46-Affirm
sionei ol Agricuhuie J?rinK P limitations and struggles in early Others pay less, the board was told. !lavP continued until today one
5- Shut
Washburn and
Arthur L.. Ufe Each ls recognized today as in39- Birdt (Latin)
45- Shorea
.Miss Helen Hanson of Calais, 5 turbine develops 1.000 times the
40Animal
6Knock
50-0ne afflicted wltiu
Deering of tne College of Agrtcul- .pjjectually honest and able ond board secretary, said records showed ixiwcr of the giant writer wheel on
41A
broad
arnilt
7Playmg
card
(pl.)
leprosy
ture. Representatives of tin? van- a ;xluari, shooter in the best sense that most of the minors employed ,he
01 ^n' or 150.000 horse42Half
a
score
8- Openings
52- Seize with the hands
ous groups concerned with Maine j lhe lerm
ajj lha( tjiat iJn.
were
boys.
p0W
9Writer
of
essays
4J-Part
of
the
hands
53Wander
agriculture are being invited to ;
Before the close of the past cen
44- Ironed
Ib-Old musical instru 54- Imitates
P.i vid Mazzeo. who has won numberless honors in competitive
participate and the meeting will be 1 MalnP f,tl2ens may ponfldpn„,.
State 1-abor Commissioner J. W. tury, the era of hydroelectric power
45- lnvplve
ment
55- Reaounded
High
School
events
1 >e
count upon a vigorous, square-edged Taylor, to whom the board will re had begun
A plant had been
47-Hidee
57- 1 mpe I
11- Learning
ture of Maine farms.
,
,
presentation of thc issues that will port Its findings within a few weeks, erected at Oregon City ln 1889.
4S-A swindle (colloq.) 12- Rlver in the Tyrol 58- No (German)
is
also
Congressman Brew’ster »»
; focus in this current campaign
and three years later another at
51- Mld-day
and Bavaria
59- Examine
Chairman of the Agricultural 6ub- ap#rt (rom an political bombast i nd said his department’s tnvestigagtion Ames, Colorado: a plant tn Cali
NORTH HOPE
52- Containlng more turf 13- lndltes
62-Golf mound
revealed
that
a
"substantial
numCommittee dealing with potatoes
of thp a(r
fornia delivered power to Pomona
Mr and Mrs William Crockett
TENANTS HARBOR
”•
(Anrww To Previous Puzzle)
appointed by Minority Leader
incidentally Jim Farlev has the **r" ol women and minors received and San Bernardino the same
aud family of Camden and Mr children were dinner riests of Mr .
Jo^ph W. Martin. Jr to formulate sy^path, ‘of ahnasl
in ! less than a fair wage ’
DAYS
year In 1893 a central plant was
and Mrs Janies Pease of Rock and Mrs W. L Bowden in Camden
AiL'l SADIS
the position of Republicans in the Washington in the plight In whicn
During the 1939 season 2361 built at the mouth of Mill Creek
B'AR-cr—^
land were guests Sunday of Mr I Sunday Otlier guest? were Pauline
”°aX, a^aSesTndUheradl^- 1 he has been left bLthe reporleti« women and 315 minors -boys and J Canyon in‘Southern, Calif. and anIn locking over Dad's diary of and Mrs. J D Pease.
grams ana policies ana tne aiscus ■ interview with the President pub_ _______________________ other at Hartford. Conn.
Bowden and Romeo St. Pierre ot
ffler
sions at Orono will afford the basis llshpd
a Wa#hington paper plin,. girlsi worked in Maine fish-canning liam is Man’s Most Massive Work 1890 I found a history of the change
Augusta
and
Kenneth
Whitehill
of
Bernice
Ludwig
spent
the
week'
for formulating party policies as mating Jim as a candidate for either plants. Taylor said.
i "Some measure of the vastness in ownership of the "Old meeting
well as developing the New England Prfsident or Vice Presient in the
"There are 45 percent of the fac- ot the hydroelectric industry today house," to the “New Church" which end with her parents, Mr. and Belfast.
point of view regarding the agricul- comlng election. The
Samuel Pease has entered the
...v failure of the tuna
.cuuiv™ as
o-i paying less than
—__ is indicated by the 38 power dams was dedicated in October 1801 Mrs. Edw Ludwig.
lories reported
nretent^hne0
*** C0UntO at the President to repudiate the reputed 20 percent per case to women pack‘he United States 209 feet high History says that the Third Bap
A surprise party was given at Veterans' Hospital in Togus for ob- ,
present ume.
interview has left Washington
mavi/vr k,m the heard
and om’ ran8hig upwards to tist Churcli was organized at Ten the homc of Mr. and Mrs. Loren servation.
Congressman Brewster has been agha$, ,n view of the
wlllc£tll„ ers. Taylor told the board
727 fppt h,gh on th(, ants Harbor In 1842 Just when
The evening
invited to address tlie Farm and genjai Postmaster General has
Among the packers appearing be- coiOTad<) River between Arizona and the meeting house was built does Bennett recently.
The Square Circle met recently
was spent with music, and a light with Mrs. lile Bennett. Mrs. Net
Home Week gathering at Orono on p]avpd jn nle Roosevelt triumphs fore the board were A C. Ramsdell Nevada. Here the power hcuse is not appear
My memory of it goes back some repast was served by Mi’s. Ben tie Perry and Mrs. Ruth Morse
’?arcl? J™1-of the past eight years. No man of Rockland president of the Maine two city blocks long and as high
The Third Baptist
, ' P .
U tUraLI!r<2' certainly has been more loyal and Sardine Packers'Association: James a’ a 20-story building It turns 70 years.
nett. Those attending were Mrs. were unable to attend. The after
lems and arranged the round-table nonp llas
nithlesslv cast 1 u
u l.
factory wheels 259 miles away and Chuich Cld not own the building,
conference for Friday morning at as.d
Abemethy of West Pembroke, sec-i - htj the Greets of
Angeles. which was owned by the Pew Stella S’evens. Everett Clancy noon was spent with sewing and
9 o'clock incidental to this visit i
retary of the group; Carrbll B Pea- ■
hydroelectric plants are Holders Society, and there was and Charles Reynolds of Rock the hostess served a delightful
— — ■'1
when so representative a group of
cock of Lubec, Calvin Stinson of gigantic engineering accomplish- where the “nib" came when it land. Mr. and Mrs Maurice Plow lunch alter which singing wxs en- I We hear of a bird sanctuary' In
agricultural authorities will be gath UNION
Prospect Harbor, and Ralph Stevens ments. The Orand Coulee Dam in came to re-modeling the meeting man of Pertland. Mr and Mrs joyed. The circle meets today with Natal that is a lesson in creating
ered at Orono.
of Yarmouth
Washington, new second in height, house, which was done by adding Fred Collins of West Rockport, Mr. Mrs. Susie Wellinan.
Nazarene Chureh Notes
beauty where ugliness was before.
The program will include a dis
1
ts 4.300 feet long It Is of concrete a new wing. As “Dad ' became col
The subject of the Palm Bunday
cussion of the entire range of farm
and ls the most massive man made lector and treasurer of the Sea and Mrs. Damon Hall. Otto Ben
policies concerned both with soil message by aie pastor was "King of prPsentpd by the Sunday school structure ln the world, having Side Baptist Society in 1884 and nett and Hasel Bennett.
On my cuff and worth knowing: ,
conservation, crop control and the Curse
nie song service was W|t|j an evangelistic message by the three times the volume of £he collected the money of the new
Mr. ond Mrs. Jchn Jackson of That new Don Ameche show on
building,
it
is
recorded
in
the
credit facilities. The Fann Credit led by Robert Cunningham, scrip- ! pastor
i largest Egyptian pyramid
The
above diary
* Montville were weekend visitors NBC slated for March 29 debut has
problem is prominently to fore at ture reading by Miss Mary Ware
lll liave
llMv^ its Easter , Shasta Dam. 12 miles north of
Have given their chll
nie N Y PS. ^.
will
“Marcli 3 — Attended Parish at Willard Hall's.
been postponed to April 5--Claire,
this time incidental to the transfer and Mrs Helen Creamer, nie song
,
. , k The oastor will R*‘ddine Calif , when completed meeting this evening. Did not do
dren Dr. True's Elixir
of Farm Credit Administration to
r.,H zv,mc-n
„.QC clln„ : serUte al 6 oclocl! 7110 pas,or win aiJ1
thp SPPond iargPj,t concrete
Mrs. Clarence Wentworth and Trevor and Pat Friday (Bing Crosby
for four generations.
the Department of Agriculture and
vnmson vtom was sunt, ftgaln preach al the PVening service dam p, the world. 3500 feet long much but the prospects are that
we shall go ahead and build a I daughter Feme were dinner guests discovery) are being discussed for
An agreeable laxative
tlie serious concern lhat has been
^rs Cora Mank and Mrs. Helen
7 Prayer meeting Is tonight and rising five leet higher than house
March 10 — Pewholders'
and'’round worm
manifested in many quarters over i Cramer, niroughout The serm'n'i at 730 the public Invited.
I’!» Washington Monument. It will meeting Voted to turn the old I last Thursday ol Mrs. I ona Hall. spots. During nearly 15 years on
the possibility tliat this may mean' scripture references were read by |
___________
be the highest overflow dam In house over to the Parisli
expeller. For young
Mr and Mks. Charles Plummer the air Amos ’N' Andy have created '
Parish
, ....................
. .
the world, the water from Uie 375- meeting afterward. Voted to ac were recent callers at Willow 190 different characters. Louis j
that farm credit will become a poli- Myrtie Hemenway, Dorothy Howand old. Successfully
Rudy
mclud-'s
tical football
ard
j c
0Qdv 0^ cun-1 KU
°y Vallee
VaUeeSs Alumni “
“T!1 f°°‘ sPtlHa>' dropping 480 feet
cept the house from the holders , Brook
Sobol, that New York columnist, will
used for 89 years.
Maine as the political cockpit of
.
t • v. «
• "’1 ir . n - niany °‘
mos‘ famous names in three times the height of Niagara June 20. At a meeting held this
begin a weekly broadcast series this
the nation: Politicians spend a good 1 nln8^am’ Iiah Howard, Hester Ca.- ; radio_peopie who have been dis- I Falls.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Meservey
day A L. Watts. S W Simmons
r.Trup’sElixir
deal of time in the off season laugh- 8inDanforth and Bertha covered b Rud duril|g his 10 ycars I "Only 11 of the higher-than-200- and C. O Crocker were appointed of Camden were supper and eve- ! Wednesday over the Mutual neting at the idea that Maine is the Moody
j
fe*‘ power dams are east of the [ a committee to appraise Meeting 1 ning guests of Mr. and Mrs Donald work—program is designed as an THI IRUE FAMILY LAXAT VI
political barometer of thc nation but i After the study of the Bible school ’ on tn 81 ' Amoni’ tne Iamo per‘ ! Mississippi; three in North Caro- | house and pews. House $600 Pews Perry recently. Mrs Peiry and ' Album of Manhatten.
AND ROUND WORM EXPELLIR
as election time draws near each iP<snn the std chanter of ivaiah formers *’hose radio careers started j nna_ tw0 each ln Tennessee and 1 from $4 to $16 (I find the treas
—
party girds on Its armor ar.d heads
w
« v.!l« s
arc Edsa, B,,-,
and
in urer did pay a very few pew
lor the State of Maine in order to
$152 It Ls getting to be hard work
gen and Charlie McCarthy, Bob Vermont, Kentucky, West Virginia holders).
be sure the other side get no indue closln8 hymn ' We Sha11
thP
July 17—Attended Prw Holders to find money.'
and South Carolina.
meeting
this
evening
Voted:
To
advantage. No other construct'cn Kln6 Sonic Day" was led in singing
Dad once told me that during
Tennessee Valley Dams
sell the meeting house to the Sea that collecting campaign he had
can be placed on the champions by Theriece Bragg and Robert Proves Langford. Tommy Riggs
"Tlie
backbone
of
the
Tennessee
View
Baptist
Parish
for
the
ap

as much as $1500 in the hotne at
selected to battle in the opening Cunningham.
and
Lou. Burns and Allen, Valley development ls a 10-dam
praised value, i $600), together one time. "Payments on house to
round of the Maine campaign this
The N YFJS. was in charge of and many others too numerous
j
To harness th"e Tennessee with the land therewith
W H Glcver & Co. 1890, Sept. 3.
year. Congressman James A Wads Mrs. Helen Cramer and the eve- mention here.
River for navigation, flood control
July 28 -Attended Parish mect- $1,000; Oct. 2, $1500; Nov. 4. $1)000:
worth former Senator from New- ning service J C Moody. Ju.- to the I
------------------«nd
prwftettonu. When com- i ing. W H Olover A: Co.. Rock Nov 28. $500; Dec. 11. $500
York. was selected by the Republi
The women. God bless 'em! were
The larges thammer In the Unit- Pleted- _i^®...da"ls *lH ,18Ve an land are to build tire house for
cans for thelr convention speaker ubsence of the pastor.
Next Sunday there will be a spe- i ed Statee weighs more than 40.000
'a ^rtWe^lUmau ^n- >5,830 (And that 50 years ago working. Oct. 3. they turned over
MINO
at Portland on April 4Ui. Wads
j for the village of Tenants Harbor to the collector $909, the money
worth is widely recognized as onc of i cial Easter message delivered bv pounds. t Is a steam forging ham- | stalled capacity of 1.788.000 horse- was quite a sum of money. Wages raised
by the Mutual Benefit So
the ablest minds ln the Republican Rev. J. W. Ames, at moi ning wor mer use dfor thc production cf large I power Tlie total cost of these $2 50 a day). August 6—Work has ciety At the dedication in Octo
ranks.
multiple-purpose dams will be j commenced on the new meeting ber, 1891, the building committee
The Democrats promptly coun ship. with special selections of music. aluminum alloy forgings for the air slightly less than $590,000,009. of house foundation. '
reported a debt of $2,996 This
The
Easter
offering
envlopes
will
craft
industry.
Including
propeller
tered with none other than Post
In looking over the ea.4i account was paid b.v four persons, one giv
which amount about half ts to be
be
taken
at
tilts
servic’
.
Tills
offer

blades
nine
feet
in
length,
airplane
master Oenerai James A. Farley of
charged to power. At present, | in the 1890 diary I find that Dad ing $1750, and the new meeting
New York who is not only the idol ing Is to be used for Foreign engine crank cases, ad aircraft four TVA dams are completed and I began collecting for the Meeting house was free from debt. Praise
of Maine s Democracy as a result of Missions.
landing gear forgings. The weight In operation and, as a unit, pro ' House in May, and collections from God from whom all blessings flow
hls frequent visits and the tributes
Boze
Tlie then on ran from $5. to $837 a day
During the Bible school hour at cf the entire hammer 1s approxi duce 560,000 horsepower.
he has paid to the valiant fights of
Somerville, Mass . March 10.
system
as
a
whole
ts
scheduled
to Oct. 30—Was cut collecting. Got
Maine Democrats against adverse 11.15. an Easter program will be mately 1.000,000 pounds.
be functioning by 1945
odds but is also for many reasons
"The production of electricity by
one of the outstanding figures in I
water power .in the United States
the Democratic party ln the coun- '
has almost tripled in the past 20
try—second perhaps only to the
years and has increased to about
President.
40 per cent of tlie country's elec
“CASTLE ON THE HUDSON”
tric plant output—almost 45 bil
If It were not for a suggestion of
lion kilowatt hours, last year, or
partisan bias in the battle of these
nearly 60 billion horsepower. Tills
two "Jims" it would obviously be in
ts 40(> million times ithe power of
order to have as referee for this
Ihe giant water wheel that made
contest "Jim" F O’Connell of Ban
history in the Isle of Man. 85 years
gor, better known to his friends as
ago. If produced by fuel plants,
"J. Fred" and Chairman of the
last year's output of hydroelectric
Republican State Committee.
power would have required 31,603,Contrast of the careers of the
259 tons of coal.''
two speakers is amazing and yet
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PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Turkey Is encouraging the build
ing of ships in that country.

MUSCULAR
PAINS-ACHES

BACKACHE-SORENESS-STIFFNESS

If firsl good rubbings with soothing,
warming Mutterole don’t bring you
glorious relief from those torturing mus
cular aches and pains—due to cold- hy
all means see your doctor. But Musterole
usually DOES THE WORK
Musterole gives quick relief because
it’s MORE than “just a salve." It's a
wonderful soothing "counter-irri
tant” which penetrates the outer layers
of the skin to help ease- local congestion
and pain. Used by millions for over 30
years! 3 strengths: Regular, Children's

tmild) and Extra Strong, 40*.

I

HAPPY REUEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

1 Manv of tho** pnawing, nnfcjrinp, painful
I lackaciiPff people blain* on coldi or fttrainft ar»*
iften rauit«d by tired kidney*—und may be
• lieved when treated in the right wax.
'I he
are Nature s chief way c.f taking ,
•rress acids and poisonous wgate out nf the |
>lood. They help moat people pints about 3 pints
i day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
lon't work well, poisonous waste matter stays
n the blood. These poiaons may start nagRini?
Duckachee, rheumatic pains, loss of pep ami i
*nergy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Freluent or scanty passages with smarting an l
burning sometimes shows there is something
i wrong vtitb your kidneys or bladder.
I Don’t wait’ Ask vour druggist for Doan's
“Oomph” Queen—Ann Sheridan has her greatest dramatic opportunity Hlls. used successfully by millions f<j- over 40
give happy relief ami will help the
date ill “Castle On Thr Hudson," in which she co-stars with John 15 milesI hey
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous

I to
Cetter Than A Mustard Plaatar! Garfield.—adv.

from your blovd, Uet Doap s riJU.

•Trade Mark

i
Free Action! The best shorts story of the season in
fine broadcloth or madras in plain, striped or novelty
patterns, unusual color combinations, light or dark

grounds. Practical, comfortable, smart!

• bias cut, gives but won't bag
• nne-pin-e extra-roomy seamless seat, full cut legs

Jean Parker and Harry Sherman, producer of 7ane Grey's
"Knights of the Range.”—adv.

3
. „
■
■

• yoke front, elastic w aistband, no buttons, no snaps

• l»erfectly tailored

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.

TEL. 294

j
J

Every-Other-Day
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* CUT-OVER LAND

HEARD, SEEN, SAID AT WASHINGTON

4 PICTURE TAKEN “UP AT THE BLOCK”

WITH THE CARTOONIST

By CLYDE H. SMITH,

II not tlie highest form of poetic
[ thought, has the deepest lesson for
j us to profit by and should our gov

Representing Maine's Second Congressional District

ernment take some notice of these

(lines it might help out.

Our Rlundering Gold Policy
our surpluses and increase Idleness.
CUT-OVER LAND
The Nation's Capital, March lf). No, as the Federal Reserve au
Little lake cradled ln the heart of the
thority says, we have, in exchange
j (Special to The Courier-Oazette.
tlmherlnnd.
Deep green water and a white sand
Whether or not to continue tlie for things of real value and utility,
shore.
accumulated gold "which ls of little
niack-trunked white pines mirrored In
use of Rold as a standard of value
Its stiU depths.
value now and whose value in the
Soft needle carpet on the clean forest
may be debatable. On this and
floor.
future Is unpredictable." We can t
other subjects we may well be of
Great black lumber camp sprawling hy
eat tt, we cannot spend it. So j
thc lake shore.
open mind. But if another plan
1 what? '
Skldways ruing where the logging
ls to prevail, the burden of proof
road fans:
It Is said but 20 people In the j
Tar-paner taint In the spice of the
must be upon thase who seek Its United States understand the money I
pine scent.
Rubnish on the beach sand and empty
adoption.
Tlie precious metal t
question. Even they, tt is further
tin cans.
(gold and silver) have been value
declared, cannot explain It to others.
Shrinking little lake tn the sun-dried
standards for thousands of years,
pine barren*.
If the situation is that hopeless,
Blaek stump* looming In tbe firewith quite general satisfaction. No
weeds glow.
most of us had best retire, perhaps,
One lone birch tree like a Uttle white
one has yet shown me a country,
angel
to the dumb corner when money,
ancient or modern, that got on suc
Brooding o'er the desolation spread
bnnking, the Federal Reserve Sys
out below.
cessfully without them
Before
tem, devaluation gold standard, in
Drooping little birch tree with blackthey are abandoned, we ought to be
girdled white stem
ternational exchange, marginal re
Dying on the margin of the tag alder
convinced that they no longer serve
brake;
quirements and similar subjects are
the purpose of present day com
Blrchhark post card ln an ash can ln
mentioned. It is sometimes claimed
Iowa.
merce and that some other well"Camping here tonight hy a weedy
that this fog and seeming confulittle lake"
considered plan would do better.
—By S. A. Mahon
„
„
„ » islon is just a smoke screen, created
But any policy, however excellent, .
, ..
, .
.
,. . .
K. S F.
.
by speculative interests so that, by
mav be misused. Crazy things may
means of the stock exchanges,
be done with it and that would seem
MARCH
wheat pits and other forms of ex
to have been the case with the gold
| Por The Courier-Oazette 1
ploitation. the public may submit,
standard when we started paying
March Is a rollicking youngster
more complacently’, to be skinned
Dre-sed In white and brown;
$35 an ounce for that metal. Tlie
and sheared. Be that as it may,
Who rushes through the country
power to "purchase gold in any
And likewise through tbe town
there are certain areas in the king
He rushes round the corners
amounts, at home or abroad, at such
And
Uke a lion roars.
dom of finance which even a lay
Then stamps hls feet and rushes
terms as he (the Secretary of the
man may invade with confidence.
Toward the housewives’ doors
Nobody in Rockland will fail to recognize Rankin Block or thr familar | Treasury > may deem most advanHe lifts the latch and In he goes
Our gold policy of recent years would
With a bang and slam
rber shop which Ijfavette W. Benner occupied so many years. This tageous was voted by Congress,
But
when Mistress April calls hlin ont
clure, which was loaned to The Courier-Gazette by Mrs. R. T. Clark, was upon the urgent demand of the seem to be one of them. It is es
He's quiet as a lamb
pecially
tempting
to
thc
amateur
ken way back in thr “horse and buggy days.” They came to town that
THE PUP AS
Clara Overlock
present administration, early ln
Washington.
iy during lhat period.
because the menacing situation,
1934 Since then we have been buy
foil aHufKR
rapidly growing more acute, seeks
Self-sacrifice; The mold in which
| many otliers put aside Lheir pens ing gold, whenever offered, at $35 a solution ln vain, from any source.
' to share witli him their garden an ounce. Up lo thatsdatc it had Tills puts the simpleton and the
true heroism Ls cast.
secrets. Stars of the screen— been $20.57. Tills meant of course
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lf the "game" consists ln continu sisting of Gwendolyn Esancy, Mil her home Sunday, Rev. Herbert .
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ing to exchange for gold useful dred Griffin and Dorothy Salo re Elwell officiating.
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1939 PONTIAC QUALITY 6, 2-DR. TOURING
Jones, Principal William C Dar- choir. At 7 30 tlie choir under the j
roc'n and Assistant, Miss Hildu direction of Mrs. Barbara Joy with il
SEDAN,
MARTINSVILLE
3500 up les; looks better than some new ran.
Weymouth. Decorations were ap- I Mrs. Woodworth, organist, will give
Gardner WaU of Springfield, propriate and attractive. Speeches an Easter cantata. Tlie young
1938 PONTIAC DELUXE SIX 4-DOOR TOUR
Mass., was recent guest of Mr. and by several members of the squad people's meeting will be omitted
ING SEDAN,
Mrs. Wallace Watts
and guests, followed by group sing Sunday night.
In excellent condition.
Mrs. Rcse Hupper lecently re ing were enjoyed after partaking
1937
PONTIAC DELUXE SIX 2-DOOR TOUR
ceived word that she was a winner of the bountiful feast; then an eve
Fresh shelled, diced and cut,
in a letter contest conducted by the ning of fun, playing various games. mixed vegetables for soups and
ING SEDAN,
Bcston Post.
Beautiful green; only 20,000 miles.
stews are now packaged in ccllulase
Ocean View Grange conferred
1937 PONTIAC DELUXE EIGHT 4-DR. TOURbags.
Read The Courier-Oazette
first and second degrees Monday
ING SEDAN,
night on six candidates.
l.ow mileage.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Witham en
1939
OLDSMOBILE EIGHTY 4-DOOR TOUR
tertained the "63ers" Wednesday
ING SEDAN,
night, five tables in play
High
Driven only 14.iK>ll miles; looks and sounds like new; many
in
scorers were Mrs. Cecil Andrews
extras; one owner; especially low price.
and Theodore Stimpson.
Qenuine Engraved
1937 OLDSMOBILE 4-DOOR TOUR. SEDAN,
Leslie Hupper is guest cf hls
Black, with llnish perfect; tires and mechanical condition
QYeddinq {Jnvitaliant
uncle Leslie Wilson in Massachu
exceptionally
good; 31,000 miles: must be seen to be appre
setts.
ciated.
and O^nnouncemenh
Mrs. Sidney Dow ls in 111 health
1936 CADILLAC V-8 (60) 4-DOOR TOURING
Her brother George Hall of Cam
Lowest Prices Ever Quoted I
SEDAN,
den visited her Monday.
Driven only 25,000 miles; as clean as new.
Mrs. Hollis ' Chadwick has re- 1
eeiorso
TWO AND FOUR-DOOR CHEV. SEDAN,
turned from visiting relatives in
No Extra Chargo ler Engraving Plot,
1937,'1936 and 1935; different models; a good selection.
Boston. She reports her son Milton in improved health
Choice of 35 dllferont style3 of loitering. Price Includes Inside and
j
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE—

SELECTED
USED CARS

Scarlett O’Hara and Ashley Wilkes

SPECIAL OFFLIt

Self-love is an unmlstakeable
sympton appearing in the most pit
iful stages of that dire social mal
ady often spoken of as "losing one s
sense of true values.”

Foot Comfort
for 15 cents
zivien Leigh and Leslie Howard in "Gone With the Wind," Opening Next Sunday
for the entire week at Park Theatre.—adv.

Hanson Co., Schenectady, N. Y.,

„ on receipt of price,

x

50 Engraved At Home or
Reception Cards----- $5-50

100 Engraved Informals,
including envelopes — $3.00
100 Engraved Visiting

Additl-nal Cards -I
________________ 3 tic each
These Are the lowest Prices

Cards......................... $1.45
Ever

-

•

Many Other Low Priced Used Cars

If von arc interested in exchanging your car this spring, now
is llie lime lo do so, while you can find a good selection of well
conditioned cars.
The popularity of Buick and Pontiac has given us fhe op
portunity to olfcr this selection.

QuoleJ oa Genuioe Engravings

^>aniplti mai/ l>e teen at

G«t Hanion’s Magic Corn Salve from the
nearoit drug store or direct from W. T.

_.

outside envelopes. Additional Invitations er Announcements at
4'3c each

The Courier-Gazette

C. W. HOPKINS Inc.
712 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 1000-W

Every-Other-Day
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LONGINGS
THE LYRIC MUSE

$
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition

r-------- -

By Subscribers
MORE SNOW
(For The Courler-Gazettel

•'Not so much .snow as when r was a
boy."
Father assures me thus every year
When I exclaim at the depth of the
drift
Some winter storm has left in Its rear
The same as hts father oft told him.
you know
Each gtneratlon of fathers talked so
Just as far back as our families go
O think then how deep the snow must
have been
When the flrst father Adam was here
among men
Allison M Watts
Jamaica. Vt.

1

RR««
SVNRISE—Sl'NSET
(For The Courler-Gazettel
Awake at the early dawning
Cf a fair mid-winter moming.
A vision I beheld In eastern »ky
A flood of crimson glory
, Like a magic fairy story
I Flamed across the heavens high
Through the day my cares were
brightened.
And all the burdens tightened
By the magic of sunshine bright
i WTien evening shadows lengthened
My heart renewed and strengthened
I Calmly watted the coming of night

As sun slipped below horizon
Lovely aftermath of vision.
Reflected gold and crimson bright.
Slowly, softly, gently.
A sliver mantle deftly
O'erspread the silent earth: 'twas night
Elizabeth O Marsh
Rockland

EAST LIBERTY
Charles J. Smith and son Leanion
are at Charles Corson's in East
Searsmont for an indefinite time.
Mr and Mrs. Nathan Davis of
Portland were visitors Sunday at
George McLain’s.
Mr and Mrs Theodore Rowell
of Thomaston were callers last
Thursday on neighbors and friends
in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Campbell have
moved from the Olive Rowell hou.e
to Camden.
Honor parts of the graduating
class of Walker High School have
been assigned thus: Valedictory.
Bessie Cram; salutatory. Muriel
Cunningham: first honor essay.
Marjorie Turner: second honor
essay. Susan Mathieson.
Mr and Mrs Allen Colby and
Helen Bowley recently visited thelr
parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Q.
Adams ln Francestown, N H

The Courier-Gazette has been
asked to suggest to the “Guardians
of Our Coast” the hope of it being
possible to have tliat fine organi
sation more fully represented in
items each week. Could they know
with what interest these columns
from them are read they might
get back to the earlier effort to give
this pleasure. Even if Uncle Sam
has cut us down in numbers of
Guardians, there are still enough

to give more fully the history of
doings each week.
Witli few vessels afloat, the zeal
of reporting is lessened, yet each
day brings its bevy of enticing mo
ments and events that are worthy
of reporting. Soon tlie yachts will
be filling the picture and changing
seasons will bring new action on tlie
coast.
K S. F.
Self-denial begets modesty, a vir
tue which brooks no man's denial.

2 Great New Gasolines!

DEER ISLE
Hie fire department was called
Friday to Little Deer Isle where a
fire nearly demolished the home
of Mel Bray,
Clifford McVeigh. CalvUi Smith.
Miles Brown and George Sylvester
have been chopping wood at Sun
shine for Clyde Conary.
The Carl Haskells have returned
from a motor trip to Key West,
Fla
The Robert Maguires of Stoning
ton were guests Sunday of the
Courtney Eatons.
COLONIAL
School vacation begins Friday.

BEACON

OIL

COMPANY

RRRR
FAULTS
(For The Courler-Gazettel

Mfe-'
The Courier-Gazette publishes today another picture of the old Gay schoolhouse which stood on North .'lain street. The photograph was
loaned by WUliam C. Anderson who went to school there when he was knee high to a grasshopper, and whose memory is so good that he recalls
the following as among the pupils shows in the above picture: Carrie Moore. Sumner Bird. Fred French, John Ranlett. Jr.. Ralph Dolham.
Mrs. Willis I. Ayer. Fannie Bickmore. .Alice McLaughlin. Nettie Packard. Melvin Wotton. Jennie Smith. Robert Flanders. Fred Macomber, John
Cushman. Jennie Gray. Lutie Duncan. Will Farley. Bert Pendleton. George Tucker. Will Douglass. .Arthur Clark. Frank Day, Bert McLoon. Eddie
Wotton. Will Bishop. Carrie Butler, Carrie Anderson. Lucy Rhodes, Eva Gay, Grace Packard and William C. .Anderson.

Realm of
Music
*<n

aters—in a box. of course with her
maid tucked In back somewhere
and strange to say ahe used almost
Mr Woollcott's words—Tliey would
not even exchange a word."
“She was handsome, knew it
right well and made use of it but
. the knowledge never made her disI agreeable, or conceited in a petty
way as so often is the case. Every
one liked her although at times she
made them hold their breath. As
a child, she was daring, full of capers, not amenable to home rule
; and took delight in escapades.
'The true facts are better than
Woollcott's fiction.”

Easter Cantata
Baptist Choral Society
Of Thomaston Excel*
In “The Crucifixion”

If we could always measure
Faults of others bv our own.
The fact would be amazing
How much smaller they had grown
And glaring faults of others.
(According to our tnlndi.
If measured by our own yardstick.
Be very hard to find

It's easy to be blinded
To our own faults through the days
Yet see so dear ln others
AU the error of thelr ways
I'm sure It would be wisest.
And kindest, tf we'd aee
Our own faults as they really are.
And let ail others be
Rose B Hupper
Tenants Harbor
SONGS AT TWILIGHT

By Antonia Sawyer

Publishers, The Devin Adair Co,
New York.
Mrs. Sawyer tells us the spirit ol
music inspired the writing of "Songs
The Baptist Choral Society sang
At Twilight.” Music, she says, is a
•The Crucifixion” by Sir John tonic lor both soul and body.
GlaJyi Sl. Clair HeiitaJ
A forenote to the author by Percy
Stainer, Sunday night before an at
tentive congregation which num- Grainger draws one on to read these '
I bered several from surrounding chapters, and in this reading one
i recorded but time ha:
Of particular interest to us Just I birth
j towns, This cantata of the Sacred learns much of deep Interest about
now as we are reviewing the life made the month date hard to de
! Passion is without a peer. Artistic I
of ^e author, a woman of
of Maxine Elliott, famous actress cipher on the record. O O. Me
renditions were given by the soloists °Pen heart' beauty of speech, a
friend to all who have musical abUl
and beauty. Rockland-born, are any Intyre in his column and th«
who are among the comparatively
side-lights, and delving into an author of The Best Plays for 1931
few interpreters of such music in ty and yearnings, a brilliant artist
and friend to all. The author was
old file I find letters written to me have both given her birth year as
this locality.
by the late Mrs. Asa Haley (Elvira 1871 which is an error.
, a Boston and New York choir and
Mrs. Haley in one of her letters
Byron A. Knowlton's youthful and
Wood Haley), from Interlachen J "She never entered high school enclosed a Courier-Gazette clipping
concert singer and became the first
I dramatic voice showed Its capability
Pla., in 1933, after I had made men-11 and did not even finish the gram- telling of the Class Reunion (1885).
woman manager of some of the
in the exacting aria "King All
tlon of Miss Elliott in my column , mar grades. She was not of high Rockland High School. Knowing
most distinguished artists of her
Of interest to many I am Glorious' Edward B. Newcombe's time. Her life is really woven Into
following Alexander Woolcott’s ar school age. only 14 Her schcol ]
clarion baritone was particularly
ticle ln The Cosmopolitan Maga days were passed at the South End ■ showing It verbatim— t Mrs. Haley
the historical events of Importance
adapted to the declamatory and'
in the American history of music,
(Purchase street). She never at* J wrote that she herself was not preszine. In part Mrs. Haley wrote:
•‘Your article on Maxine Elliot: tended the Lincoln street school I ent at tjle reunjon ^ut that her appealing passages.
and her readable chats are as re
Raymond K. Greene and Harold > freshing as a cooling drink on a hot
in the Sept. 26th (1933) issue of either in the grammar or high. Her I twJn wgs (
The Courier-Gazette interested me. brother. Tom, attended High for i 'The 'girls of the Rockland High W. Greene, in whose voices arc i day. Waterville, close to the riv»r.
Mr Woollcott's story carried so a short time and was in my class. School, class of 1885 held an in heard in the beautiful duet for and across the rtver from the old
many inaccuracies that it seems a Jessie was in my brother's grade, formal reunion, with lunch at the tenor and baritone, "But twas; Indian fort, is a home of many
Love'. Their rich Voices seemed to] acres, where she lived when young,
pity to let them pass unnoticed. Tlie two years below.
'Wellesley', Ash Point. Saturday,
echo
each other in an effect, which j born 1856 near Fairfield. Me . and
"She
did
not
marry
because
her
truth docs not detract but adds
adjourning to the nearby summer
"The flrst error is •Dermot's family needed the money as her home of Mrs. Henry E Edwards was superb and unforgettable. Mrs.! christened Antonio del Gardo Hay
motherless little daughter. Site father was still following the sea (Mabel Abbotti for the afternoon. j Faith G. Bern-, who is an accom ward Savage by Spanish friends
Hearing Pampa Rosa when seven
was not motherless then and that same as hc always liad. She prob Mrs. Alice (Black i Rodney brought plished organist, gave excellent
years old determined her career as a
parent did not pass on for several ably welcomed financial aid herself. her album with pictures of the 15 support.
Thc inspiring choruses were cap musician, she says. As I had al
years later, or about 1885. Quoting Mr. McDermott, the first husband, girl graduates garbed in period
ably rendered by the soloists, to ready shown keen insight into music
Woollcott again ’Wlien she stood was a fine looking man. Was said
costumes of slender waist lines, pro
to be Mayor Grace's marshal, which,
gether with these singers, under the and had a promising voice with
on the bridge beside him . . .
truding bustle, amazing fullness,
direction of Mrs. Grace M. Strout: dramatic spirit and sympathetic
sailing vessels do not have bridges' no doubt, meant a New York politi
and great length of skirt. The tre
Mrs. Leona W. Starrett. Mrs. Car qualities. An intimate friend of
—he probably meant quarter deck cian. He came to Rockland and
mendous dignity of thc photographs
Wlien Jessie left on that trip to visited the family wliere they lived
rie W. Butler, Miss Margaret Sim Lillian Nordica she lived in the rich
contrasted laughably with the mod
Soutli America she was a mere at the time, corner of Park and
mons. Miss Katherine Riee. Miss age of contact with such noted per
ern appearance of thc assembly, al
child. 14 years ol age although Broad streets. The evening he was
Ruth Butler. Mrs. Donna Knowl sonages as Booth. Adelina Potter.
though it chanced there was not a
more mature in every way. She to leave he missed the boat and
ton. Miss Katherine Keating. Charlotte Cushman and Campanlnl.
never returned to Rockland for Jessie told of rushing over to Mrs. bobbed head therein.
Miss Harriett Tillson. Aaron A. At 18 she made her debut in a Bos
“The physical and mental ac
permanent living. Beginning in Berry's to tell her she must invite
Clark. William J. White. Edward A. ton concert and sang the entire
program without notes—a really
hcr 16th summer she returned for them over to supper as her mother tivity of all was pleasant to note, Oxton.
several years for summer periods, had nothing to eat ready—and Mrs. as events of schooldays were re
Rev. Mr. Perron gave a fine pre- great feat.
called and songs from the 'Golden
In 1878 she was engaged in an
perhaps three or four years, and Berry did.
Easter message. Spring flowers
Arlington
street church as leading
"Mrs Copping is right on the Robin' were sung from memory.
then all interest in Rockland was
adorned the pulpit platform.
“Those present were Miss Ella
contralto. She studied with Sir
apparently lost. She has never dress question. At that age Jessie
George Hcrschel and made brilliant
visited the place since. This trip had no taste, apt to dress striking Sites Wood (class valedictorian),
progress.
to South America was not taken ly and rather loud. Jessie told her of the cataloguing department of SEARSMONT
Mrs. Sabra Baker of Belfast atid
There is a fascinating chapter on
as Woollcott says to protect her self of the days spent sewing while thc War College. Washington, D. C.;
from mortal eyes but was for her in New York before her marriage. Miss Bertha Isabel Bird (class salu Stockton Srptugs was a recent the Maine Festival and the William
Rogers Chapmans, with highest
health. It was commonly reported Her mother made tarlatan evening tatorian) educator at Auburn. Mass. caller on Mrs. Lucy Bean.
Mr.s. Oeorge Fish of Appleton Is praise for both. The Festival, she
that diabetes was feared. It was dresses and sent them to her in New Miss Hattie Vose Jia 11 (class
said, was thc finest given anywhere
certainly true that at that time York. We used to wonder some prophet), writer, Augusta; Mrs. staying with Mrs. Mary Craig
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Simmons in this country, and a huge success
she lost her high natural color and what at tlie tarlatan. The Dermot Gracia Sprague Pillsbury (class his
of Belmont recently visited Mr. and and a chorus that has never been
her face was chalky white.
family was unfortunate.
Tlieir torian), Berkeley, Calif.; Mr.s. Mabel
equalled in any other part ol tills
"Wlien she returned from the mother, as you probably know, died Abbott Edwards, Detroit. Mich.; Mrs. Charles Luce.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Howard and country.
trip she joined several Rockland in the Augusta Insane Hospital, Mrs. Alice Spear Fenner. Pasadena.
A delightful worthwhile book of
girls at Notre Dame Convent in two hrothers met untimely deaths, Calif.; Mrs. Lizzie Crocker Boynton, family were guests Sunday of Mr.
lU>xbury but she did not remain and Sam died not so long ago in Lexington, Mass.; Mrs. Sadie Wil and Mrs. Edward Howard of Bel real history in music with a num
ber of pages devoted to illustrations
there long—only about six months California. ’ Tlie youngest, May or son Berry, Portland; Mrs. Jennie mont.
Mrs. Ethel Higgins and son Adel of personal friends and family and
At Christmas time, when she was Lady Forbes-Robertson, is said by Willey Bird. Rockland; Mrs. Fannie
15 years of age. she went to New people both in America and Eng- Cummings Ryder and Mrs. Alice bert and Mr. and Mrs. Russell herself.
Knight and sons Russell and Daniel
Read and be convinced of the
York with a convent friend who laud to be a remarkably sweet and Black Rodney, also of Rockland."
were visitors Sunday In Pittsfield. charm of this—a successful music
was a sister of Mr. McDermott lovely woman.
The date the reunion was held
James Colson and Gifford Colson manager—a really great voice, a
whom she later married. She
"It is true that she developed into was not shown on the clipping Mrs.
of
Winterport visited Monday with rich life of charming musical ad
never returned to the convent. a good business woman. Onc who Haley sent.
their father Wilbur Colson.
venture.
K. S. F.
Th* following February in New saw it told of Nat Goodwin, the sec
* * l« *
Mrs. Ernest Bond of Jefferson is
York she had her 16th birthday ond husband, coming into the the MARCH WIND, YOfLJ AHE TIIE BHkATII
and thc New York friends would atre one morning after a night at Youth pictures you as a boisterous fel- the guest of her mother, Mrs. Lula Refreshments were served.
low
Sprowl.
not believe that she was only 13 cards and tossing a large roll of Tossing kites over hill and plain.
Gloria Temple celebrated its 29th
leaping brooks with a playful
An Easter service will be held anniversary March 6 with several
years of age. To convince them bank bills in her lap. He, too, must And bellow.
she sent home to her mother for have thought her a shrewd finan
And shaking frotn blowing hair the Sunday morning at the usual hour of the charter members present. It
rain.
in the church auditorium. A gen was also the birthday of the most
hcr birth certificate. She person cier. It Is foolish of the Cosmopoli But we,
who have watched thc snow
eral invitation is extended.
drifts
sliding
ally told this to the writer. She tan writer to say in reference to
excellent chief. Elizabeth Greenlaw.
Away In silver near the door.
was born Peb. 5 (?) tn 1868 Tlie her friendship .witli Mr. Morgan And year after year, the swallows
A chicken supper was served to 38
gliding
NORTH HAVEN
members.
'she did not know him at all. Tliey
Back to the sunny eaves once morc,
caught the glint on a greater
A public card party was held at
An enjoyable evening was spent
did not even exchange words.’ No Have wing:
We
greet
you best when wc can know Wednesday at the home of Clarence the KJ*, hall, Wednesday night by
one can live in the world and not
You are the breath that brings to a
Stone. Those present were Walk the Knights of Pythias and the
be seen—most assuredly not people
glow
er Ames, Arthur Emerson, George Sisterhood. Prizes at “83” went to
Relleve misery as 3 out of their prominence. Some years The first green spark of spring.
—Glenn Ward Dresbach (Christian
of 5 mothers do. Rub ago in Washington a well-known Science
Eaton, Carl Beverage, Sherman Susie Wooster and Percy Tolman;
Monitor)
throat, chest, back with
Cooper, Charles Baird, John Ler high bridge score to Faustina Dun
New York author told me of seeing
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. mond, Irven Stone and the host can.
thc two often in the New York thc-
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AFFERENT
4
IN A BIG WAY.
'(S

Don't trade in your old cor till you see and drive a new
Ford V-8. It’s a new kind of low-priced money's worth . . .

outstanding in those very “features" which mean most!

DIFFERENT IN PFRFORMANCl!

« ith

you get lightning-quick starts with a

the smooth, flexible power of (he only

Ford. You stop with thc biggest hy

V-8 engine in any low-priced car. Yet

draulic brakes ever used on a lowpriced car. You get roadability of thc

you get ecouomy proved in the recent
Gilmore-Yosemite Economy Run to be

only car at its price with full Torque-

better

than either leading low-priced
"6”! (Ford V-8 record: 24.92 miles

Tube Drive and free action on all 4

per gallon)

silently, with finger-tip gearshift on the

You

wheels.

shift

gears

easily

and

steering post. . . thc positive, mechan

DIFFERENT IN RIDE!

Ride sensation
of the year is thc soft, quiet, safe ride

ical kind found on most high-priced
cars,

not

dependent upon engine.

of the 1940 Fords . . . Based on thc

longest springbase in its price class,

DIFFERENT IN LOOKS!

with new longer, softer springs end

I he car that
brings the "Lincoln-Zephyr touch” to

improved hydraulic shock absorbers

the low-price field is morc beautiful

... you get a real big-car ride . .. and

than ever this year. Lines arc advanced

extra high tire mileage, too!

and distinctive.

Interiors arc richer,

smarter, roomier and morc luxurious

DIFFERENT IN “FEEL”! Even in winter,

than ever before!

OUR "8” IS BETTER

THAN A “6” AND COSTS
NO MORE TO RUN

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 475
• SB

WALDOBORO, MAINE
TELEPHONE 61

YOUI FOU DEAUt HIST FOI 10 W -COST FINANCING '

